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Abstract

Abstract

The understanding of naturally and anthropogenically induced
subaqueous sediment remobilization processes is of high impor-
tance for the increasing industrial and touristy usage of coastal
zones, estuaries, rivers and lakes. Geotechnical properties such as
sediment strength play an important role in sediment dynamical
processes, however, they are poorly represented in theoretical
approaches and field studies, because geotechnical in-situ mea-
surements are highly complicated in such challenging areas (e.g.,
strong hydrodynamics, close to offshore constructions). From
previous studies it can be assumed that dynamic penetrometers
might be capable of such measurements. The aim of this thesis
was to find out (i) whether dynamic penetrometers are suitable
for measurements in areas of sediment remobilization, and (ii)
if so, what kind of complementary data can be delivered for the
research of sediment remobilization.
Different types of dynamic penetrometers were introduced:
lance-like or projectile-like shapes, expendable and recoverable
probes with different set ups of sensors and data acquisition
systems. However, none of the existing penetrometers matched
all of the requirements assumed for the detection of sediment
remobilization. Following that, a new device was designed: the
Nimrod, truly free falling with a projectile-like shape and equipped
with accelerometers (measuring deceleration and inclination),
pore pressure and temperature sensor. A choice of three different
tip geometries (flat circular tip, hemisphere, cone) provides a
high sensitivity over a wide range of sediment types (very soft
mud to hard sand). The Nimrod was tested in streams, rivers
and ports before being successfully deployed in the North Sea
and the Baltic Sea. In the North Sea the device demonstrated an
outstanding suitability for sandy seafloors due to its robustness,
the decoupling from the boat during deployment and the high
data recording frequency (1 kHz). Following that and the fact
that a lot of sediment remobilization features can be found in
sandy areas, the investigation of different sandy sediments was
intensified by adding measurements on carbonate sands in Hawaii.
Different penetration signatures could be found for quartz sand
compared to carbonate sand. Furthermore, an approach was pre-
sented to estimate quasi-static bearing capacity from the dynamic
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deceleration – depth profiles of the penetrometer to consider the
change of penetration velocity and penetration surface area.
In data sets from the Jade tidal inlet channel (North Sea) and
shore breaks in Hawaii hints of sediment remobilization were
detected in the penetrometer signatures. More detailed surveys in
areas of sediment remobilization followed: (i) subaqeuous dunes
in the Danish Wadden Sea, (ii) sorted bedforms close to Tairua,
NZ, (iii) a shifting sandbar at Raglan’s harbor mouth, NZ, (iv)
scouring at offshore wind energy converter foundations (North
Sea), (v) mud accumulation and mud layers in different ports, (vi)
disposal sites and (vii) geothermal lakes in New Zealand.
First, the results confirmed that layers of mixed up sediment or
fresh sediment redeposition are reflected in the sediment strength
– depth profiles derived from the dynamic penetrometer and that
a quantification of these layers is possible with an accuracy of
∼ 1 cm. In doing so, e.g., variations of sediment remobilization
over a tidal cycle were observed. Additionally, changes of sediment
strength patterns over time were monitored: over a tidal cycle
along subaqueous dunes, and especially, at offshore wind energy
converters (WEC) over a few months after WEC erection.
Furthermore, areas of sediment erosion and sediment accumula-
tion were localized and quantified providing a suitable base for
the development of a conceptual model of the formation and/or
maintenance of the respective sediment dynamic feature. This
succeeded for sandy areas (e.g., sorted bedforms, shifting sandbar)
as well as for muddy areas (e.g., ports, lakes). In the latter the
results may also play an important role for decisions about the
further industrial use of areas or further interventions such as
dredging.
In summary, the new penetrometer Nimrod proved its suitability
for the investigation of sediment remobilization processes and
delivered complementing data about ongoing sediment remobi-
lization with time (e.g., tides, timeline after WEC erection) and
space (indication of areas of sediment erosion or accumulation).
During the different surveys the dynamic penetrometer results
were supported by acoustic methods, sediment sampling and/or
numerical modelling of hydrodynamics. A stronger geotechnical
perspective was introduced into the investigation of the sediment
remobilization processes.
However, some questions could not be answered by the field
experiments due to a lack of continuity of boundary conditions
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such as currents, stability of the vessel or sediment homogeneity.
Examples are the detailed investigation of penetration rate
effects, or the finding of a correlation between in-situ density and
measured sediment strength. To address such issues, in this thesis
also first attempts of physical modelling in a wave channel and
of numerical modelling using the geotechnical code FLAC3D are
presented and discussed as an outlook to future works.



Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Das Verständnis von natürlich wie auch anthropogen induzierten
marinen Sedimentremobilisationsprozessen ist entscheidend für
die steigende industrielle und touristische Nutzung von Küsten-
zonen, Ästuaren, Flüssen und Seen. Geotechnische Eigenschaften
wie die Sedimentfestigkeit spielen eine wichtige Rolle in sed-
imentdynamischen Prozessen, sind jedoch wenig repräsentiert
in den entsprechenden theoretischen Ansätzen und Feldex-
perimenten. Aus vorausgehenden Studien kann angenommen
werden, dass prinzipiell dynamische Penetrometer für solche
Messungen geeignet sein könnten. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war es
herauszufinden, ob eine solche Eignung bestätigt werden kann,
und falls ja, welche Art von neuen Informationen zur Erforschung
von Sedimentremobilisationsprozessen dadurch ermittelt werden
können.
Verschiedene Typen von dynamischen Penetrometern sind
bekannt. Jedoch erfüllte keines der bekannten Geräte alle
Anforderungen, die für die Messung von Sedimentremobilisa-
tionsprozessen angenommen werden. Demzufolge wurde ein
neues Gerät entwickelt: Nimrod, frei fallend, mit einer projek-
tilähnlichen Form und ausgestattet mit Sensoren zur Messung
von Abbremsung, Neigung, Temperatur und Porendruck. Nach
der Konstruktion wurde Nimrod in diversen Bächen, Flüssen
und Häfen sowie in der Nord- und Ostsee getestet, wobei die
erfolgreiche Konzeption des Geräts belegt werden konnte. Bei
Einsätzen in der Nordsee fiel die Eignung für Messungen auf
sandigen Böden auf. Vor allem wegen der geringen Eindringtiefe
gelten dynamische Penetrometer allgemein als wenig geeignet
für Messungen in sandigen Gebieten. Nimrods Robustheit, die
absolute Entkopplung von jeglichen Schiffsbewegungen und die
hohe Datenaufnahmefrequenz (1 kHz) führen jedoch zu einer
hohen Datenpräzision bei der Messung auch von sandigen Ober-
flächensedimenten. Demzufolge wurden Messungen in sandigen
Gebieten ausgeweitet mittels Messkampagnen auf Karbonatsand in
Hawaii. Dabei konnten die Penetrationssignaturen von Quarzsand
und Karbonatsand deutlich voneinander unterschieden werden.
Außerdem wurde in diesem Rahmen ein Ansatz eingeführt, um
quasi-statische Tragfähigkeit aus dynamischen Abbremsung –
Tiefe Profilen des Penetrometers abzuschätzen.
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In Daten aus dem Tidekanal des Jadebusens (Nordsee) und aus
Brandungen in Hawaii zeigten sich erste Hinweise auf Sediment-
remobilisation in den Penetrationssignaturen. Weitere detaillierte
Erkundungen in Gebieten charakterisiert durch Sedimentremobili-
sation folgten: (i) subaquatische Dünen im Dänischen Wattenmeer,
(ii) morphologische Strukturen mit Körngrößensortierung nahe
Tairua, NZ, (iii) eine sich verlagernde Sandbank bei Raglan,
NZ, (iv) Kolk an Offshore-Windenergieanlagen (Nordsee), (v)
Schlickablagerung und Schlicklagen in verschiedenen Häfen, (vi)
in Gebieten ausgewählt für die Verklappung von gebaggertem
Hafensediment und (vii) in geothermalen Seen, NZ.
Die Ergebnisse bestätigten, dass Lagen von aufgemischtem oder
frisch abgelagertem Sediment in Sedimentfestigkeit – Tiefen
Profilen von dynamischen Penetrometern mit einer Genauigkeit
von ∼ 1 cm detektiert und quantifiziert werden können. Auf diese
Weise wurden zum Beispiel Variationen von Sedimentremobi-
lisation entlang subaquatischer Dünen über einen Tidenzyklus
beobachtet.
Außerdem wurden Änderungen der Sedimentfestigkeit über die
Zeit festgestellt, einerseits über einen Tidenzyklus auf subaqua-
tischen Dünen, und andererseits über einige Monate nach der
Installation von Offshore-Windenergieanlagen in der Nordsee.
Desweiteren konnten Erosionszonen bzw. Akkumulationszonen
lokalisiert und quantifiziert werden. Diese Ergebnisse bilden
eine Basis zur Entwicklung eines konzeptionellen Modells für die
Formation und Entwicklung von morphologischen Strukturen.
Dies wurde anhand von Ergebnissen von z.B. morphologische
Strukturen mit Körngrößensortierung nahe Tairua, NZ, belegt.
Auch in schlickigen Gebieten konnten dafür Beispiele (z.B.
Schlickablagerungen in Häfen in Neuseeland) gefunden werden.
Gerade in industriell genutzten Gebieten mag dies die Entschei-
dungsfindung betreffend weiterer ingenieurstechnischer Eingriffe
wie Baggern unterstützen.
Es kann zusammengefasst werden, dass Nimrod seine Eignung
für die Untersuchung von Sedimentremobilisationssprozessen
beweisen und zusätzliche Daten über aktuelle Sedimentremo-
bilisationssprozesse abhängig von Zeit (z.B. innerhalb eines
Tidenzyklus) und Raum (z.B. Lokalisierung von Erosionszonen)
liefern konnte. In den verschiedenen Kampagnen wurden die
geotechnischen Messungen von akustischen Methoden, Sedi-
mentprobennahme und/oder numerischer Modellierung der
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Hydrodynamik unterstützt.
Allerdings konnten einige Zusammenhänge im Feld nicht voll-
ständig geklärt werden, da die Kontrolle über Randbedingungen
wie Strömungen, Schiffsbewegung oder die Homogenität des Sedi-
ments nicht ausreichte, um zum Beispiel die genutzten Ansätze zur
Berücksichtigung der sich ändernden Penetrationsgeschwindigkeit
im Detail und unter kontrollierten Bedingungen zu überprüfen,
oder als weiteres Beispiel, eine Korrelation zwischen in-situ
Dichte und gemessener Sedimentfestigkeit zu finden. Für solche
Fragestellungen wurde begonnen einen numerischen Ansatz zur
Simulation von Penetrometermessungen auf sandigen Böden
zu entwickeln und ein Ausblick auf weitere numerische und
physikalische Modellierung gegeben.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Remobilization processes of seafloor sediments spark an increasing interest
in coastal conservation as well as coastal and marine engineering. Naturally
evolved sediment remobilization features, such as sandbars, bedforms and
fluid mud, influence the coastline (e.g., Mimura and Nunn, 1998) and have
an impact on the industrial or touristy utilization of those areas (e.g., port
development, beach erosion) (e.g., Phillips and Jones, 2006). Vice versa,
marine engineering induces and modifies hydrodynamics as well as sediment
dynamics with a potential back-coupling impacting on the stability of the
construction or the surrounding environment (e.g., Whitehouse, 1998). Fol-
lowing that, the understanding of subaqeous sediment dynamics is a key
parameter for the conservation of coastlines as well as for the utilization of
coastal zones.
Sediment dynamics are investigated using (i) physical models, (ii) numerical
models, and (iii) in-situ experiments. These three approaches can be under-
stood as the three main pillars for the investigation of sediment dynamics
(Fig. 1.1).
For the prediction of sediment remobilization, numerical models play an

important role. They aim for the determination of mud discharge (e.g., Wae-
les et al., 2007) in areas of potential port expansion or the prediction of
scour depressions at structures of marine engineering (e.g., Li and Cheng,
1999), for example. However, the quality of the numerical models highly
depends on the understanding of the process and the input of parameters
(e.g., Copeland, 1987). This knowledge can be gathered by field studies and
physical models. The latter are carried out in flumes or tanks, and offer the
opportunity to study sediment remobilization processes in a well controlled
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Figure 1.1: The three pillars of the investigation of sediment dynamics.

environment (e.g., Blom et al., 2003), e.g., waves and/or currents can be
set up in a chosen configuration. In doing so, the influence of wave height
on scour development can be determined, for example. Nevertheless, also
physical model results follow their set up configuration. In consequence, in-
fluencing factors occurring in the field might be neglected or even be missed
(e.g., Weill et al., 2008). Furthermore, flume and tank experiments are highly
affected by boundary effects (e.g., Hughes, 1993). Even the biggest flumes
and tanks are still very small-scale models compared to open waters.
Thus, field studies as the third pillar of investigations for the understanding
of sediment remobilization processes are required. Such field studies focus on
(i) hydrodynamics, (ii) morphodynamics and (iii) sediment dynamics. Un-
der the term hydrodynamics primarily currents, tides and waves are united.
They are addressed, e.g., with acoustic methods such as acoustic Doppler
current profilers (e.g., Muste et al., 2004), pressure gauges (e.g., Trupin and
Wahr, 2007), buoys such as the waverider (e.g., O’Reilly et al., 1996), and
underwater as well as water surface gliders (e.g., Rudnick et al., 2004). The
understanding of hydrodynamics is in a fast developing progress. However,
especially, the complexity of turbulences and the interaction on different
scales is one example of ongoing research (e.g., Lorke and Wuest, 2005).
Here, also interactions with the bathymetry have to be mentioned (e.g.,
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Soulsby et al., 1993). The morphodynamics in areas of sediment remobiliza-
tion are mainly investigated using imaging techniques such as single beam
echosounder systems, multi beam echosounder sytems and side scan sonars.
They show small- and large-scale variations of the bathymetry depending on
the hydrodynamics and the sediment (e.g., Ernstsen et al., 2006).
The sediment dynamics cover different processes, such as bedload transport
or sediment suspension (Swamee and Ojha, 1991). Focussing on the sedi-
ment, the question is which sediment is mobilized when and in which form
(e.g., bedload or suspended load). Blinding out hydrodynamics and morpho-
dynamics, physical and geotechnical properties come to the fore. The grain
size distribution is addressed most (e.g., Soulsby, 1997) following the fact
that sorting can be found (i) along features of sediment remobilization (e.g.,
Goff et al, 2005), and (ii) and in the different forms of sediment transport
(Swamee and Ojha, 1991). However, also, e.g., density, friction angle and
cohesion influence the threshold shear stress, and in doing so, the mobility
of sediments (Das, 1990; Soulsby, 1997).
These properties are mirrored in sediment strength measurements using cone
penetrometers (Lunne et al., 1997). Following onshore standards, such in-
struments measure tip resistance, sleeve friction, pore pressure, inclination
and sometimes temperature (Lunne et al., 1997). Sediment density, fric-
tion angle, cohesion and pore pressure influence the shearing behavior of the
sediment (Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990) reflected in the sediment resistance op-
posed to a penetrometer (Lunne et al., 1997). This is measured using the tip
resistance sensor. The magnitude of side friction and side adhesion can be
monitored using the sleeve friction sensor. Pore pressure can be determined
separately using the respective sensor and should be considered during the
calculation of sediment resistance from the measured tip resistance. In con-
sequence, key parameters concerning the mobility of sediments (e.g., density,
friction angle, cohesion) are expressed in sediment strength profiles of cone
penetrometers.
In the process, penetrometers can be deployed in a dynamic and a quasi-
static manner (e.g., Dayal, 1980; Stoll et al., 2007). In case of the latter,
the penetrometer is pushed by an engine into the sediment keeping a con-
stant penetration velocity. However, these devices require a big frame to
support the engine and keep the penetrometer stable during the penetration
process. This appears as a disadvantage in the research of sediment remo-
bilization processes, because the frame would disturb, on the one hand, the
uppermost layers of the seafloor, and on the other hand, the bottom cur-
rents. Dynamic penetrometers penetrate the seafloor by their own weight
and momentum, and in doing so, do not require a frame. Furthermore, the
deployments are technically simpler so that dynamic penetrometers can be
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used in more challenging areas. Due to the change of momentum during
penetration, deceleration sensors have to be added to the devices. These can
be also used to estimate sediment strength (e.g., Eastgaard et al., 1997; Stoll
et al., 2007), different grain size groups (e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stark
and Wever, 2008) and variations in density (e.g., Boguslavskii et al., 1996).
This would make even simple dynamic penetrometers an attractive tool to
complement field studies in areas of sediment dynamics, especially, if the
dynamic penetrometer fulfils the following criteria:

1. The deployment technique should be quick and simple. Even a de-
ployment by hand should be possible. This would offer the possibility
for surveys from small vessels which are capable of navigating in chal-
lenging areas such as areas with breaking waves or close to offshore
structures (e.g., wind energy converters).

2. The design of the device should provide a fast and stable vertical fall
through the water column to minimize disturbances by hydrodynamics
and increase the accuracy in positioning.

3. The data acquisition system should work on a high frequency (∼ 1 kHz)
leading to a high resolution after data processing. A vertical resolu-
tion of about 1 cm is required to detect very small-scale changes of
remobilized sediment layers.

4. A big range in sensitivity for sediment resistance must be targeted to
cover sediment remobilization processes on all types of sediments (mud,
sand, etc.).

In the literature a variety of dynamic penetrometers can be found fulfilling
one or the other of the above mentioned requirements, but none of the de-
vices seems to match perfectly (e.g., Dayal, 1980; Ingram, 1982; Beard, 1985;
Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stegmann et al., 2006a; Stoll et al., 2007).
Consequently, the aim of this dissertation is (i) the development of a dynamic
penetrometer suitable for the investigation of a variety of sediment remobi-
lization processes in-situ, (ii) to test the hypothesis that sediment strength
- penetration depth profiles derived by dynamic penetrometers can be cor-
related to sediment mobility, and (iii) to implement the new results to the
ongoing research about sediment dynamics in coastal zones and the shallow
marine realm.
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1.2 Description of the PhD project

The dissertation time started October 2007. The first six months were used
for the general study of dynamic penetrometers (chapter 2.1) including gath-
ering experiences and ideas using the already existing shallow-water free-fall
cone penetration test lance (FF-CPTU) (e.g., Stegmann, 2006a), and for
the design and construction of the new dynamic penetrometer called Nimrod
(chapter 3). In April 2008, Nimrod ’s construction phase was finalized and
the device was ready for testing.
In the following six months, Nimrod was tested first in the Kuhgraben, a
small local river close to the University of Bremen (chapter 3.2). Then first
deployments in sandy areas were carried out in the framework of a cruise in
the Jade tidal inlet channel, North Sea, with R/V Senckenberg, and during
the first cruise to the wind energy test field Alpha Ventus, German Bight,
North Sea, with R/V Wega. In summer 2008, the device was deployed on
mud during a cruise in the Eckernförder Bight, Baltic Sea, with R/V Schwe-
deneck. The results of these tests proved the suitability of the device in
areas containing different sediments, and were successfully processed and
interpreted leading to a publication in Sea Technology (chapter 3.3.1). Fur-
thermore, they gave first hints that sediment remobilization and grain size
distributions might be monitored using Nimrod (subaqueous dunes in the
Jade tidal inlet channel). Consequently, the next step was to intensify the
deployment in areas of sediment remobilization as well as the deployment
strategies in sandy areas.
In November 2008, a cruise with R/V Senckenberg to an area characterized
by subaqeous dunes in the Knudedyb tidal inlet channel (Danish Wadden
Sea) offered the possibility to measure variations of sediment remobilization
with time within a whole tidal cycle supported by imaging acoustic methods
(multi beam echosounder), acoustic Doppler current profiling (ADCP) and
estimation of suspension material using backscatter signals from up-looking
ADCP resulting in a manuscript submitted to Geo-Marine Letters (chapter
4.2).
In December 2008 and January 2009, a research stay at the University of
Hawaii made it possible to deploy the instrument on carbonate sand to prove
the suitability for sand differentiation resulting in a nomination and publi-
cation in the framework of the student poster award at the OCEANS 09
conference in Biloxi, US, (chapter 3.3.2). Another manuscript submitted
to Geotechnical and Geological Engineering about the comparison of the
geotechnical behavior of carbonate sands to quartz sands (chapter 4.1) fol-
lowed after having tested the Hawaiian carbonate sands and the North Sea
quartz sands in the geotechnical laboratory in 2009.
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In April 2009, the second cruise to the windfarm test field Alpha Ventus
with R/V Wega completed the in-situ measurements in this area prior to
wind energy converter erection and formed a baseline of geotechnical val-
ues characterizing the area in its undisturbed state. In November 2009 and
April 2010, two cruises after wind energy converter erection followed, deliv-
ering unique measurements close to the foundations using Nimrod as well as
acoustic methods (multi beam echosounder, side scan sonar) and standard
FF-CPTU measurements (the latter in a distance of ∼ 50m from the wind
energy converters). The results were presented at the European Geological
Union General Assembly in a session about “Sciences in support of renewable
energies offshore”, were accepted for presentation at the OCEANS 2010 in
Sydney, and another manuscript is in preparation (chapter 5.1.1).
In summer 2009 and spring 2010, two research stays at the University of
Waikato, New Zealand, offered additional work in areas of different sediment
remobilization features including slowly evolving sorted bedforms (chapter
4.3), a shifting sandbar in the harbor mouth of Raglan (chapter 5.1.3),
fluid mud measurements in the Port of Tauranga and Lyttelton Port of
Christchurch (chapter 5.2.1), a harbor mud disposal site at the continen-
tal shelf edge (chapter 5.2.2) and fine sediment remobilization in geothermal
lakes (chapter 5.2.3). These surveys are presented in a manuscript submit-
ted to the Journal of Sedimentary Research, two abstracts were accepted
for the COASTAL SEDIMENTS 2011 conference, and two manuscripts are
currently in preparation.
During the approximately 20 surveys the device proved to deliver reliable in-
formation about sediment strength which can be used for the interpretation
of sediment remobilization processes. However, concerning absolute strength
values, smallest changes in physical properties of the sediment (e.g., grain
size, grain shape) can lead to significant variations in strength. This is es-
pecially poorly investigated for deployments of dynamic penetrometers on
sandy sediments. Following that, the idea came up to set up a numerical
model simulating a dynamic penetration of Nimrod into sandy seafloors to
specify the effects of small changes in physical properties of sand on the pen-
etration signals. Since beginning 2010 such a model is in development using
FLAC3D. The idea and a start-up are presented in chapter 5.3.
In summary, the PhD project included (i) the development, testing and start-
up of a new dynamic penetrometer suitable for the investigation of sediment
remobilization processes, (ii) geotechnical and geophysical measurements and
interpretations in the framework of geological and geo-engineering projects
focussing on sediment remobilization, and (iii) a preliminary attempt of nu-
merical modeling of the sediment - penetrometer interaction.



Chapter 2

State-of-the-art

2.1 Dynamic penetrometers

2.1.1 The benefit of penetrometers in marine sciences
and in marine geotechnical exploration

For various fields of marine sciences (e.g., slope stability research), naval ap-
plications (e.g., mine burial) and in the framework of marine geotechnical
exploration (e.g., offshore wind energy) the sediment strength in terms of
shear strength, cohesion or bearing capacity of marine sediments is required.
Laboratory methods are one way to derive this information. Generally, they
offer a wide range of possibilities to test different geotechnical properties of
the sediment, and follow international standards. To mention just a few ex-
amples, the vane shear apparatus or the falling cone are standard methods
to estimate shear strength, and the friction angle can be determined by uni-
axial, triaxial or rotary shear tests (e.g., Das, 1990).
However, a possible issue regarding the laboratory methods might be the
sampling method. Usually, material is taken as grab samples or sediment
cores. Even though the sampling and coring devices are well developed, it
can be assumed that the texture of the sediment may be disturbed by sam-
pling, transport and storage until the sample is investigated in the laboratory
(Blomqvist, 1991). Furthermore, it might come to a drainage of the sample,
and for sure, the sample is exposed to significant changes in environmental
conditions (e.g., pressure, temperature, etc.). Following that, a deviation
between in-situ strength and the results from the laboratory must be con-
sidered (e.g., Johnson et al., 1988). This makes in-situ sediment strength
measurements an important complement to laboratory methods.
Traditionally, simple methods such as the “diver’s-fist-blow” (A diver tries
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to penetrate the seafloor with his fist and measures how deep he gets into
the seafloor.) were used to get an idea of the sediment strength (soft/hard).
Similarly, the number of slaves required to push a cone into soil served as a
measure for strength. Of course, these methods do not satisfy the require-
ments of scientific accuracy. Additionally, a lot of offshore conditions prohibit
diver operations, and in general, diver operations can be elaborate and ex-
pensive. This also hampers the use of vane shears applied by divers, or from
moored platforms.
A type of instrument is required that can be operated from a vessel at the
water surface. Penetrometers were used onshore since the 1940s (Lunne et
al., 1997) and were first utilized for offshore deployments in the 1970s (Dayal
et al., 1973).

2.1.2 Penetrometers in marine sciences:
Quasi-static vs. dynamic instruments

Conform to the development onshore, so-called quasi-static penetrometers
(e.g., Ruiter and Fox, 1975) as well as dynamic penetrometers (e.g., Dayal
et al., 1973) were introduced to the marine realm.
Quasi-static penetrometers penetrate the seafloor with a constant velocity
(standard: 0.02m/s after Lunne et al., 1997) and are driven by an engine,
whereas dynamic penetrometers hit the seafloor with a certain impact ve-
locity (e.g., achieved during free fall) and decelerate with loss of momentum
until the device stops. Both systems have advantages and disadvantages.
Quasi-static penetrometers (e.g., STATPEN, Fig. 2.1, Stoll, 2006) are de-
signed after onshore standards (e.g., ASTM D2441). Hence, data processing
techniques from onshore methods can be adopted. The results are reliable
and can often correlate well with standard methods (Stoll, 2006). Regarding
data quality and reliability, quasi-static in-situ penetrometers are the method
of choice. However, the deployment of such devices requires (i) time, (ii) a
vessel (including winch) big enough to handle the device (a few hundred kilo-
grams and a frame in the range of meters), and (iii) good weather conditions,
ergo, it is time- and cost-consuming and highly weather-dependent.
These limitations do not necessarily apply to dynamic penetrometers. The
dimensions of dynamic penetrometers vary from decimeters length and a
few kilograms (e.g., XBP, Stoll and Akal, 1999) to a few meters and hun-
dreds of kilograms (e.g., deep-water FFCPTU, Kopf et al., 2007) (Fig. 2.2).
Considering all variations, they cover a wide range of water and weather con-
ditions. Following that, they can be a very cost- and time-effective device
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Figure 2.1: The marine static penetrometer STATPEN (Stoll, 2006).

and make a high deployment frequency possible (Stegmann et al., 2006a).
The disadvantages are a (i) complicated non-linear backcoupling between
the measured sediment resistance and the decrease in penetration velocity
with depth (Dayal et al., 1973), (ii) a lack of control during deployment due
to the free-fall technique, and (iii) a small penetration depth depending on
the sediment strength (range of decimeters to meters). In the following sec-
tion, the deployment performance and its consequences will be explained in
detail.

2.1.3 Performance and theory of
dynamic penetrometers

Dayal et al. (1973) defined a marine impact cone penetrometer as a “cone-
tipped right circular cylinder which after impacting penetrates the target (a
soil medium) under its own momentum gained during free or forced drop”,
and concluded that “in addition to obtaining the strength profile, the soil
types, location, and depth of different layers can also be estimated”. Match-
ing this first definition, marine dynamic penetrometers fall freely or are low-
ered by a winch, are driven by their own weight and impact the seafloor
with a certain velocity. Even in case of free fall, the impact velocity will not
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Figure 2.2: Two marine dynamic penetrometers: A) the eXpendable Bottom
Penetrometer (XBP) as an example for an projectile-like design, and B) the shallow
water cone penetration test lance (FFCPTU) developed at MARUM, University of
Bremen. The configuration of the FFCPTU can be changed by, e.g., adding rods.

exceed a so-called terminal velocity following the equation of motion includ-
ing inertial force, driving force (here weight) and opposite-directed resistive
force. Resistive forces are, e.g., drag, drag of the tether, buoyancy. Dayal et
al. (1973) formulated this the following way excluding the drag of the tether:

mp
d2x

dt2
+ WB − 1

2
CDρW A

(
dx

dt

)2

= 0, (2.1)

with mp being the mass of the penetrometer, x the distance in time t, WB

the buoyant weight of the penetrometer, CD the drag coefficient, ρW mass
density of water and A the frontal area of the penetrometer.
During impact and penetration process the sediment opposes a resistance
against the probe. This resistance contains (i) a base resistance acting on
the surface of the penetrometer tip, (ii) a skin or local side friction at the
shaft, and (iii) the additional mass of the displaced sediment. After Dayal et
al. (1973) the latter leads to change of momentum at a rate with respect to
time defined by:

Aν2 +
1

2
(m + Az)

d(ν2)

dz
, (2.2)

where ν stands for the velocity, m for the mass of the penetrometer and the
displaced sediment and z for the vertical penetration. The rate of change
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of momentum depends on penetration depth, and influencing the resistive
force, expresses the non-linear backcoupling between penetration rate and
measured sediment resistance. Disturbing the measured value of sediment
resistance, it is one the main issues of dynamic penetrometers.
The skin friction depends on penetration depth z, cohesion c and friction
angle of the soil φ. After Dayal et al. (1973) the total skin friction can be
defined as:

2πcz + πK0ρgrz2 tan φ, (2.3)

introducing r as the radius of the penetrometer, K0 as the earth pressure
coefficient (0.5 for sand and 1.0 for clay), ρ as the density and g as gravita-
tional acceleration.
The base resistance at the penetrometer tip is the expression of sediment
strength which is aimed for. It was introduced by Terzaghi (1943) as the
maximum load a soil can bear before failure, or the maximum resistance a
sediment can bring up before failure, and can be defined as bearing capacity
qu. It can be expressed in terms of cohesion c, surcharge q and soil weight γ:

qu = qc + qq + qγ = cNc + qNq +
1

2
γBNγ, (2.4)

with qc being the contribution of cohesion, qq the contribution of surcharge,
qγ the contribution of soil weight, N the bearing capacity factors depending
on the soil friction angle and B being the width of penetrating object (Das,
1990). Terzaghi’s bearing capacity equation has been refined by several inves-
tigators (e.g., Meyerhof, 1953; Lundgren and Mortensen, 1953; DeBeer and
Vesic, 1958; Balla, 1962; DeBeer, 1970; Hansen, 1970; Vesic, 1973) concern-
ing dependence of bearing capacity factors on friction angle, shape factors,
depth factors and inclination factors.
The approach is based on a concept of shear failure (Fig. 2.3) developed by
Terzaghi (1943) and modified by Meyerhof (1953).

2.1.4 First experiments on penetration rate effects

Before using the proposed penetrometer offshore, Dayal and Allen (1975)
addressed the problem of penetration rate effects using laboratory experi-
ments. Therefore, the dynamic cone penetrometer was pushed with varying
controlled velocities (static or dynamic, max. 0.81m/s) into pottery clay and
into sand, respectively. For cohesive soils the authors proposed the following
empirical relationship:
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Figure 2.3: For illustration: the bearing capacity theory after Terzaghi (here
on the left, presented as previous theory) and after Meyerhof (here on the right,
presented as present theory) for deep and shallow foundations (Meyerhof, 1953)
indicating the shear failure and deformation zones. Details will not discussed here.
The findings let to the bearing capacity approach and its modifications.
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c = cs + KLcs log10

(
ν

νs

)
, (2.5)

with c being the apparent cohesion for the dynamic yielding case, cs the co-
hesion for the static yielding case, KL being the soil viscosity coefficient, ν
the penetration velocity and νs the static penetration velocity the results are
related to. Dayal and Allen (1975) did not observe significant differences of
cone resistance or friction sleeve resistance in case of sand.
More investigations about penetration rate effects or strain rate effects were
addressed using later developed dynamic penetrometers. Their results mainly
follow the above mentioned approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) and will be
introduced in the next section as an outcome of in-situ measurements.

2.1.5 Comparison of different marine dynamic
penetrometers and their performance offshore

The different marine dynamic penetrometers can mainly be separated into
two basic designs (Fig. 2.2): (i) a lance-like system and (ii) a projectile-like
shape. Other concepts can be found, too, (e.g., Burying Mock Mine Body in
Poeckert et al., 1996), but they often have a very specific purpose (e.g., sim-
ulation of mine burial) and will be neglected here. Furthermore, the systems
can be distinguished into recovered devices and expendable instruments.
Lance-like dynamic penetrometers are widely used (e.g., Richardson et al.,
2001; Osler et al., 2006; Stegmann et al., 2006a/b; Kopf et al., 2007) . Con-
ceptually, they consist of a rod of varying length (mostly range of meters)
with a tip of varying geometry (mostly cone, but also a disc, T-bar or a
ball are possible) and a main body containing electronics, weights, etc. The
device penetrates the seafloor with the lance and the main body remains
outside of the sediment. The lance-like systems are often characterized by
a high number of sensors measuring deceleration, tilt, tip resistance, sleeve
friction and pore pressure.
With a conical tip this system is probably the dynamic offshore penetrome-
ter most similar to in-situ sediment strength tests onshore. Here, only some
examples will be presented to provide an idea about the concept. One of
the first results using a marine dynamic cone penetrometer was published by
Dayal (1980). He showed that the free fall device was useful for obtaining
the in-situ strength profiles and location of different layers. A penetration
depth of about 4m was reached and Dayal (1980) assumed that a penetration
depth up to 15m would be possible. However, he confirmed the influence of
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penetration rate effects and indicated the importance of correlation of static
and dynamic methods.
Osler et al. (2006) used a free fall cone penetrometer (FFCPT) in combina-
tion with a moving vessel profiler for deployments underway. In this case, a
hydrostatic pressure sensor and an optical backscatter sensor were added for
supporting the detection of the water-sediment interface. He concluded that
the FFCPT can accurately characterize a diverse range of marine sediments,
but he did not show absolute sediment strength results, and in doing so, did
not address rate effects. Furthermore, he documented a significant decrease
of penetration depth from soft, muddy sediments to sandy sediments.
Stegmann et al. (2006a) presented another FFCPT system including a pore
pressure sensor (FFCPTU) designed at the working group for marine geotech-
nics at MARUM, University of Bremen. The device has been used for soil
classification and soil characterization (Fig. 2.4) in marine and lacustrine en-
vironments and is in general agreement with standard industry CPT probes
(e.g., cone surface area 15cm2). Furthermore, it was proven that the device
is deployable from small platforms and boats, and long-term deployments
were suggested. At MARUM the FFCPTU was above all applied addressing
scientific questions in projects concerning slope stability (e.g., Kopf et al.,
2007; Stegmann et al., 2007; Strasser et al., 2007), gassy sediments (Kopf
et al., 2009; Seifert et al., 2008) and fluid mud (Seifert et al., subm.). Most
of the deployments focus on soft sediments (Stegmann et al., 2006b; Seifert
et al., 2008) due to the decrease in penetration depth in case of sandy sed-
iments (Stegmann et al., 2006a), corresponding well to the results by Osler
et al. (2006). Concerning sediment strength values, Stegmann et al. (2006b)
admitted that the results are affected by penetration rate effects.
In summary, the FFCPT/FFCPTU concept has been proven to deliver re-
liable information about the sediment type as well as specific geotechnical
properties such as sediment strength or dynamic pore pressure (Fig. 2.4).
However, for the determination of specific strength values penetration rate
effects have to be considered. Furthermore, the penetration depth decreases
significantly when deploying the device on sand. Also, having the center of
gravity near the top of the instrument this leads to a risk of falling or kinking
in case of sandy areas.
Besides FFCPT/FFCPTU systems, only a second lance-like penetrometer
will be briefly introduced in this thesis as an example of the variety of pen-
etrometers. The Canadian Seabed Terminal Impact Naval Gauge (STING)
was described the first time by Poeckert et al. (1996) and is based on experi-
ences gained with the Electronic Sediment Profiler (ESP) (more information
about this system can be found in Poeckert et al., 1996). Main difference
to FFCPT/FFCPTU systems is the disc-shaped tip geometry with diame-
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Figure 2.4: Overview of the different data processing methods to estimate sed-
iment strength for the respective device. On the left the ingoing and measured
properties are represented, on the right the output. Along the arrows, the refer-
ences for the respective approach are noted.

ters ranging from 3 - 7 cm. The influence of tip geometry on measured sed-
iment strength is well-known (e.g., Cassidy and Houlsby, 2002; Mulhearn,
2003). Following the approach to determine sediment strength (Eq. 2.4), an
increase in width of the penetrating object will increase the measured sed-
iment strength, and in doing so, will enhance the sensitivity of the device.
Another difference to the FFCPT/FFCPTU systems is that the STING only
contains deceleration sensors. The sediment strength is calculated using the
deceleration data and the equation of motion considering weight, buoyancy,
drag and penetrometer surface area (Fig. 2.4). This analysis makes various
assumptions about the forces (Poeckert et al., 1996) and applies a simpli-
fied approach to considerate penetration rate effects (Hurst and Murdoch,
1991). Nevertheless, the device was successfully used in the framework of
naval applications such as mine burial experiments (Richardson et al., 2001)
as well as in the framework of environmental and geological projects such
as mapping of contaminated sediments (e.g., Zeman and Patterson, 2003),
mud deposition or fluid mud (e.g., Reed et al., 2009). The derived strength
could be correlated to acoustic classes of sediments (Preston et al., 1999) and
matches numerical model results in clay (Abelev et al., 2009 a,b). However,
the STING is less suitable in sandy areas due to the same reasons found for
the FFCPT/FFCPTU.
The concept of a more projectile-like dynamic penetrometer was first intro-
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duced by Ingram (1982). The expendable system would be a most convenient
and rapid method to classify seafloor strength. This method was realized as
eXpendable Bottom Penetrometers by Stoll and Akal (1999). The probe
measures deceleration only (similar to the STING). The influence of skin
friction of the shaft can be neglected, because the probe diameter decreases
in the tail-fin area (Stoll and Akal, 1999). A rapid classification into the sedi-
ment strength classes hard, middle, soft was achieved. Stoll (2006) compared
dynamic penetrometer results (XBP and PROBOS – a STING modification)
with the results derived by the quasi-static penetrometer STATPEN. They
found empirically an allometric dependence between peak deceleration of the
XBP and peak tip resistance of the STATPEN (Fig. 2.4). Also, they used
different approaches to consider penetration rate effects. As another out-
come they presented that the XBP is capable of resolving layers of different
sand density in a laboratory experiment (Stoll, 2006). In a follow-up publica-
tion (Stoll et al., 2007) the authors suggested that the approach by Dayal and
Allen (1975) is the most suitable for the estimation of penetration rate effects.
This study also agrees with the approach by Aubeny and Shi (2006) used to
consider penetration rate effects for XBP deployments. However, they used
the equation of motion to derive sediment resistance from deceleration and
considered a simplified approach of Terzaghi’s bearing capacity approach to
deliver cohesion (study is on cohesive sediments only) (Fig. 2.4). They com-
pared the quasi-static strength results to miniature vane results carried out
in the laboratory and found similar trends between the two methods. How-
ever, the miniature vane shear did not deliver peak or layering information
seen in the penetrometer results. Stark and Wever (2008) focussed on the
fine-scaled changes in deceleration - depth profiles and concluded that the
XBP resolves even changes from mud to silt or inhomogeneities such as plant
fibres and shells.
Regarding small and projectile-like dynamic penetrometers, it can be con-
cluded that they offer a strength classification of the seafloor with a high
time-efficiency. Furthermore, it is possible to calculate values of sediment
strength from the deceleration, too. An empirical approach (Stoll, 2006) as
well as an approach following the equation of motion (Aubeny and Shi, 2006)
were combined with a simplified Terzaghi’s bearing capacity equation suc-
cessfully. In both cases, the need for consideration of penetration rate effects
is highlighted. In doing so, the approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) seems to
be the most appropriate. A limitation of such probes is the low penetration
depth. In soft sediments they can reach a penetration depth of about 3m.
In case of sand, the penetration depth exceeds rarely 0.2m. Consequently,
these instruments are only suitable for the investigation of the uppermost
sediment layers. Also, being an expendable system can lead to high costs in
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case of a high number of deployments.

2.1.6 Requirements in areas of sediment remobilization

A dynamic penetrometer suitable for the investigation of sediment remobi-
lization should be capable of displaying layers of different sediment density.
Stoll (2006) proved this in case of sand using the XBP, and, e.g., Reed et
al. (2009) confirmed this for mud using the STING. However, the suitability
of the respective device for the respective sediment type can be associated
with the different tip geometries. Also, the study by Seifert et al. (subm.)
suggests that a flexible tip geometry is the key to a high resolution for a wide
range of sediment types. The STING seems to realize this idea with a range
of tip diameters. However, the disc-shaped tip limits the penetration into
sandy seafloors significantly leading to a focus on muddy sediments.
After examination of different dynamic penetrometers (chapter 2.1.5), the
XBP seems to be the most promising device for the investigation of sediment
remobilization processes. However, the suitability for fluid mud has not been
tested, yet. Furthermore, using the XBP can become quite expensive in
case of spatially high resolution surveys. Following that, a device similar to
the XBP, but reusable and with different tip geometry options seems to be
matching most the requirements of dynamic penetrometer investigations of
sediment remobilization.

2.2 Sediment dynamics

Hydrodynamics, morphodynamics and sediment dynamics influence each other
and form a complex system, which might reach an equilibrium, might be un-
der steady evolution or might be stable unless extreme events (e.g., storms)
hit the system. In the following section, a brief overview will be given
about the theoretical background and about currently used measurement
techniques.

2.2.1 Theoretical introduction

The following introduction into seabed mechanics and their dependence on
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics is based on the publication by Sleath
(1984), Soulsby (1997), Balson and Collins (2007) and Hearn (2008). More
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details can be found there.

Basics in hydrodynamics

Waves and currents affect the seafloor and the coast in different ways. How-
ever, already waves, currents and the combination of both can vary signifi-
cantly in their appearance as well as in their interpretation.
Regarding waves, they can be theoretically described as irrotional or rotional
flows having different relations between wave height, wave length and water
depth. Furthermore, there are more specific wave types such as edge waves
along slopes or breaking waves at the shore.
Changing the focus to currents, laminar flows and turbulences can be dis-
tinguished. The transition when disturbances of the laminar flow are ampli-
fied or turbulences are damped out are quantified by the Reynolds number.
Steady currents in the marine environment are, e.g., tides and tidal currents
or large-scale ocean currents.
Mostly, it has to be dealt with a combination of waves and currents. There are
theories to predict the change in wave characteristics produced by a known
steady current (e.g., Brevik, 1980) or to predict a current profile if the waves
are known (e.g., Lundgren, 1972).
The described hydrodynamics, and above all their fluid velocities and pres-
sure near the seafloor, are affected by the morphology and the sediment
(Fig. 2.5). Seafloor roughness (e.g., mud or sand and gravel) (e.g., Brebner
et al., 1966), the bedform (e.g., flat, rippled, sloped) (e.g. Raudkivi, 1963)
and the permeability of the seafloor (e.g., Liu, 1973) affect the velocity and
the direction of flow as well as the transition between laminar flow and tur-
bulence.

Basics in bedforms

Vice versa, the morphology of the seafloor is formed by the interaction of flow
in the water column and sediment at their interface. Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7
present examples of bedforms resulting from wave action or currents, respec-
tively.
Nevertheless, the formation of bedforms is still not entirely understood and
is studied in numerous theoretical attempts (e.g., Exner, 1925; Raudkivi,
1963; Richards, 1980). The number of formation theories expresses the high
complexity, and the combination of waves and currents complicates matters.
Also, there have been several approaches to categorize different bed regimes
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Figure 2.5: Influence of a rippled bed on a current velocity profile (modified after
Sleath, 1984).

and classify bedforms (e.g., Shields, 1936; Reynolds, 1965; Holtorff, 1982;
Ashley, 1990). In the framework of this thesis the approach by Ashley (1990)
is used for dunes (Fig. 2.8): Ripples as well as dunes are characterized by a
relatively gentle upstream slope (stoss) and a more steep lee slope.

Basics in sediment dynamics

Sediment can be transported as bedload or can get into suspension. Bedload
remains more or less continuously in rolling or sliding contact with the bed.
A special type of bedload is saltation, in which particles of sediment are car-
ried in successive leaps along the bed. To get into suspension, sediment has
to be entrained from the bed and is carried away with the flow. When or if
the sediment starts moving and in which way depends on the hydrodynamics,
the morphology and the sediment.
Only a few sediment properties can be mainly found in sediment dynamic
theories. The grain size distribution is one of them and can be determined
by, e.g., sieving, the pipette method, using a hydrometer or a laser diffraction
spectrophotometer. A sieve defines a particle diameter as the length of the
side of a square hole through which the particle can just pass (e.g., Konert
and Vandenberghe, 1997). Commonly, the sieves are shaken during the anal-
ysis and standard sieves are used (e.g., ASTM D422). In case of cohesive
soils, it may be difficult to break lumps into individual particles. Then the
soil should be mixed with water and be washed through the sieves (e.g., Das,
1990). The pipette method as well as the hydrometer analysis is based on
the principle of sedimentation of soil particles in water following Stokes’ law
(e.g., Das, 1990). The particle is defined as an equivalent of a sphere set-
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Figure 2.6: Examples of bedforms shaped by oscillatory flow (after Sleath, 1984).
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Figure 2.7: Examples of bedforms shaped by steady flow (after Sleath, 1984). D
expresses the median grain size.
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Figure 2.8: Ashley (1990) dune classification (after Whitmeyer and Fitzgerald,
2006).

tling with the same speed as the unknown sized particle (Stokes-diameter)
(e.g., Konert and Vandenberghe, 1997). A laser diffraction spectrophotome-
ter sees a particle as a two dimensional object und determines its grain size
as a function of the cross-sectional area of that particle (e.g., Konert and
Vandenberghe, 1997). For a single measurement only 0.05 – 2 g of the sample
is needed and a range of 0.4 – 900μm can be reached (Loizeau et al., 1994).
However, Loizeau et al. (1994) showed that clay particles may be underesti-
mated, and Konert and Vandenberghe (1997) observed a coarsening of clay
fractions caused by the non-sphericity of the particles.
Another important physical property is the grain shape which can be ob-
served using, e.g., binocular microscopes or scanning electron microscopes.
The angularity as well as the surface roughness influences the sediment
strength (e. g., Norris, 1977; Cho et al., 2006). More angular grains show
higher friction angles (e.g., Das, 1990) leading to a higher sediment strength,
and Kock and Huhn (2007) presented that the spatial and temporal shear
zone development depends on the surface roughness of particles.
Grain size and grain shape also have an influence on the packing of particles,
and in doing so, on the density ρ or specific weight γ:

γ = ρg (2.6)

with g being the gravitational acceleration.
Furthermore, geotechnical properties such as the angle of friction φ and the
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Figure 2.9: The Mohr failure envelope following equation 2.7 and the Mohr-
Coulomb failure law following equation 2.8 (modified after Das, 1990). If the
normal stress and shear stress on a plane in a soil mass follow the failure envelope
(e.g., point B) failure will occur along this plane. A state of stress below the failure
envelope (e.g., hitting point A) will not provoke failure, and a state above the
failure envelope (e.g., hitting point C) cannot exist.

porosity are of importance. The angle of friction is introduced in the frame-
work of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. Mohr (1900) presented a theory
showing that a material fails through a critical combination of normal stress
σ and shear stress τ :

τf = f(σ). (2.7)

Combined with results by Coulomb (1776), this led to the approximation of
shear stress on a failure plane as linear function of normal stress:

τf = c + σ tan φ, (2.8)

adding the cohesion c (Fig. 2.9). The angle of friction can be determined
using, e.g., an uniaxial shear box.
The porosity of a sediment n is the ratio of the volume of voids Vν to the
total volume V :
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Figure 2.10: For illustration of the volume relationships: the soil element in
natural state (a) and depicted in the three phases (b) (after Das, 1990).

n =
Vν

V
. (2.9)

Another geotechnical volume relationship is the void ratio e defined as the
ratio of the volume of voids to the volume solids Vs (Das, 1990) (Fig. 2.10):

e =
Vν

Vs

(2.10)

The bed permeability might effect the mobilization of sediment in two ways:
(i) the seepage will modify the flow in the boundary layer above the bed,
which will change the shear stress exerted by the flow on the bed, and (ii) a
vertical force will be applied by the seepage on the grains of the sediment.
However, e.g., Martin (1970) as well as Watters and Rao (1971) concluded
that there is no significant effect by seepage on initial motion conditions. Re-
garding the morphology, bedforms which induce turbulence such as ripples
facilitate entrainment of sediment from the bed into the flow.
Concerning the hydrodynamics, the question is at which flow velocity the
force on the sediment particles (Fig. 2.11) is strong enough to overcome the
threshold bed shear stress, and in doing so, induce initial motion. Thereby,
different approaches have to be applied for steady flows and waves, especially
in case of cohesionless sediments. For example, in steady flows the threshold
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Figure 2.11: Forces on a particle of sediment at the surface of the bed regarding
initiation of motion (after Sleath, 1984): The necessary magnitude of the force F
depends on shear stress and grain size. The lift L depends on shear stress, grain
size, shear velocity and kinematic viscosity. The immersed weight W depends
on the relationship of density of sediment and fluid and the grain size. In case
of initiation of motion the particle will gain a momentum M and start with a
rotational motion around point A.

bed shear stress for initial motion in non-cohesive sediments can be expressed
by the Shields parameter (Soulsby, 1997):

Θcr =
τcr

g(ρs − ρ)d
, (2.11)

with τcr being the threshold bed shear stress, ρs the grain density, ρ the
water density and d the grain diameter. Soulsby and Whitehouse (1997) in-
troduced an equation depending only on the dimensionless grain size D∗:

Θcr =
0.30

1 + 1.2D∗ + 0.055 [1− exp (−0.020D∗)] , (2.12)

with

D∗ =

⎡
⎣g

(
ρs

ρ
− 1

)
ν2

⎤
⎦

1
3

. (2.13)

Here ν is the kinematic viscosity of water.
After Soulsby (1997), the corresponding threshold depth-averaged speed on
a flat bed is:

Ucr = 7

(
h

d50

) 1
7
[
g

(
ρs

ρ
− 1

)
d50f(D∗)

] 1
2

, (2.14)
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with h being the water depth.
Soulsby (1997) also found that for current speeds significantly above the
threshold of motion, sand is entrained off the bed and brought into suspen-
sion, where it is carried at the same speed as the current. The proportion
of sediment carried in suspension is generally much larger than that being
carried simultaneously as bedload. To remain in suspension, the settling ve-
locity of the grains must be smaller than the upward turbulent component
of velocity.
In case of waves and cohesionless sediments, there are plenty of theoretical
as well as empirical approaches to define the initial motion (e.g., Bagnold,
1946; Larras, 1956; Sato et al., 1962; Lenhoff, 1982). Mainly, they consider
the amplitude of horizontal component of velocity outside of the oscillatory
boundary layer at the bed U∞, fluid density ρ and density of the sediment ρs,
median grain size D, period of oscillation T and gravitational acceleration g.
In some approaches also the friction angle φ is considered as in the approach
by Kurihara et al. (1956):

U∞(
ρs−ρ

ρ
gD tan φ

) 1
2

= 1.95. (2.15)

For cohesive sediments, there is no formula which is generally accepted for-
mula for the initial motion (Sleath, 1984). An example was presented by
Migniot (1977) whose experimental results link the critical shear stress to
the yield strength τy:

τcr =

⎧⎨
⎩

0.256(τy)
0.46 for τy < 1 N

m2

0.256τy for τy > 1 N
m2

(2.16)

Another important aspect in cohesive sediment remobilization and deposition
is flocculation, what is a collection of particles in suspension (e.g., Mehta,
1993). In marine and estuarine muds aggregation is mainly a consequence
of particle collision provoked by Brownian motions of the particles (random
particly movements in fluids), differential settling of particles when a particle
with large settling velocity overtakes a particle with low settling velocity or
turbulent motions caused by eddies (e.g., Winterwerp, 2002).
In conjunction with aggregation, a highly investigated feature of cohesive
sediment remobilization in steady flows is fluid mud. It plays an important
role in the formation of turbidity maxima, shoaling of navigation channels,
pollutant transport, etc. (Kusuda et al., 1993). Such a layer is characterized
by two significant concentration gradients at the top and bottom boundary,
respectively (Kusuda et al., 1993). The boundary between water and fluid
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mud layer is called lutocline (Parker and Kirby, 1982). Furthermore, the fluid
mud layer itself can be divided into two parts: mobile fluid mud layer and
stationary “fluid” mud layer (also called bed mud layer) (Ross and Mehta,
1989).
Despite extensive examination (e.g., Smith and Kirby, 1989), the precise
mechanisms of formation, growth and dissipation processes are not entirely
understood. These processes are under influence of settling of suspended
solids, consolidation of bed mud, erosion (fluidization) of the cohesive bed,
entrainment of mobile fluid mud into overlying water as well as applied shear
stress (Kusuda et al., 1993). Furthermore, the above mentioned floccula-
tion plays an important role in the formation and growth of fluid mud (e.g.,
Nichols, 1984). When aggregates settle on the bed, they may form a space-
filling network, called a gel, and a measurable strength builds up (Winter-
werp, 2002). The concentration of the gel depends on the aggregate size,
the diameter of the primary mud particles and the density of the primary
particles (Winterwerp, 2002). Another aspect might be the salinity. Kineke
et al. (1996) presented correlations of salinity stratifications and fluid mud
development. In general, fluid mud can be associated to different environ-
mental conditions such as organic matter in the sediment (e.g., Mehta, 1991)
or nitrogen dynamics (e.g., Abril et al., 2000), too.

2.2.2 Techniques used for the investigation of sediment
dynamics in-situ

Following the theory, several approaches to address sediment dynamics can
be used. Some studies focus, e.g., on morphological changes (e.g., Ernstsen et
al., 2006; Coco and Murray, 2007), others concentrate on the role of sediment
properties, e.g., grain size (e.g., Flemming, 2000; Svenson et al., 2009). In
the following sections, an overview of different in-situ techniques will be
given. Laboratory methods to determine sediment properties, such as grain
size analysis, were described in chapter 2.2.1. Neither, numerical models of
sediment remobilization processes will be introduced here, although, they
play a central role in the investigation of sediment remobilization processes
(e.g., Murray and Thieler, 2004; Gutierrez et al., 2005; Winter et al., 2006;
Coco et al., 2007a/b).

Acoustic methods

Acoustic methods are an important tool to display changes in morphology.
For example, multi-beam echosounder (MBES) (or even single beam
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echosounder) results visualize the formation and development of bedforms
leading to an estimation of the amount of remobilized sediment (e.g.,
Bartholomä et al., 2004; Wienberg and Hebbeln, 2004; Ferrini and Flood,
2005; Diesing et al., 2006; Ernstsen et al, 2006; Phillips et al., 2007).
Changes in geometry in the range of a few centimeters can be detected
and illustrated. Recently, long-term observations (spawning years in case
of slowly evolving bedforms, and only hours in case of, e.g., bedforms
influenced by tides) spark an increasing interest.
To depict and map mainly the horizontal geometry of bedforms, towed side
scan sonar (SSS) (Fig. 2.12) is a commonly used tool (e.g., Anthony and
Leth, 2002; Goff et al., 2005; Spiers and Healy, 2007). Even for long-term
observations of sediment dynamics side scan sonar is suitable. Wever et al.
(2008) presented the concept of a stationary, circumferential-looking side
scan sonar system mounted to a moored tower (Fig. 2.13) remaining at the
seafloor for hours, days or even months.
A tool specialized to detect layering and stratigraphy below the seafloor via
acoustic sub-bottom profiling is chirp sonar (Fig. 2.14). Mainly, it is applied
for the investigation of long-term sediment dynamics (Zeiler et al., 2000;
Goff et al., 2005).
Furthermore, the wide-ranged application of acoustic Doppler current
profilers (ADCP) has to be mentioned. They can be deployed from the
vessel as well as with a mooring system. Depending on their position in
the water column, they can look down/up through the water column or
can monitor the uppermost layer of the sediment. The current and possible
turbulences can be measured (e.g., Chereskin, 1995; Lu and Lueck, 1999;
Lorke et al., 2004) as well as bed load motion (e.g., Rennie and Villard,
2003; Gaeuman and Jacobson, 2006). The amount of suspended sediment
can be estimated from the backscatter signal (e.g., Holdaway et al., 1999;
Vincent, 2007).
In summary, acoustic methods are capable of estimation of the amount of
sediment that is remobilized, and of determination where the sediment goes
to. However, important geotechnical and physical information are lacking
(e.g., density, strength, etc.), and the resolution is limited to the range of
centimeters.

Sediment sampling

Sediment can be sampled by grab samplers or sediment corers. Grab sam-
ples (Fig. 2.15) deliver sediment from the uppermost surface in moderately
to highly disturbed condition, and consequently, are not suitable for an ex-
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Figure 2.12: Example of a towed side scan sonar system. Here, the Edgetech
4700 system suitable for high speed and a long range used during the Research at
Alpha Ventus (RAVE) surveys.

Figure 2.13: Stationary, circumferential sonar tower of the working group for ma-
rine geotechnics at MARUM, University of Bremen, deployed during the Research
at Alpha Ventus (RAVE) surveys.
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Figure 2.14: Example of a chirp sonar sub-bottom profiler. Here, the Edgetech
3100 X-Star portable system used during the Research at Alpha Ventus (RAVE)
surveys.

act analysis of the sediment texture. Nevertheless, the samples can be used
for detailed analysis of the physical properties of the particles such as grain
size distribution, grain shape, water content, wet and dry density, and tests
regarding the geotechnical behavior under different conditions (e.g., loads)
(e.g., Ziervogel and Bohling, 2003). Examples for an application in sediment
dynamic investigations are studies on grain size variations along and across
dunes (e.g., Ernstsen et al., 2005; Svenson et al., 2009) as well as studies on
sorted bedforms (e.g., Diesing et al., 2006).
With sediment coring it is attempted to preserve the sediment texture and
to recover an undisturbed sediment stratigraphy (e.g., Murray and Thieler,
2004). All in all, these goals are met, although, it may still come to changes
in, e.g., density, due to the recovering process, transport or storage (Blomqvist,
1991). This affects especially (i) non-cohesive sediments with a loose bind-
ing between the particles (e.g., sands), or (ii) cohesive sediments with a low
viscosity (e.g., fluid mud, mobile layers), two important types of sediment in
the framework of sediment dynamics, and also for this thesis.
For suspended sediment and bedload, sediment traps became an important
tool. Different concepts of sediment traps for sand (e.g., Emerson, 1991;
Wilcock and McArdell, 1993; Green et al., 2004) as well as for fluid mud/
mobilized mud (Chou et al., 1993; Disperens et al., 1993; Cooper and Pilkey,
2007) were presented in the past. However, these systems are often diffi-
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Figure 2.15: Example of a grab sampler. Here, the ShipekTM system deployed
in the framework of dune investigations.

cult or impossible to install in areas highly affected by hydrodynamics (e.g.,
Emerson, 1991).

Other methods

Other methods include particle tracking or sediment tracing. In that case,
labelled particle tracers are added to the system and observed. The tracer
should mimic the hydraulic properties of the sediment of interest, so that the
tracer is transported in the same fashion as the native sediment (Black et al.,
2007), but otherwise should not change its properties with time and should
not influence the transporting system in any way. Examples for tracers used
to track sediments are natural fluorescent mineral fluorite (Waters, 1986),
labelling of grains with rare earth elements (Zhang et al., 2001) and use of
fluorescent glass beads (Ventura et al., 2001). Limitations of the particle
tracking methods are, e.g., excessive dilution in case of suspended sediment
(e.g., Ingle, 1966), and burial in case of bedload (e.g., Knoth and Nummeda,
1977).
Another method for high-resolution observation of small-scale variability in a
bedform field are Burial Recording Mines (BRM) introduced by Wever et al.
(2004) in the framework of mine burial experiments. These devices monitor
the sand height around them using 24 light barriers. Long-term observations
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(in the range of weeks) are possible (Wever et al., 2004). Problems of the
system might be the stability in case of sloped beds as well as under strong
currents or waves.
A third method recently becoming more popular is lidar. This system is
deployed submerged (e.g., Hansdorf et al., 1999) as well as airborne (e.g.,
Tulldahl, 2007) for seafloor classification. The CHARTS bathymetric lidar
used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, for example, is a diode pumped,
pulsed, Nd:YAG laser. The laser transmits 3000 pulses per second and each
pulse is composed of light at two wavelengths: 1064 nm (infrared) and 532
nm (green). The receivers detect the return of both wavelengths, however,
the infrared light reflects the water surface while the green light propagates
through the water column to reflect from the seafloor (Macon et al., 2008).
A resolution of up to 0.5m is documentated (e.g., Macon et al., 2008) indi-
cating lidar as a tool for quick bathymetrical surveys, especially for big areas
and shallow to shore areas.

Geotechnical methods in sediment dynamic research

Following the theory (chapter 2.2.1), geotechnical and physical properties
such as shear stress and density play an important role in the process of
sediment remobilization. Regarding the applied in-situ methods (chapter
2.2.2), these properties are poorly investigated. Sediment cores try to pre-
serve the in-situ texture, but especially changes of density with sediment
remobilization are often not represented in sediment cores. Bathymetrical
surveys show the morphological changes as a consequence of sediment re-
mobilization and estimate the amount of sediment remobilized, but are not
capable of highlighting different phases of the remobilization process itself
(e.g., when and where does the sediment loosen up). In consequence, in-
situ geotechnical methods delivering highly resolved strength differences at
the uppermost seafloor surface and depicting the formation of softer and po-
tentially mobile layers would be a great complement in the investigation of
sediment dynamics. Dynamic penetrometers seem to be a suitable tool for
this task.



Chapter 3

Nimrod

3.1 Design

The aim was to develop a new truly free-falling penetrometer whose perfor-
mance is in some ways comparable to an eXpendable Bottom Penetrometer
(stable free-fall, high data sampling frequency, high sensitivity, water depths
up to 200m, etc.). However, three differences must be highlighted: (i) it
should be possible to recover the system by hand, (ii) a pressure sensor will
be added following the efficient outcome of pore pressure measurements using
FFCPTU systems, and (iii) the device should include a choice of different tip
geometries. Furthermore, the system should offer the possibility for upgrades
by adding new sensors (e.g., temperature).
In consequence, some key aspects had to be considered:

• Fluid mechanics (shape, weight)

• Material (low skin friction, high stability against impact and hydro-
static pressure, weight)

• Recovery system (low influence on free fall behavior)

• Sensors (coverage of a high range of decelerations, pressure range up
to ∼ 2500 kPa)

• Data acquisition system (providing ∼ 1 kHz for ∼ 16 channels).

Additionally, during design it had to be considered that the system should
be cost-efficient and easy in handling during preparation of surveys, re-
pair/replacement of parts, and on board.

45
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3.1.1 Shape

Shape, surface roughness, weight and weight distribution have a significant
impact on the performance of the proposed device. The underlying theory
will be briefly introduced in this chapter.

Principles of buoyancy

To initiate the fall through the water column of an object, the weight W has
to overcome the buoyancy B:

W = mg, (3.1)

B = ρgV = γV, (3.2)

where m is the mass of the penetrometer, g the gravitational acceleration, ρ
the density of the fluid, γ the specific weight of the fluid and V the volume
of the displaced fluid (if the device is completely submerged, this equals the
volume of the device) (e.g., Crowe et al., 2005).
Looking ahead to additional drag and tether drag of the device, the weight
should overcome the buoyancy significantly. Hence, the relation between the
volume and the mass of the instrument has to be suitable to provide the free
fall principle. The stability of an immersed body depends on the location
of center of gravity and center of volume related to each other. The body
is stable if the center of volume is above the center of gravity (Crowe et al.,
2005). That means the mass of the penetrometer has to focus on the tip.

Introduction into flow separation, drag and streamlining

Installing an object in a laminar flow (as a model of an object moving through
a fluid) influences the flow. The Reynolds number (already briefly mentioned
in the chapter 2.2.1) is an important parameter to predict the change of the
flow. For the problem addressed here it can be defined as:

Re =
ρu0d

μ
, (3.3)

where d is the diameter of the object (here a cylinder), ρ is the density of
the fluid, μ is the viscosity of the fluid and u0 being the free stream velocity.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the changes of flow with changing Reynolds number. In
case of Re� 1, the flow pattern upstream and downstream of the object are
the mirror image of each other, even though the flow pattern above and below
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Figure 3.1: Flow pattern around a circular cylinder at low Reynolds numbers
(left) and at Re = 10 (right) (modified after Tritton, 1988).

Figure 3.2: Change of separation point depending on the Reynolds number (after
Tritton, 1988).

the object is changed appreciably (up to many diameters from the object).
Increasing Re leads to a disappearance of the upstream-downstream symme-
try, and flow separation occurs (Tritton, 1988). Now, the flow pattern has to
be divided into three sections: (i) in front of the cylinder, (ii) the midsection
with the separation point, and (iii) the wake behind the cylinder. Further-
more, a boundary next to the cylinder front down to the separation point
occurs. In the boundary layer the velocity of the real (viscous) fluid changes
from 0 at the cylinder surface to free-stream velocity (Crowe et al., 2005).
Examples for different separation points are given in figure 3.2. Besides Re,
the point of separation also depends on roughness of cylinder surface (Crowe
et al., 2005).
In the previous section it was already mentioned that it is not only the

buoyancy that is working against the free fall of the object. Generally, one
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Figure 3.3: Empirical variation of drag coefficient with Reynolds number for a
circular cylinder (after Tritton, 1988).

also has to apply a force in order to move an object through a stationary
fluid (or in the more complex case: through a fluid flowing in a different
pattern than the object moves) (Tritton, 1988). Vice versa, the force in the
flow direction exerted by the fluid on an obstacle is known as drag Fd and is
conventionally presented using the drag coefficient Cd (e.g., Tritton, 1988):

CD =
FD

Apρ
u0

2

2

(3.4)

using Ap as the projected area of the object. The drag coefficient depends
on Re (Fig. 3.3), shape of object (Fig. 3.4) and surface roughness of the
object. A rougher surface will force the boundary layer to become more
turbulent at a lower Re. Following that, the drag coefficient for an object
with smooth surface will be smaller than the drag coefficient of an object with
a rougher surface. Furthermore, the drag as well as the drag coefficient can
be distinguished into form drag and skin-friction drag (Crowe et al., 2005).
If separation can be eliminated, the drag will be reduced. That is the idea of
streamlining. It reduces the extreme curvature on the downstream side of the
body, ergo, reduces or even eliminates separation. Streamlining is applied
on an object by elongating it (Crowe et al., 2005). Then the form drag is
reduced, but the skin-friction is increased due to the increase of surface area.
The optimum is reached if the sum of skin-friction drag and form drag is at
its minimum.
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Figure 3.4: Change of drag coefficient with Reynolds number in case of different
object geometries (modified after Crowe et al., 2005).
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Drag of a realistic penetrometer shape

Unfortunately, the penetrometer cannot be designed only after fluid dynam-
ical aspects. The shape has to be suitable to carry the sensors and data
acquisition system, too. Looking for shapes applied for most energy-efficient
underwater transportation leads to submarines and torpedos, in which the
torpedo comes the principle of a penetrometer closer. In the literature es-
timates for torpedo drag and corresponding suggestions for torpedo shapes
can be found. This section as well as the design of the penetrometer Nimrod
follow mainly the estimations by Brooks and Lang (1967).
A projectile-/torpedo-shaped object can be distinguished into three sections:
nose/tip, main body/middle section and conical tail. Fins will be added to
the tail. For the determination of the drag due to the shape of the object
(form drag), the length of the respective section will be considered in relation
to the diameter. This is the so-called fineness ratio. It is one of the main
parameters influencing the form drag. For example, figure 3.5 presents the
influence of the fineness ratio regarding the whole torpedo length on form
drag, whereas figure 3.6 shows the influence of the fineness ratio regarding
tail and main body length, respectively. Concerning the nose, Brooks and
Lang (1967) concluded that the nose length compared to the tail length has
a significant influence. However, the nose geometry is negligible regarding
the difference between approximately cylindrical tip and ellipsoid. Tip ge-
ometries without a smooth transition from tip to main body, like a cone or
cylinder are not considered here (Fig. 3.7).
Adding fins supports the stability of the object. Crucial is the number of
the fins, four cruciformed fins is most common, and the width (b in Fig. 3.8).
The wider the fins the more stability they provide. However, Brooks and
Lang (1987) suggest that the drag of fins is affected mostly by the length
(c in Fig. 3.8). The maximum length, equal to the tail length, leads to the
minimum drag assuming the maximum width equals the width of the widest
part of the conical tail.

3.1.2 Material

In accordance to section 3.1.1, the mass of the penetrometer should focus on
the tip. Furthermore, the whole system has to be robust enough to withstand
hard impacts (especially the tip) without breaking or deforming and should
be well protected against corrosion. Considering costs, an examination of
materials led to the following choice:
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Figure 3.5: Form drag coefficient for streamlined bodies vs. fineness ratio (mod-
ified after Brooks and Lang, 1967).

Tip: massive steel
Main body: aluminium tube
Tail: version 1) polyvinylchloride (PVC) cone and fins

version 2) polyvinylchloride (PVC) cone and aluminium fins
version 3) aluminium cone and fins

Steel provides the desired weight and robustness, but using steel for other
parts than the tip would lead to an unfitting relationship of center of gravity
to center of volume. Aluminium as a tube of about 1 cm wall thickness offers
the necessary resistance towards water pressure and unforeseen side impacts.
PVC in this thickness would be insufficient in robustness and would risk the
destruction of the device. For the tail section and the fins a massive PVC
seemed to be suitable, but in case of failure, PVC could be replaced by alu-
minium.
All of the materials can be finished to match the required smoothness of the
surface and to achieve the necessary protection against corrosion.
However, the contact of steel and aluminium as well as aluminium and alu-
minium in a sensible area, such as threads, under high loads and salt water
conditions might lead to problems with the threads. Following that, fine
threads should be avoided.
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3.1.3 Sensors

In the first version of Nimrod, only deceleration sensors and pressure sensors
were targeted.

Deceleration sensors

The deceleration sensors should cover a range from 0.1 g to 200 g with a res-
olution of 0.1 g in case of a small deceleration. In case of harder impacts, a
lower accuracy (∼ 5 g in case of 200 g) can be accepted. The accuracy of the
deceleration plays an important role, because penetration depth as well as
sediment strength will be calculated from the measured deceleration.
Conmmonly used accelerometers matching the above mentioned require-
ments are micro-electric-mechanical systems (MEMS), piezoelectric accelerom-
eters and piezoresistive accelerometers.
The principle of MEMS is a micro-scaled spring-mass-spring construction
mostly made of silica. The displacement caused by de-/acceleration leads to
a change of capacitance that can be measured. The system is widely-used
and cheap. To cover a wide range of decelerations with high accuracy, a few
of the sensors in different ranges are required.
In case of piezoelectric or piezoresistive sensors only one sensor can satisfy a
wide range with high accuracy. For example, the piezoelectric accelerometer
principle includes a piezoceramic or quartz crystal whose deformation leads
to a small electric signal. However, such sensors are much more expensive
than MEMS.
Independently from the type of sensor, the accelerometers can be located
in the main body of the device, close to the energy supply, because a ho-
mogenous deceleration of the whole device is assumed during impact and
penetration. The materials were especially chosen to make deformation neg-
ligible even in case of hard impacts.

Pressure sensor

The pressure transducer should deliver information about hydrostatic pres-
sure and pore pressure. Water depths up to 200m are aspired. Following
that, the sensor should cover a range of ∼ 2500 kPa with an accuracy of at
least 5 kPa to detect even small changes in pressure.
There are different principles to measure pressure: e. g., piezoelectric, piezore-
sistive, etc. The piezoelectric pressure sensor is based on the same principle as
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the piezoelectric accelerometers (see previous section). In case of the piezore-
sistive effect, the electric resistance of a material (mostly silica) is changed
by pressure. This influences the electric signal, and hence, can be detected.
In standard cone penetration testing two positions for the pressure sensor in-
lets are commonly used: in the conical tip or directly behind it (e.g., Lunne
et al., 1997). Small channels shielded by a filter direct the water to the pres-
sure sensor. The filter prevents clogging of the channels or the sensor. The
proposed device needs a very robust tip. Pressure channel borings in the tip
might decrease the robustness. Thus, the pressure channel inlets are planned
behind the tip. Furthermore, a single part working as a cover and pressure
sensor carrier would add the possibility of an easy access to the pressure
transducer.

3.1.4 Data acquisition and power supply

As above mentioned a data logger logging 16 channels at a frequency of 1 kHz
was required to ensure a sufficient vertical resolution during fast penetration
of the sediment column. This can be found easily, however, the problems are
weight, geometry and resilience. The data logger will be installed in the main
body. Hence, the maximum width is about 6 cm, the length should not ex-
ceed about 10 cm and the height should be smaller than 4 cm. Additionally,
it should weigh less than 1 kg. Otherwise, it would shift the center of gravity
to the direction of the tail leading to a pejoration of free fall performance.
Third, the data logger has to bear the same deceleration as the whole device
(up to 200 g are expected from XBP measurements).
Concerning data storage, a simple technique such as a common Secure Digital
Memory card (SD card) was chosen after positive experiences from FFCPTU
systems.
The power supply has to deliver reliable power for all sensors and the data
logger for several hours. Expeditions with FFCPTU systems show that at
least 8 hours non-stop data logging should be possible.

3.1.5 Realization

Considering shape, material, sensors and electronics, a hull consisting of 3
main parts (Fig. 3.9) and two sealing units was designed. The tip is a mas-
sive and very robust single part without any sensors and electronics. Made
of steel it delivers the required weight and robustness. Three exchangeable
tips of different geometry were designed (Fig. 3.10). The hemispherical tip
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is in accordance with the above described form drag calculations. It matches
the best fluid dynamical shape, and hence, provides the most stable free fall
and penetration performance. The conical tip relates to the idea of standard
cone penetration tests and will make a comparison to such standard meth-
ods more easy. Furthermore, the sharpened tip will increase the penetration
depth into harder sediments, ergo, will be more suitable for deployments on
sand. Vice versa, the cylindrical tip increases the penetration resistance and
makes the device more sensitive towards very soft sediments such as fluid
mud.
Behind the tip, an adapter housing the pressure sensor and its tubing con-
nects the tip with the main body (Fig. 3.11). Thus, the access to the pressure
sensor is convenient, and the electronics can be accessed from the front, too.
The adapter is made of aluminium. Regarding the relation between center
of volume and center of gravity, it would be possible to use steel, however,
the fine-mechanical manufacture of aluminium concerning the small pressure
channel borings is more easy.
The aluminium hull is thick enough to tolerate pressures equivalent to 250m
water depth, and matches exactly the length required for the electronics.
A shorter version would improve the fluid dynamical shape, but would not
leave enough space for the electronics including accumulators, A/D convert-
ers, sensors and data logger (Fig. 3.12). Concerning the location, the more
heavy accumulator packs are located closer to the tip to support the center
of gravity and center of volume relationship. The electronics are mounted
on a polyoxymethylene (POM) carrier which is clamped between the front
adapter and a back adapter. Both adapters seal the main body housing with
o-rings. The back adapter is made of aluminium, too.
The tail has a conical shape and four cruciformed fins. In the first version
of the instrument fins and tail were made of PVC. After breakage of the
fins after approximately 50 deployments, they were backed up by aluminium
sheets. Finally, tail and fins were exchanged by aluminium parts.
Concerning, the lengths and the diameter (Fig. 3.11): About 9 cm seems
to be a sufficient inner diameter to fit the electronics into the main body.
Brooks and Lang (1967) showed that a short hemispherical nose decreases
the drag (Fig. 3.6). In case of the conical tip, a 60◦ apex angle was targeted.
Following that, the tips have a length of 10 – 11 cm. Concerning, the main
body Brooks and Lang (1967) presented that a middle section fineness ratio
> 6.5 would minimize the effect on the drag coefficient (Fig. 3.7). However,
a middle section fineness ratio > 4 comes close to the optimum. On the
other hand, the longer the middle section the bigger the skin-friction drag.
Including the measure of the electronics we have chosen a length of 46 cm for
the main body leading to a middle section fineness ratio of 4.2. This seems
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to be a sufficient compromise. Figure 3.7 also suggests a tail fineness ratio >
3.9. On the other hand, we have to consider, that the tail should not become
too heavy. Following that, we have chosen a length of 25 cm leading to a tail
fineness ratio of 2.3.
The deceleration sensors used are MEMS sensors. These proved to deliver
reliable results during FFCPTU campaigns (Stegmann et al., 2006a). To
cover a wide range of deceleration with high accuracy, sensors in the range
of +/- 1.7 g, +/- 18 g, +/- 35 g, +/- 70 g and +/- 250 g were installed.
The pressure sensor is a piezoresistive system already equipped with a thread
around the sealed sensor, which was easy to include into the front-adapter
concept. The sensor has a range from 0 - 5000 kPa.
In case of the data logger, no suitable system was found in the catalogues. A
special-tailored system had to be developed. AVISARO (Hannover) designed
successfully such a data logger fulfilling the above mentioned requirements.
At the end of March 2008, six months after start of the development, the
new device Nimrod was ready for testing.

Figure 3.9: First sketch of the new device with hemispherical tip (drawn using
SolidEdgeTM ). The tip is illustrated in orange, the main body in white and the tail
including fins in blue. The ring-shaped cut-out between tip and main body is part
of the adapter and leaves space for the filter shielding the pressure sensor borings.
The green ring indicates the center of gravity and the red ring the center of volume
considering the hull. Including the sensors (especially the pressure transducer) and
electronics (especially the accumulators) leads to a shift of center of gravity towards
tip.
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Figure 3.10: Sketches of the tip geometries: cone (left), cylinder (middle) and
hemisphere (right).

Figure 3.11: Final Nimrod hull concept.
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3.2 Preliminary testing

First tests are an important step in the development of a new instrument.
In this section an overview of the tests from finishing of construction to first
deployment on a ship is given.

3.2.1 Pressure resistance and sealing

The new device should be applicable for water depths ranging up to 200m.
Before the instrument was exposed to any impacts and water pressures, the
new hull was assembled and tested in the pressure tank at MARUM. Pres-
sures up to 2500 kPa were applied on the hull of Nimrod without failure of
sealing or deformation.

3.2.2 Estimate of force needed for the recovery of the
instrument

Tether drag is well known for disturbing the acceleration during free fall of
dynamic penetrometers (e.g., Preston et al., 1999). In consequence, for a
truly free falling device, a tether with a small potential to increase drag has
to be chosen, meaning a small diameter and smooth surface. On the other
hand, the tether has to be strong enough to withstand the pull during re-
covery of the device. To estimate that, the device was embedded into sand.
After that, the sand was saturated with water. To consolidate the sand, the
container was exposed to vibrations and load was put on the top of the sand.
Then the instrument was pulled out vertically using an electronic winch and
force gauge between winch and device (Fig. 3.13). Due to the conical tail
and the thin fins, the maximum force needed during 5 tests was about 1 kN.
Following that, the tether for recovering Nimrod should have a small diame-
ter, but should still bear at least 1.5 kN. This would leave the knot connecting
the tether to the Nimrod and the threads as the weak points during recov-
ery. However, the knot can be supported by tie wraps and tape, whereas
the thread between tail and main body can be secured using a second line
connecting the main body with the tether. The threads are designed long
to minimize the risk of turning loose, but a regular control in between the
deployments is recommended.
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Figure 3.13: Left: Force gauge between winch-hook and tether. Right: Nimrod
being pulled out after embedment in the water-saturated sand.

3.2.3 Test of sensors and assembled device

Various dry and wet tests were done. Table 3.1 gives an overview how the
instrument, and especially, the sensors were tested before the instrument was
deployed the first time from a boat.
To calibrate the pressure sensor, three of the channels going to the pressure
sensor were closed and the fourth was connected to an air pressure pump
delivering a well-defined pressure.
The small ranged accelerometers could be tested by elevator rides. The
high range accelerometers were finally addressed during first deployments
in the Kuhgraben, a small stream close to MARUM, and in the port of
Bremen (Tab. 3.1). A calibration was carried out by the manufacturer of the
accelerometers.
After these preliminary tests (about 30 deployments), we concluded that the
Nimrod was ready for tests in the framework of scientific cruises.
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Location Technique Pressure Sensor Accelerometer Accelerometer
(small range) (big range)

Laboratory Air pump x
Elevator Elevator rides x
Kuhgraben Fall from a bridge x x x
Port Bremen Fall from a pier x x x

Table 3.1: Overview of preliminary tests. The crosses indicate which sensor was
addressed within the respective test.

3.3 Proof of concept

The next step was to deploy Nimrod in a geological context and to test its
suitability for geological attempts.

3.3.1 Measurements on various sediments

In spring and summer of 2008, three research cruises offered this possibil-
ity: i) with R/V Senckenberg to the Jade tidal inlet channel, North Sea, (ii)
with R/V Wega to the proposed wind energy test field Alpha Ventus, North
Sea, and (iii) with R/V Breitgrund in the Eckernförde Bay, Baltic Sea. The
two former research areas are characterized by sandy sediments, the latter
by muddy sediments. In total, 260 Nimrod deployments were carried out at
140 positions. The results and Nimrod ’s approval for geological surveys were
presented within a publication in Sea Technology :

Stark, N., Hanff, H., Kopf, A., (2009).
Nimrod : A tool for rapid geotechnical characterization

of surface sediments.
Sea Technology 50(4), pp. 10-14.

Equipped with a pressure sensor and accelerometers, a time and
cost-effective probe to measure the impact signature of the sea floor

Soil mechanical properties of shallow sub-seafloor sediment such as strength,
bearing capacity or excess pore pressure, are of emerging significance. They
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are important parameters in offshore engineering (e.g., offshore rigs, wind
energy plants), research on slope stability or sediment (re-)mobilization, and
in several navy applications (e.g., mine burial).
Measurements that deliver such physical properties may be performed in the
laboratory or in-situ on the seafloor, however, the first is usually lacking in
quality by a number of factors. Sampling may affect the in-situ texture,
specimens may be altered between sampling and laboratory experiment or
laboratory conditions cannot completely simulate the natural stress state, to
name just a few. As a consequence, there is need for in-situ instruments ca-
pable of measuring key parameters at a high frequency during penetration.
The majority of the currently used techniques rely on pushed penetrome-
ters and, less often, various types of free-falling penetrometers. Resistance
(i.e. bearing capacity, or first-order undrained shear strength), deceleration,
(pore) pressure, tilt, and friction (as a measure of sediment viscosity) are
among the parameters recorded.
Pushed penetrometers have the advantage of a controlled, quasi-static deploy-
ment at constant rate (usually 2 centimeters per second). Their disadvantage
lies with the heavy frame that has to be lowered to the seafloor to allow the
build up of the force required for penetration. Hence, they are dependent on
large vessels and powerful cranes and winches.
Similarly, some free-falling penetrometers profile the sea floor by their own
momentum as a function of weight and velocity.
Often they depend on ship equipment like winches, too, which may result in
significant disturbance of the measurement because of the coupling between
the probe and ship movement (owing to heave).
In contrast, small penetrometers are truly free-falling and independent from
a winch. They therefore measure the deceleration of the probe and allow
the user to derive strength, but lack information about the influence of pore
pressure (and hence do not record effective strength). Thus, University of
Bremen researchers identified the need for a system that is independent from
ship equipment, deployable in more difficult environments (e.g., huge waves,
strong currents, adjacent to constructions), and capable of monitoring all
parameters required to estimate in-situ strength and pore pressure at very
high frequency.
Such a probe is further desired to be user-friendly as well as time and cost-
effective so that it may be deployed by ship personnel without excessive
training. Taking all those pre-requisites into account, this article presents
a lightweight tool for seafloor geotechnical characterization whose data can
easily be downloaded using a wireless link. Deployment and recovery is pos-
sible by just one person without any further ship equipment and takes about
three minutes depending on the water depth.
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Basic design

The new probe, Nimrod (Fig. 3.14), is a shallow water (max. 200 meters
depth) free-falling penetrometer deployable on a tether (4 millimeters across)
that does not interfere with the probe’s performance.
Its weight, which varies from 13 to 15 kilograms depending on the tip geom-
etry, is sufficient to induce a fall with a constant terminal velocity of up to
eight meters per second through the water column, but low enough that it
can easily be handled by an individual. The terminal velocity is reached after
roughly five meters in the water column and the relationship between center
of gravity and center of volume stabilizes the orientation during the fall. Fins
support this stabilization without disturbing the process of penetration.
Nimrod ’s modular hull design consists of the tail, main body, an adapter and
the exchangeable tip. Its tail is made of light polyvinyl chloride and has a
conical shape with four crosswise strengthened fins, which run parallel to the
main body.
The fins can be fortified with thin aluminium sheets.
The dimension of the hull and the fins were taken from fluid-dynamical de-
signs. The design supports a stable fall as well as an easy recovery out of the
sediment.
Two center-lined borings allow to connect the main tether to the biggest por-
tion of the tail or to the back of the main body to ensure a safe connection;
an additional boring offers connection of a safety tether.
The main body is an aluminium cylinder that hosts the electronics, four
accelerometers that can measure acceleration and deceleration from ± 1.7
multiples of gravitational acceleration for very soft sediments up to ± 250
multiples of gravitational acceleration for hard sediments and two tilt sen-
sors (± 20 degree from vertical position). Nimrod ’s key component is a tiny
lightweight data logger, which transforms and records the analogous output
of each transducer digitally at very the high sampling rate of 1 kilohertz and
a resolution of 12 binary digits on a standard Secure-Digital-memory-card
(SD-card). The recorded data may be transferred either by Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN) or manually by SD-card exchange.
While designing Nimrod ’s electronic package, special attention had to be paid
to the energy efficiency because of the limited space for power supply. Three
switched-mode power supply units (SMPS) were implemented to optimize
voltage conversions. Custom-made battery packs provide an operating time
of ≥ 20 hours with a single charge.
The adapter in front of the main body is aluminium and houses the pressure
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Figure 3.14: A) Nimrod ’s modular design consists of tip (three geometries),
adapter, main body and tail. B) Nimrod can be easily handled by a single person.

sensor (range 0 to 5 megapascal). Four crosswise borings allow hydraulic
communication with the transducer. A filter of porous plastic shields the
hydraulic borings from clogging. Along with the pressure unit, the adapter
is the sealing of the main body and enables connection to the exchangeable
tips.
Since both the total penetration depth and the sensitivity of the measure-
ment depend on the tip geometry, Nimrod currently offers a choice of three tip
geometries depending on the anticipated sediment. The conical tip enables
good penetration into stiff sand. The cylindrical tip offers the possibility to
detect very soft layers as fluid mud, because the flat tip provides maximum
resistance upon impact. The hemispherical tip is the choice for all sediments
in between (e.g. silt, mud and indurated clay).
All tips are made of steel and thus provide both the main mass of the whole
instrument and the required distance between center of gravity and center
of volume. Their rigidity and sturdiness make the tips shockproof making
Nimrod very robust.

Experimental results

After an extensive testing phase in large tubs at the Center for Marine En-
vironmental Sciences (MARUM) at the University of Bremen and in small
streams near Bremen, the team evaluated Nimrod ’s capability on first de-
ployments during three cruises.
The first cruise took place in the dune-dominated Jade estuary in the North
Sea with R/V Senckenberg. Sediment samples showed a stiff, medium to
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coarse sand with occasional shells and shell fragments. Acoustic methods
provided evidence of a very thin mobile layer overlying the dunes depend-
ing on time in the tidal cycle. Given that the resolution of many acoustic
methods is limited to layers ≥ 5 centimeters, Nimrod was used to potentially
characterize these uppermost sediments.
The device was deployed at about 30 different positions along the dune using
the conical tip. Despite the fact that the penetration depth was rather small
(up to 20 centimeters) in the stiff sediment, Nimrod clearly displayed in the
deceleration - depth profile a thin, poorly consolidated layer of 4 - 10 centime-
ters overlying the stiffer material forming the main body of the dune. The
high logging frequency not only allowed identification of the mobile layer,
but resolved internal changes within these uppermost sediments. For both
layers a typical range of maximum deceleration has been monitored: the mo-
bile layer shows 6± 2 multiples of gravitational acceleration while the stable
underground ranges from 12 to 37 multiples of gravitational acceleration (de-
pending on the position along the dune)(Fig. 3.15). This range of maximum
deceleration in the underlying dune sand is due to seafloor inclination of the
dune ridges. The steeper the ridge, the smaller is the maximum deceleration.
The soft mobile layer is less influenced by the inclination because the probe
interpenetrates this layer regardless what the slope angle may be.
The second cruise occurred with WVFSWega some 50 kilometers north of the
barrier island of Borkum in the North Sea, where the first German offshore
wind farm is currently installed. Acoustic sub-bottom profiling monitored
very homogenous sediment, which was later confirmed by sampling fine sand
with small amounts of shell fragments. Nimrod was deployed thrice at ap-
proximately 40 different positions in the area. The data present homogenous
deceleration profiles without evidence of layering and maximum decelerations
of about 40± 5 multiples of gravitational acceleration when using the conical
tip. As a mean value the maximum deceleration is about 25 percent higher
than in the Jade due to the finer, consolidated, well sorted sand. When
comparing three deployments at the same position, data show only small
variations (≤ 5 percent). During the deployment with the hemispherical or
the cylindrical tip, the maximum deceleration increases to about 120 percent
and 150 percent of the maximum deceleration using the conical tip, respec-
tively.
A cruise with WFS Breitgrund in Eckernförde Bay in Germany offered the
chance to use Nimrod in an area of soft to very soft sediment, as evidenced by
clay-rich oozes recovered in gravity cores. Nimrod was deployed three times
at each of the 20 positions inside and outside a gassy pockmark. In the soft
sediment Nimrod reached penetration depths of 2 meters and a maximum
deceleration of only 4± 2 multiples of gravitational acceleration depending
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on the position when using the hemispherical tip (Fig. 3.15).
Pore pressure was monitored successfully as a steadily increasing parameter
when falling through the water column (i.e., hydrostatic pressure) and an
increasing signal upon impact and penetration (partly artificial and partly
excess pore pressure) (Fig. 3.16). Again, the results of the different deploy-
ments at one position showed a very low variability and provided significant
confidence in reproducibility of the data.
During the wealth of initial tests, it could be shown that all sensors deliv-
ered clear information about the different steps of deployment. Immediately
before launching, the inclinometers usually show an unstable and subverti-
cal starting position while the person deploying the system holds it and the
pressure sensor records ambient air pressure. Upon hitting the water surface
the probe veers off the course due to a very turbulent surface. However, in
the water column it stabilizes very quickly to a range of ± 5 degree from ver-
tical. Because of currents, Nimrod sometimes keeps a decreasing oscillation.
The pressure sensor records a linear pressure increase with increasing water
depth. The deceleration sensors monitor terminal velocity (5 - 8 meters per
second dependingly mainly on tip geometry) after a few meters until impact
and penetration into the seafloor.
Depending on sediment strength and tip geometry a deceleration from 1 to
200 multiples of gravitational acceleration and a penetration depth from 0.01
to 2 meters were reached in the different areas of testing. The pressure sensor
displayed both increase and decrease in pressure during penetration depend-
ing on penetration depth and type of sediment. Using the inclinometers,
it is possible to check if the probe remained in its vertical position during
impact and penetration, and this was achieved in more than 95 percent of
the deployments.
To summarize, about 200 Nimrod deployments confirmed the quick and com-
fortable handling, a good fluid dynamic performance, stable electronics, and
reliable and reproducible high-resolution results. The different tip geometries
were successfully applied to varied penetration depths and resolutions, and
those tips took the geological scenario encountered in the various study areas.
Furthermore, the results are found comparable to other methods such as eX-
pendable Bottom Penetrometer (XBP) and Cone Penetration Tests (CPT).
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Figure 3.15: Deceleration versus depth profile (A) with the conical tip in Jade
Bay in the North Sea and (B) with the hemispherical tip in Eckernförde Bay.

Figure 3.16: Time versus pressure/inclination profile of a Nimrod deployment in
Eckernförde Bay. The figure displays all steps of deployment (holding to recovery).
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3.3.2 Measurements on sand

The use of dynamic penetrometers on sandy sediments is problematic. The
impacts are hard, the penetration depth is small, and lance-like systems are
at risk of breaking or kinking. However, the Nimrod delivered reliable results
for the uppermost sediment surface from the Jade tidal inlet channel (medium
to coarse sand) and the proposed wind energy test field Alpha Ventus (fine
sand).
Following that, more measurements were carried out on sandy seafloors: at
Halekulani Sand Channel, Waikiki, Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay, all close
to the Island of O’ahu, Hawaii. The results were compared to the results
from the North Sea to study the differences of quartz and carbonate sand
as well as the effects of grain size, grain shape and density on the dynamic
penetrometer profiles. Nimrod ’s performance on different types of sand was
compared and published at the MTS/IEEE OCEANS Conference at Biloxi,
MS, USA, including hints of sediment remobilization in the penetrometer
signatures. Furthermore, the attempt to derive an equivalent of quasi-static
bearing capacity from the deceleration profiles is presented here:

Stark, N., Hanff, H., Stegmann, S.,
Wilkens, R., Kopf, A., (2009).

Geotechnical investigations of sandy seafloors
using dynamic penetrometers.

MTS/IEEE OCEANS 2009, Biloxi, USA.
ISBN 978-0-933957-38-1.
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Abstract

Geotechnical in-situ characterization of the strength of the shal-
lowest sub-seafloor sediment is an important factor in offshore engi-
neering (e.g., scouring at wind energy plants), coastal engineering
(e.g., sediment erosion close to the shores and beaches), navy appli-
cations (e.g., mine burial) and research (e.g., dunes in tide-affected
areas). Dynamic penetrometers are well known as time- and cost-
saving means to derive sediment physical properties in-situ and to
detect layering or changes of strength of the shallow marine de-
posits. However, until now such instruments were rarely used on
hard sandy seafloor because of their small penetration depth. The
aim of this study is to unravel how applicable dynamic penetrom-
eters are on sand and what kind of information they can deliver.
Deceleration – depth signatures of the devices are used to compute
quasi-static bearing capacity and related to governing parameters
such as mineralogical composition, grain size distribution and sed-
imentary layering.
We present the results of measurements on sand with two different
types of dynamic penetrometers (FFCPTU and Nimrod) devel-
oped at MARUM (University of Bremen, Germany). The devices
were operated with different penetration velocity, with different
deploying technique and in variable sedimentary conditions. The
parameters monitored during penetration are deceleration and tip
resistance. Data analysis follows two approaches. First, we directly
compared deceleration - depth profiles from both instruments to
extract typical profiles for the different materials and to quantify
areas of sediment remobilization. Second, dynamic bearing capac-
ity is derived from the deceleration (Nimrod) and from the tip re-
sistance (FFCPTU) respectively. Following an empirical approach
(Dayal and Allen, 1975; Can. Geotech. J.) dynamic bearing ca-
pacity can be converted into quasi-static bearing capacity for a
chosen threshold penetration velocity to consider the varying im-
pact force and penetration rates of the devices. This allows a better
comparison of different dynamic penetrometers to each other and
to standard CPT records.
A comprehensive data set was acquired in four research areas,
which differ in type of sand, grain size and appearance of pro-
cesses of sediment remobilization. The first research area stretches
along a dune in a tidal inlet channel in the Jade estuary, North
Sea. The sediment consists of medium to coarse quartz sand (after
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Udden-Wentworth scale). Acoustic sub-bottom profiling indicates
sediment movement induced by the tides. The second area is in
the North Sea, 50 km north of the island of Borkum (Germany) in
the planned wind energy farm Alpha Ventus. Sediment sampling
yielded fine-grained sand and acoustic sub-bottom profiling showed
very homogeneous sediment with no hints for significant sediment
mobilization. The third (Kailua Bay) and fourth (Waimanalo Bay)
regions are located at the windward side of O’ahu, Hawaii, USA.
Sediment in both areas is carbonate sand, with the Kailua mate-
rial generally being finer-grained. In Waimanalo Bay, deployments
focussed on the zone of the shorebreak to shed light on sediment
mobilization.
In our study, we observed short penetration times of 0.1 – 0.25 s
and small penetration depths (< 0.5m) with the consequences of
a high risk of tilting and disturbances by ship movement in case
of winch-lowered deployments. In contrast, true free-fall, fluid-
dynamical shape, tip-oriented center of mass and high sampling
rate were identified as advantages during the deployments. How-
ever, we found typical impact signatures for the different research
areas with either penetrometer and could further show that owing
to the high sampling rate, layering can be detected at a cm-scale.
Mineralogical composition has a significant effect on the penetrom-
eter’s response. The carbonate sand (Waimanalo Bay, Kailua Bay)
caused a significantly higher maximum deceleration (Nimrod : car-
bonate sand: 120 – 210 g, quartz sand: 25 – 85 g) and correspond-
ing quasi-static bearing capacity (Nimrod : carbonate sand: 80 -
200 kPa, quartz sand: 17 - 69 kPa). Beside that, we observed an
increase in maximum deceleration and quasi-static bearing capac-
ity in carbonate sand as well as in quartz sand when grain size
decreased. Using Nimrod on carbonate sand we found maximum
decelerations of up to 210 g in areas of a dominant grain size of
0.063 – 0.3mm (Kailua Bay) and up to 155 g in areas of a dominant
grain size of 0.3 – 0.63mm (Waimanalo Bay).
One of the foremost goals of this study was to test whether the
dynamic penetrometers can resolve thin layers of mobilized sed-
iment in areas as affected by tides, waves, etc. Therefore, we
compared the impact signatures in an area, where no significant
sediment mobilization is expected (area Alpha Ventus) with one
which is well-known for tide-affected sediment movement along a
dune (Jade estuary), and two areas with a shorebreak contributing
to beach erosion (Waimanalo Bay and Kailua Bay). In summary,
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we found (i) no layering in the area Alpha Ventus, (ii) a looser layer
(quasi-static bearing capacity 3 – 10 kPa) of 0.02 – 0.06m thickness
depending on position along the dune and tide in the Jade estuary
and (iii) a looser layer (quasi-static bearing capacity 5 – 25 kPa) of
0.03 – 0.1m thickness in the areas of the shorebreaks (Waimanalo
and Kailua Bay).

Introduction

Geotechnical properties of the upper layers of the seafloor spark an increasing
interest in different disciplines. In offshore engineering the strength of the
seafloor is important for all kinds of installations as much as for cable tracks
and pipelines. The Navy uses such information for burial prediction in mine
hunting. In research, strength and pore pressure are important parameters
for slope stability and sediment remobilization at ocean margins.
Generally, the soil mechanical behavior of seafloor sediments can be inves-
tigated using quasi-static or dynamic methods in the laboratory (e.g., vane
shear (quasi-static), falling cone test (dynamic)) or in-situ (e.g., pushed cone
penetrometers (quasi-static), dynamic penetrometers) (Johnson et al., 1988;
Wong et al., 1993; Stoll et al., 2004; Stoll et al., 2007). These methods
deliver properties such as sediment strength, shear strength, bearing capac-
ity or pore pressure and information about inhomogeneities such as layering
(e.g., Das, 1990). In-situ methods complement the well-established labora-
tory methods, which can be hampered by the often highly disturbed nature
of the sediment owing to coring or sampling, transport and storage. In case
of quasi-static in-situ measurements, (e.g., STATPEN, Stoll et al., 2004) a
continuous profile of several meters of the sub-seafloor sedimentary succes-
sion can be derived, but these methods are very time- and cost-consuming.
Also, they are very sensitive to weather or currents, because heavy equip-
ment has to be lowered to the seafloor.
In contrast, dynamic methods are very time- (and hence cost-) efficient (Stoll
and Akal, 1999; Stegmann et al., 2006a; Stark et al., 2009). A seagoing de-
vice is deployed within short periods of time, collects data (depending on the
respective device, e. g., deceleration, pressure, tip resistance, sleeve friction)
whilst profiling the water column and seafloor, and can quickly be recovered
for data download or may even deliver the results in real-time using telemet-
ric means (Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stegmann et al., 2006a; Stark et al., 2009).
Furthermore, they can be deployed in more challenging areas and condi-
tions. Depending on the respective probe they can go winch-lowered or free-
falling and deliver sediment strength, shear strength and excess pore pressure
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(Lunne et al., 1997; Stoll et al., 2004; Aubeny and Shi, 2006; Stegmann et al.,
2006b) as well as information about layering and sediment inhomogeneities
(e.g., stones, plant fibres) of the uppermost meters of the seafloor (Stoll and
Akal, 1999; Stark and Wever, 2008). Dynamic penetrometers are especially
suitable for investigations of processes at the seafloor surface such as sediment
remobilization due to tides, currents and waves, scouring at installations or
burial of mines, cables or pipelines. So far, dynamic penetrometers were
used largely on soft sediments (Johnson et al., 1988; Aubeny and Shi, 2006;
Stegmann et al., 2006b; Kopf et al., 2007; Seifert et al., 2008; Stark and
Wever, 2008; Kopf et al., 2009) because of the low penetration depth on
sandy seafloors.
This study is a comprehensive approach (i) to introduce and compare two
dynamic penetrometer systems developed at MARUM, Bremen, (ii) to de-
ploy them in areas of different hydrologic regime and sediment composition,
(iii) to measure strength and derive bearing capacity as crucial parameters
from sediment remobilization and redeposition, and (iv) to identify mobile
layers (and sedimentary layering as a whole). Therefore, we investigated
impact signatures in terms of deceleration – depth profiles and the corre-
sponding quasi-static bearing capacity of two instruments (FFCPTU and
Nimrod) in four research areas, which differ in (a) mineralogical composition
(quartz sand in the Jade estuary and area Alpha Ventus, both North Sea;
carbonate sand in Waimanalo Bay and Kailua Bay, both Hawaii, USA), (b)
grain size and (c) hydrodynamic conditions (tides, Jade estuary; shorebreak,
Waimanalo and Kailua Bay).

Methods and regional geology

In-situ instruments used Two different modular dynamic penetrometers
were recently developed at MARUM Research Centre, Bremen, Germany
(Fig. 3.17). Besides a number of minor differences as well as similarities in
geometry and specifications (for details, see Tab. 3.2) the main conceptual
difference is the penetration performance. Nimrod is approximately fluid-
dynamically shaped, possesses fins and a fall stabilizing relationship between
center of mass and center of volume owing to its very robust conical steel
tip (60◦ opening angle). Thus, Nimrod finds its right falling and penetration
orientation even in case of waves, stronger currents or shallow water depths
(Stark et al., 2009). The design is largely along the lines of eXpendable Bot-
tom Penetrometers (Stoll and Akal, 1999; Aubeny and Shi, 2006), which are
used for sediment classification by considering the deceleration of the probe
(Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2004), whereby Nimrod offers different tip
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Figure 3.17: The two shallow-water dynamic penetrometers developed at the
MARUM, University of Bremen: the free-fall CPT lance (A) and Nimrod (B).

geometries and measures the pressure additionally to the deceleration (Stark
et al., 2009).
The CPT lance (Lunne et al., 1997; Stegmann et al., 2006a; Stegmann et al.,
2006b; Kopf et al., 2007; Seifert et al., 2008; Kopf et al., 2009) has a smaller
and more delicate conical tip (60◦) which hosts some of the transducers,
e.g., strain gauges, pore pressure, temperature in a 15 cm2 cone. Here, just
the CPT probe and the overlying rods but not the wider pressure housing
penetrate the sea floor. The center of mass lies in the upper main body,
so that in case of free-falling performance and strong currents there is the
risk of turning during the fall or kinking during impact. Thus, a short rod
(Fig. 3.17) and winch-lowered deployments were preferred for measurements
on sand. Additionally to deceleration and pressure, the CPT lance measures
tip resistance, sleeve friction and temperature.
Both instruments are self-contained and the data acquisition is similar. Accu-
mulator packs provide the necessary power, and switched mode power supply
units (SMPS) together with linear regulators convert voltages for each sensor
efficiently (Stegmann et al., 2006; Stark et al., 2009). The analog raw data
are converted by an A/D converter, logged and saved on a memory card.
For detailed information about the configuration and differences of the two
devices see Tab. 3.2.
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CPT lance Nimrod
Tip geometry Cone Cone
Cone angle 60◦ 60◦
Diameter 4 cm 11 cm
Length 1.2m 0.81m
Mass 100 kg 13 kg
Pore water inlet behind cone behind cone
Center of mass Cover, Main body Tip
Deployment Winch lowered Free falling
Tether diameter 20mm 4mm
Mean impact velocity 0.5m/s 6m/s
Pressure sensor absolute, 2MPa absolute, 5MPa
Accelerometers MEMS, 1.7 g, 5 g, MEMS, 1.7 g, 18 g,

18 g, 100 g 70 g, 250 g
Inclinometer 20◦ 20◦
Tip resistance sensor 100MPa no
Sleeve friction 100MPa no
Data logging 40Hz 1000Hz

Table 3.2: Technical details and used configurations of the penetrometers.

Data processing Direct interpretation of dynamic penetrometers (Stoll
and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2004; Stark and Wever, 2008; Stark et al., 2009)
is crucial for the detection and quantification of layering, but to predict how
much load the seafloor could bear in concrete values as sediment strength,
bearing capacity or shear strength are demanded. The following section will
describe the method we used to derive sediment resistance and bearing ca-
pacity, as exemplified for Nimrod.
Nimrod impacts with the terminal velocity it reached during the fall through
the water column and is then decelerated depending on sediment properties,
properties of the probe itself and free-fall behavior. The terminal velocity re-
sults from properties of the seawater (e.g., currents, density, Meschede, 2001),
of the device (e.g., geometry, Mott, 2005; surface roughness, Meschede, 2001)
and the used tether (e.g., length, Mott, 2005; surface roughness, Meschede,
2001). Regarding the probe as a single particle in equilibrium (after reaching
the terminal velocity in the water column), the sediment exerts a sediment
resistance force Fsr against the probe and decelerates it (Aubeny and Shi,
2006):

mNimdec = Fsr, (3.5)
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where dec stands for measured deceleration and mNim for the mass of Nimrod
in water (with conical tip 8 kg).
After Aubeny and Shi (2006) this sediment resistance force includes a sedi-
ment shearing resistance force Fs and buoyancy of the probe in soil Fb:

Fsr = Fb + Fs. (3.6)

Inertial forces are negligible here (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). The buoyancy of
the probe in soil is neglected here because of small penetration depths of a
few centimeters.
Dynamic penetrometers have different penetration rates, which decrease dur-
ing the penetration process, whereas quasi-static methods keep a constant
penetration rate. This leads to a variable strain dependency of the sediment
strength reflecting properties such as deceleration, tip resistance or sleeve
friction. Stoll et al. (2004), Aubeny and Shi (2006) as well as Stoll et al.
(2007) used strain rate factors to convert quasi-static sediment resistance to
higher, dynamic penetration rates and vice versa. Stoll et al. (2007) illus-
trated that a difference in penetration velocity of about 3 m/s can lead to
six times higher sediment resistance results in case of a medium compacted
sand. To allow a direct comparison of different dynamic penetrometers and
to standard methods, the empirical approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) uses
the strain rate factor fac, which depends on the actual penetration velocity v
and a reference velocity v0 (see eq. 3.7). When inserted in eq. 3.8, it serves to
convert the rate-dependent sediment resistance force to a value correspond-
ing to a quasi-static penetration at the constant reference velocity. We have
chosen v0 = 0.02 m/s for the calculations presented in this paper, because
this rate reflects the standard quasi-static CPT routine (Lunne et al., 1997;
Cai et al., 2009). It follows that:

fac = 1 + K log

(
v

v0

)
, (3.7)

with K being a dimensionless factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 (Stoll et al.,
2007).
To convert the sediment resistance force from high-speed dynamic deploy-
ments to quasi-static (= constant rate) values, the dynamic sediment resis-
tance force Fsr has to be divided by the strain-rate factor fac:

Fqsr =
Fsr

fac

, (3.8)

where Fqsr is the sediment resistance force for a quasi-static penetration with
constant penetration rate v0.
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The bearing capacity qu is the maximum load per unit area that a soil can
bear prior to failure (e.g., Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990). Regarding the soil as a
grid of several, very thin layers of particles the penetration can be viewed as a
sequence: The probe hits the upper layer. The load per unit area or pressure
on the soil exceeds the bearing capacity. The upper layer fails and the probe
hits the next layer, and so on. Thereby, the deceleration as a function of soil
resistance force for each layer is the maximum resistance force the sediment
withstands until it fails and the probe keeps penetrating (Aubeny and Shi,
2006). That means the sediment resistance force can be used to calculate the
bearing capacity by:

qu(q) =
F(q)sr

A
, (3.9)

where A is the area of the plain subjected to load. It has to be taken into
account that as long as the penetration depth is smaller than the tip height
(Nimrod : 11 cm, CPT lance 4 cm) the loaded surface varies with penetration
depth.
To describe the contributing mechanisms, the bearing capacity can be ex-
pressed as an effect of cohesion, qc, effect of surcharge, qq, and of the unit
weight of the soil, qγ, by, e.g., Terzaghi (1943), Das (1990):

qu = qc + qq + qγ = cNc + qNq +
1

2
γBNγ. (3.10)

They are defined by the cohesion c, the load on the surrounding sediment
surface q, the unit weight γ, the width of the penetrating object B and the so
called bearing capacity factors N , which depend on the friction angle (Das,
1990). In this study we only investigated cohesionless sands so that in con-
trast to the presented calculations of cohesive soils (Stoll et al., 2004; Aubeny
and Shi, 2006; Stoll et al., 2007) qc can be neglected. qq is a function of the
load on the surrounding sediment, which equals the hydrostatic pressure in
surface sediments, so that qq is zero at the sea floor and increases with depth.
qγ also expresses the influences of the unit weight of the material, which has
to be moved. Furthermore, after the modified general ultimate bearing ca-
pacity equation all summands should be multiplied by a factor of depth, a
factor of shape and a factor of inclination (Das, 1990). In case of the factor
of depth the relationship between width of the penetrating object and pen-
etration depth is important (Meyerhof, 1953). Concerning the shape, after
Cassidy and Houlsby (2002) the conical apex angle and the surface roughness
of the cone has to be regarded. An inclined penetrating probe or an inclined
seafloor goes into the factor of inclination (Das, 1990).
From the above, a quasi-static bearing capacity - depth profile results, which
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defines the maximum load the sediment can bear at any given depth using
a defined penetration object and assuming a constant penetration rate. In
case of Nimrod, deceleration went into the calculations, whereas in case of the
FFCPTU the analysis was done based on deceleration and for comparison
based on tip resistance. Therefore, we assumed that measured tip resistance
force equals the dynamic sediment resistance force (see eq. 3.9 above).
Because of the small instrument penetration (mostly < 0.2m), changes of
hydrostatic pressure are negligible. Also, excess pore pressure is neglected
here, because the penetration depth was too small to achieve reliable results
of excess pore pressure (pressure sensor located behind the conical tip in u2
position) with either instrument.

Regional geological context and deployment strategies The mea-
surements for this study were carried out in two areas of quartz sand in the
North Sea and two areas of carbonate sand in the Pacific. The first area is
located in the Jade estuary (western German Bight, North Sea) and stretches
out along a dune strongly influenced by tides. Here, we expected a mobi-
lized loose layer on a harder underground after acoustic sub-bottom profiling
(Svenson et al., 2009). The thickness of this layer depends on tidal phase
as well as on location on the dune relative to the direction of the current
(Bartolomä et al., 2004). Grab samples recovered medium to coarse and
very coarse sand (after Udden-Wentworth scale) with some gravel and often
a layer of shells and shell fragments at the top (Tab. 3.3). The second area
is the area of the Alpha Ventus wind energy test field ∼ 50 km north of the
island of Borkum, North Sea. The measurements presented here took place
before installations were started. Based on acoustic sub-bottom profiling and
grab samples sediments can be described as homogenous very fine to medium
sand (after Udden-Wentworth scale) without layering at the positions of pen-
etrometer deployments (Tab. 3.3). Third, we went to the windward side of
the island of O’ahu, Hawaii, in the Northern Pacific and measured in Kailua
Bay and Waimanalo Bay 10 to 100 meters from the shore. Sediment samples
in Waimanalo dominantly compromise calcareous medium-grained sand with
minor fine or coarse sand fractions (Udden-Wentworth scale). In Kailua, silty
sand with about 70% fine to coarse sand and about 30% coarse silt (Tab. 3.3)
is found. Both locations are characterized by visually very light-colored ma-
terial abraded from an adjacent coral reef.
Waimanalo Bay as well as Kailua Bay are well-known for a smooth shore-
break with a mean wave height <0.5m, which is the dominant reason for
beach erosion in these areas (Fletcher et al., 1997). During the survey period
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the shorebreak was noticeably higher in Waimanalo Bay than in Kailua Bay.
In general, we prefer to make 2 - 5 measurements with each instrument at
each position to identify and quantify variations more easily, and to assess
repeatability and potential error. Unfortunately, this is only possible if the
environment offers keeping the exact geographic position of the vessel for
durations of a minimum of 5 minutes.
In the tidal inlet channel in the Jade area, currents were too strong to reli-
ably keep the position for significant periods of time. As a consequence, we
carried out the Nimrod and CPT measurements almost continuously while
drifting driven by the current across the dunes. This resulted in a series of
5 - 8 deployments for each instrument over a 600m-long transect across the
dune (Tab. 3.3).
In the area Alpha Ventus, it was achieved to keep the position owing to rela-
tively calm seas during an expedition in May 2008. Here, we deployed both
the CPT lance and Nimrod thrice at each position (Tab. 3.3); in addition,
we took a grab sample at every third position. The entire area is covered
with side-scan and acoustic sub-bottom profiling measurements.
In both North Sea areas the CPT lance was lowered by winch (Tab. 3.3) and
Nimrod was manually deployed truly free falling (Fig. 3.17).
In Hawaii we only used Nimrod truly free falling by hand from a one-
seat kayak, launched twice at each position. Meanwhile the kayak drifted
(ca. 1 – 10m) depending on the currents and duration of deployment (about
one minute depending on the water depth).

Results

Observations of deployments Deploying dynamic penetrometers on sand
reveals several difficulties. Most of them are related to the small penetra-
tion depth. With both instruments we could not reach a penetration depth
>0.5m. In 90% of the deployments the devices achieved a penetration depth
of < 0.2m (Tab. 3.3). For comparison, in case of soft, muddy sea floors Nim-
rod penetrates more than 2m into the sediment (Stark et al., 2009) and the
CPT lance has already shown penetration depths of up to 10m with exten-
sion of the rods (Stegmann et al., 2006).
Consequences of the small penetration depth are (i) a higher risk of tilt-
ing and falling to the side and (ii) strong disturbances by ship movement
(Fig. 3.18) in case of winch-lowered devices. Concerning a penetration time
of 0.1 – 0.25 s, a high sampling rate is important to derive reliable penetration
profiles. The above mentioned problems are the main reasons, why some of
the deployments were not interpretable (Tab. 3.3).
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Another issue of deploying dynamic penetrometers on sand is the risk of dam-
age of the instrument. In Kailua Bay we measured decelerations of Nimrod
with up to 210 g.

Deceleration - depth profiles In the Jade estuary, North Sea, Nimrod
deployments resulted in two different types of profiles (Fig. 3.19), both of
which show a 0.02 – 0.06m thin layer of looser sediment (about 2 g± 1 g)
above a harder underground. The strength of the underground varies in the
two types of profiles, as is expressed in a deceleration of 10 g± 2 g in some
deployments, but 25 – 40 g in others. However, even the maximum values
appear to be low for sandy seafloor when compared to the results of other
areas of quartz sand (Tab. 3.4) and other free-falling penetrometers (Stoll
and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2004; Stoll et al., 2007). With the CPT probe,
maximum deceleration of 0.3 – 0.6± 0.1 g and a maximum tip resistance of
130 – 700 kPa were reached (impact velocity 0.4 – 0.6m/s). However, the to-
tal number of interpretable deceleration – depth profiles of the CPT lance
was too low (Tab. 3.3) to identify a typical signature in this research area.
In the area Alpha Ventus we derived a typical profile with either penetrom-
eter (Fig. 3.20). Nimrod displays decelerations ranging up to 55 – 85 g and
a penetration depth ranging from 0.09 – 0.11m with penetration velocities
ranging from 7 – 10m/s. The CPT lance monitors maximum decelerations
mostly from 15 – 28 g and a tip resistance ranging from 1000 – 1700 kPa with
a comparable penetration depth of 0.06 – 0.11m (Fig. 3.20) and with penetra-
tion velocities ranging from 1.0 – 1.5m/s. A penetration depth comparable
to that of Nimrod is reached due to a higher weight and smaller surface area
of the probe (Tab. 3.2).
In Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay we only deployed Nimrod. In Waimanalo
Bay (Fig. 3.21, left) we found a typical deceleration - depth profile for
the harder underlying sediment with a maximum deceleration of 120 - 155 g
(penetration velocity 9 – 11m/s) under a looser layer of varying thickness of
0.03 – 0.10m and a deceleration of up to 20 g. Due to the changing thickness
of the overlying layer the penetration depth ranges from 0.12 – 0.24m. In
Kailua Bay a comparable profile was monitored at some positions (Fig. 3.21,
right, dashed lines). But, at most of the spots a much steeper gradient can be
observed with maximum decelerations ranging from 120 – 210 g and a pene-
tration depth of 0.07 – 0.11m.
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Figure 3.18: In the Jade estuary in the North Sea we deployed the CPT lance
winch-lowered. Sometimes it was strongly influenced by ship movement (blue line),
especially in case of slow winch velocities (here: about 0.4m/s). The probe impacts
and penetrates the seafloor until it is pulled up und pushes down again. For com-
parison, the black line shows an undisturbed deployment at a comparable position
and with the same winch.

In general, it can be shown that the monitored deceleration on the car-
bonate sand (Waimanalo Bay, Kailua Bay) is significantly higher than of
the quartz sand (Jade estuary, area Alpha Ventus), whereby the penetration
depth was not decreased. Furthermore, the deceleration increases the finer
the sediment is (Tab. 3.4).

Quasi-static bearing capacity The deceleration of a dynamic penetrom-
eter is strongly influenced by its penetration surface, geometry and penetra-
tion velocity. Both instruments have a conical tip, but the surface area and
the penetration velocity differs a lot (Tab. 3.2). The impact velocity and the
penetration velocity vary between the different research areas (Tab. 3.3).
Making them comparable we used the approach described above to calculate
the quasi-static bearing capacity. An uncertainty occurs due to the factor
K = 1 − 1.5. It leads to deviations of about 15%. During the analysis we
calculated the quasi-static bearing capacity with K = 1.25 and considered
the 15% deviation in the resulting ranges and errors (Fig. 3.22).
In the Jade estuary Nimrod measured quasi-static bearing capacities (v0 =
0.02 cm/s) ranging from 3 – 10 kPa in the upper sediment layer (Fig. 3.20,
grey shaded area) and 17 – 41 kPa in the deeper one. The CPT lance delivers
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Figure 3.19: Deceleration - depth profiles measured with Nimrod in the Jade
estuary (random extract). Two types of profiles can be distinguished: One with a
maximum deceleration about 10 g (left) and one with max. deceleration ranging
from 25 – 40 g (right). Both show in most of the cases a looser layer (grey shade)
above the stiffer underground. Just in one case this layer cannot be observed
(dashed line).

Research Sand Dominant Maximum
area type grain size (mm) deceleration (g)
Jade quartz 0.4 - 0.7 25 - 40

Alpha Ventus quartz 0.063 - 0.3 55 - 85
Waimanalo Bay carbonate 0.3 - 0.63 120 - 155
Kailua Bay carbonate 0.063 - 0.3 120 - 210

Table 3.4: Type of sand, dominant grain size and maximum deceleration of Nim-
rod in the four research areas.
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Figure 3.20: Nimrod (left) and CPT lance (right) measurements (random ex-
tract) from the area Alpha Ventus. With both instruments a typical profile with
comparable gradient (red line) can be displayed. The dashed profile shows an ex-
ample of the few (<5%) measurements, which does not match the general profile
shape.

Figure 3.21: Random extract of Nimrod deployments in Waimanalo Bay (left)
and Kailua Bay (right). In Waimanalo the profiles show a very comparable shape,
but shifted depending on the thickness of a looser overlying layer. In Kailua Bay
this profile can be found (dashed lines), too, but mostly the results show a another
profile of higher gradient and higher maximum deceleration values.
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Figure 3.22: Example (Waimanalo Bay, deployment 1-11) for the calculation
from deceleration (dashed line) to quasi-static bearing capacity using K = 1− 1.5
(grey shade). The upper black line shows the results for K = 1 and the lower for
K = 1.5.

5 - 25 kPa in the upper layer and 30 - 115 kPa in the underground (Tab. 3.5).
In the area Alpha Ventus we reached quasi-static bearing capacities rang-
ing from 39 – 69 kPa with Nimrod and 184 – 260 kPa with the CPT lance
(Tab. 3.5). Thus, the CPT lance presents 3 - 4 times higher quasi-static
bearing capacities than Nimrod in this research area.
In Waimanalo Bay and Kailua Bay we sometimes found an overlying loose
sediment layer of a quasi-static bearing capacity of 5 – 25 kPa above a harder
underground of 80 – 120 kPa (Tab. 3.5). In Kailua Bay a maximum of 210 kPa
was reached at 5 positions.
In summary, after consideration of penetration velocity and penetration sur-
face the carbonate sand (Waimanalo Bay, Kailua Bay) shows a significantly
higher bearing capacity than the quartz sand (Jade estuary, area Alpha Ven-
tus) (Fig. 3.23, Tab. 3.5). Furthermore, in the quartz sand as well as in
the carbonate sand we found a higher maximum bearing capacity in areas
of smaller grain size (area Alpha Ventus, Kailua Bay) (Tab. 3.5, Fig. 3.23).
Likewise, layering is represented in the quasi-static bearing capacity profiles
(Tab. 3.5, Fig. 3.23) as well as in the deceleration profile. This confirms
that the observed layering in the deceleration - depth profiles is not just an
artifact of changes in penetration velocity.
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Research area Device Quasi-static bearing capacity (kPa)
Layer1 Layer2

Jade Nimrod 3 - 10 17 - 41
Jade CPT 5 - 25 30 - 115

Alpha Ventus Nimrod 39 - 69
Alpha ventus CPT 184 - 260
Waimanalo Nimod 5 - 25 85 - 120
Kailua Nimrod 5 - 25 80 - 200

Table 3.5: Ranges maximum bearing capacity.

Discussion

With this article we want to show that dynamic penetrometers deliver use-
ful and detailed information about geotechnical properties in the uppermost
layers of sandy seafloors. We compared two different types of dynamic pen-
etrometers (Fig. 3.17, Tab. 3.2) and applied an approach of direct interpre-
tation of deceleration - depth profiles and an approach to deliver quasi-static
bearing capacity. Furthermore, we were interested in the effects of differences
in type of sand, grain size and hydrodynamic features (here by means of tides
and shorebreaks) on the penetration signature.
Observations during deployments and first sight of data elucidated that dy-
namic penetrometers satisfy a number of prerequisites for the successful use
on sand. To avoid falling to the side or kinking the center of gravity should be
concentrated on the tip. Furthermore, the device should be decoupled from
the ship (free-fall or rapid winch speeds) to minimize artifacts from heave.
Finally, a high sampling rate (e.g., 1 kHz) is required to obtain a satisfying
number of data points per penetration depth interval. Nevertheless, we ob-
served typical impact signatures for the different research areas with either
penetrometer (Fig. 3.19 - 3.21, 3.23).
Regarding the differences in the quasi-static bearing capacity values between
the two instruments (Tab. 3.5), it does not seem sufficient to only consider
the different penetration rates and surface areas to make two different types
of dynamic penetrometers comparable to each other. Another influencing
factor could be the relationship between penetration depth and width of the
penetrating object, which goes into the so-called depth factor (Meyerhof,
1953; Das, 1990). This relationship differs for the CPT lance and Nimrod
significantly due to the larger surface area of the latter (Tab. 3.2) while both
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Figure 3.23: Comparing the quasi-static (constant penetration rate 2 cm/s) bear-
ing capacity - depth (solid lines) and deceleration - depth profiles (dashed lines) of
the four research areas to each other display significant differences. The maximum
strength of the carbonate sand (Waimanalo and Kailua Bay, lower plots) exceeds
the maximum strength of the quartz sand (Jade estuary and area Alpha ventus,
upper plots) at least about 25%. In Kailua Bay as well as in Waimanalo Bay the
deployments were made close to the shore, where surface layers are affected by the
shorebreak. This leads to a two-layer system in the strength - penetration depth
profiles. In Kailua Bay the shorebreak was not very pronounced, as is expressed
by a higher sediment strength of the mixed up layer in comparison to Waimanalo
Bay. The area Alpha Ventus shows no sediment remobilization or layering based
on the strength - penetration depth profiles. The research environment in the Jade
estuary varies from the other areas. Given that measurements took place along a
large subaquatic dune, the inclination of the impact spots causes reduced sediment
strength readings. This effect is accentuated by the possible displacement of coarse
and well-rounded particles during impact.
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have similar penetration depths (Tab. 3.3). The effect is even stronger in the
area Alpha Ventus because of the small penetration depth in the indurated
sands encountered here (Tab. 3.3). This idea is supported by other studies,
which came to the conclusion that shape, depth and inclination factors are
mostly required for the use of the bearing capacity theory in cone penetra-
tion testing (Meyerhof, 1953; Yu and Mitchell, 1998). However, the bearing
capacity theory represents an approximation, although it is widely accepted
by many engineers (e.g., Yu and Mitchell, 1998), and other studies (e.g.,
Mulhearn, 2003; Stoll et al., 2007) corroborate how complex the comparison
of different types of dynamic penetrometers is.
Despite this difficulty, differences in the mineralogical composition are mir-
rored in the results (Tab. 3.4, Fig. 3.23). In contrast to quartz sand, most of
the carbonate sand grains are angular and have rather irregular interlocking
shapes (most likely relict from their skeletal origins) and the shape of the
particles relates directly to physical characteristics of the sand (Nutt and
Houlsby, 1991; Halley, 2000), as we find (i) a higher deceleration (Tab. 3.4),
(ii) higher quasi-static bearing capacity values (Tab. 3.5) and (iii) a higher
gradient in the penetration profiles (Fig. 3.23) of carbonate sand (Waimanalo
Bay, Kailua Bay) than of quartz sand (Jade estuary, area Alpha Ventus).
Based on this determination, the behavior of quartz sand and carbonate
sand during deployment of dynamic penetrometers will be further investi-
gated and supplemented by laboratory studies and numerical modelling.
Furthermore, it is known that grain size and water content influence the com-
paction of sediments (Das, 1990). Because all surveys were done under water
saturated conditions, the grain size should have a recognizable influence on
the sediment strength. Finer sands should lead to a higher sediment strength
than coarse sands, because they can be compacted more easily (Das, 1990)
and have a larger effective surface area. Moreover, if the coarse particles are
well-rounded they can be pushed or rolled aside more easily. This could be
one reason for the comparatively small strength in Jade area. The inclined
seafloor surface on the dune increases this effect additionally beside the fact
that an inclined sea floor decreases the bearing capacity anyway (Terzaghi,
1943; Meyerhof, 1953; Das, 1990).
When regarding sediment affecting hydrodynamics, the four research areas
have different characteristics (Tab. 3.3). In the area Alpha Ventus acoustic
sub-bottom profiling and sediment samples did not indicate a sediment mo-
bilization, which is supported by homogenous one-layer profiles in our data
(Fig. 3.23). In the Jade estuary we know that the sediment along the dune
is temporarily mobilized by strong tides (Svenson et al., 2009). The pen-
etrometer profiles depict a two layer system with an unconsolidated upper
layer of 0.02 – 0.06m thickness (Fig. 3.23). This finding corresponds to earlier
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work where Wever et al. (2008) attested considerable mobilization and re-
deposition by sand height changes of 0.4m per hour in the Jade estuary and
Bartolomä et al. (2004) differences in height of 0.05 – 0.08 m in dune troughs
and 0.15 – 0.8m on dune crests over one tidal period in a comparable tidal
inlet channel. In Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay the smooth shorebreak
(mean wave height <0.5m) is one of the main factors contributing to the
longshore sand transport, which led to a beach degradation of 16.3% in about
50 years (Fletcher et al., 1997). Visual observation showed a higher shore-
break in Waimanalo Bay than in Kailua Bay at the days of measurements.
At the positions correlating to the areas of the shorebreak we found an upper
layer of looser sediment with varying thickness of 0.03 – 0.1m, whereby this
layer is more developed in Waimanalo Bay, what corresponds to the bigger
shorebreak (Fig. 3.23).
In summary, it is possible to resolve sedimentological and physical properties
in vertical profiles at a cm-scale. Our study shows that dynamic penetrom-
eters, when operating at high sampling rates and penetrating unaffected by
the platform they are deployed from, deliver information about sediment
strength, bearing capacity and layering even in the uppermost surface lay-
ers of hard sandy seafloors. With additional ground-truthing, such data can
further be used for interpretations concerning sediment type, grain size dis-
tribution and compaction state.
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Chapter 4

Geological applications

After finalizing the testing phase, Nimrod was applied within several geolog-
ical projects. Most of them addressed features of sediment remobilization.
The main scientific questions are: (i) Is the dynamic penetrometer Nimrod
suitable to complement sediment remobilization investigations with new or
supporting information? (ii) Is a quantification of remobilized material pos-
sible (via layering in sediment strength signatures)? (iii) Do in-situ sediment
strength patterns deliver new information supporting the understanding of
sediment remobilization processes?
In this chapter only the projects are introduced which led to a submitted
manuscript within the PhD-time. Further projects having the potential to
be published will be presented in chapter 5.

4.1 Quartz vs. carbonate sand

Many sediment remobilization features can be found in sandy areas includ-
ing bars, dunes, sorted bedforms, scouring. To make a reliable interpretation
of dynamic penetrometer results measured on sandy seafloors possible, it is
important to understand the impact signatures on sand. The publication
presented in chapter 3.3.2 revealed that dynamic penetrometers (in that case
Nimrod) are capable of delivering more detailed information about the sand,
however, the use of dynamic penetrometers in sandy areas is still limited and
the signatures are incompetely understood.
Comparing the dynamic penetrometer signatures measured on quartz sand to
those measured on carbonate sand showed significant differences in the pro-
files (chapter 3.3.2). In the following manuscript laboratory measurements
were used to explain the different signatures derived using Nimrod.
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4.1.1 Geological manuscript I

Stark, N., Wilkens, R., Ernstsen, V.B.,
Lambers-Huesmann, M., Stegmann, S., Kopf, A.,
Geotechnical properties of sandy seafloors and the

consequences for dynamic penetrometer interpretations:
quartz sand vs. carbonate sand.

Submitted to Geotechnical and Geological Engineering.

Abstract

The industrial and recreational usage of coastal zones (including
offshore wind energy plants, waterway deepening, beach con-
servation and restoration) is of emerging importance. Sediment
dynamics in these areas result in sandy deposits because of strong
currents, tidal processes and wave action, the latter of which are
difficult to simulate in laboratory geotechnical tests. Here, we
present data from in-situ penetrometer tests using the lightweight,
free-fall penetrometer Nimrod and complementary laboratory
experiments to characterize the key physical properties of sandy
seafloors in areas dominated by quartzose (North Sea, Germany)
and calcareous (Hawaii, USA) mineralogy.
The carbonate sands have higher friction angles (carbonate:
31 – 37◦; quartz: 31 - 32◦; diatomite: 27◦) and higher void ratios
(carbonate: 1.10 - 1.40; quartz: 0.81 – 0.93; diatomite: 8.2 - 9.4)
than their siliceous counterparts, which have partly been at-
tributed to the higher angularity of the coral-derived particles.
During the in-situ tests, we consistently found higher sediment
strength (expressed in deceleration as well as in quasi-static
bearing capacity) in the carbonate sand (carbonate: 68 – 210 g;
quartz: 25 – 85 g), which also showed a greater compressibility.
Values were additionally affected by seafloor inclination (e.g.,
along a sub-aqueous dune or a sand channel), or layering in areas
of sediment mobilization (by tides, shorebreak or currents). The
study shows that the differences in in-situ measured penetration
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profiles between carbonate sands and quartz sands are supported
by the laboratory results and provide crucial information about
mobile layers overlying sands of various physical properties.

Introduction

In the context of the increasing industrial usage of coastal zones and pro-
cesses of coastal conservation and restoration, geotechnical investigations of
coastal sediments gain in importance. Thereby, in-situ methods represent
an important complement to laboratory methods. They can call attention
to the factors influencing soil mechanics, which are special for the respective
area (e.g., sediment mobilization by hydrodynamic features, seafloor inclina-
tion).
Instruments frequently used for geotechnical in-situ tests are dynamic pen-
etrometers (consider the use of, e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2004;
Aubeny and Shi, 2006; Stegmann et al., 2006a,b; Kopf et al., 2007; Stegmann
and Kopf, 2007; Stark and Wever, 2008; Stark et al., 2009a). Many of the
coastal areas investigated in this study consist mainly of sand. This often
makes the deployment of in-situ tools difficult, because they depend on pen-
etration into the sediment and stiff sand is hard to penetrate.
In the case of dynamic penetrometers a decrease in penetration depth with an
increase of sediment strength is usually expected (e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999;
Stark and Wever, 2008). However, in a study on the usability of dynamic
penetrometers on sand, Stark et al. (2009b) observed a significant difference
of the penetration profiles as well as of maximum deceleration and derived
quasi-static bearing capacity values between quartz sand and carbonate sand.
In particular, the carbonate sand reached significantly higher decelerations
as well as quasi-static bearing capacities ( > 25%), whereas the penetration
depth did not decrease.
It is well-known that the soil mechanical behavior of quartz sands differs
from that of carbonate sands (e.g., Kwag et al., 1999). Carbonate sand often
has a higher friction angle than quartz sand (Terzaghi, 1943; Pizzimenti and
Silva, 1997; Salehzadeh et al., 2008). Das (1990) showed that sand consist-
ing of angular grains generally has a higher friction angle compared to sand
consisting of rounded particles. Besides the friction angle, carbonate sands
are well-known for a higher void ratio (e.g., Kwag et al., 1999) and a higher
probability of particle asperity crushing (Chuhan et al., 2003), which results
in a greater compressibility. As the penetration process of the dynamic pen-
etrometers is a combination of compression and shearing, we assume that
the different behavior in compression and shearing of the two different sands
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leads to differences in in-situ penetration profiles. A higher compressibil-
ity makes a deeper penetration possible and the high friction angle causes
a higher shear strength. The purpose of this study is (i) to compare the
geotechnical behavior of marine quartz sands (German Bight, North Sea: In-
nenjade tidal channel and an area connected to the offshore windfarm Alpha
Ventus, ∼ 50 km north of the island of Borkum) to marine carbonate sands
(North Pacific at the windward side (east) and the south shore of the island
O’ahu, Hawaii, USA) in laboratory and in-situ using the dynamic penetrom-
eter Nimrod (Stark et al., 2009a), (ii) to understand in-situ measurements
using laboratory results and (iii) to test the above mentioned theory ex-
plaining the different penetration profiles of the two types of sand with a
different relation of compression and shearing. Besides the mineralogy, the
research areas also differ in grain size (from fine sand to coarse sand), particle
shape and appearance of sediment mobilizing hydrodynamics such as tides,
currents and shorebreaks. To test whether mineralogy or physical character
(grain size, particle shape, etc.) are responsible for the different behavior, the
laboratory tests were additionally applied on diatomite, whose mineralogy is
comparable to quartz, but whose physical characteristics are different.

Methods

We compare primarily in-situ dynamic penetrometer data for marine sands.
In order to improve our understanding of the relationship between shearing
and compression during the penetration process, the following sedimento-
logical and geotechnical laboratory methods were used: grain size analysis,
grain shape, deformation under load (oedometer), void ratio, friction angle,
and dry unit weight. Additionally, the laboratory tests were carried out on
diatomite samples from Morocco.

Dynamic penetrometers Nimrod, a shallow-water free-falling penetrom-
eter, was recently developed at MARUM, University of Bremen (Fig. 4.1,
Tab. 4.1). It is approximately fluid-dynamically shaped, possesses fins and
a fall stabilizing relationship between center of gravity and center of volume
owing to its massive steel tip (Stark et al., 2009a/b). During impact and pen-
etration into the sediment it measures deceleration and pressure (Tab. 4.1)
and can deliver information concerning the sediment strength, layering and
inhomogeneities such as plant fibres or stones (Stark et al., 2009a).
From the deceleration dec profile with depth, the stiffness of the sand (i. e.,
bearing capacity qu) can be calculated. Generally, the bearing capacity can
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Figure 4.1: The truly free-falling dynamic penetrometer Nimrod recently devel-
oped at MARUM, University of Bremen, during deployment at Halekulani Sand
Channel, O’ahu, Hawaii, USA (left), and a schematic diagram (right).

Nimrod
Tip geometry Cone
Cone Angle 60◦
Diameter 11 cm
Length 81 cm
Mass 13 kg
Pore water inlet behind cone
Center of mass tip
Deployment free falling
Tether diameter ca. 4 mm
Mean impact velocity 6 m/s
Pressure sensor absolute 5MPa
Accelerometers MEMS, 1.7 g, 18 g, 70 g, 250g
Inclinometerr 20◦
Data logging 100 Hz

Table 4.1: Technical details of the dynamic penetrometer Nimrod.
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be expressed in terms of effects of cohesion qc, effects of surcharge qq, and
effects of unit weight of the soil qγ, by (Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990):

qu = qc + qq + qγ = cNc + qNq +
1

2
γBNγ. (4.1)

considering the cohesion c, the load on the surrounding sediment surface q,
the unit weight γ, the width of the penetrating object B, and the so-called
bearing capacity factors N , which depend primarily on the friction angle
(Das, 1990). In this study we investigated cohesionless sediments, so qc can
be neglected. qq is a function of the load on the surrounding sediment, which
equals the hydrostatic pressure in the case of surface sediments. Following
that, qq is zero at the sea floor and increases with depth. qγ expresses the
influences of the unit weight of the material, which has to be moved. Fur-
thermore, after the modified general ultimate bearing capacity equation all
summands should be multiplied by a factor of depth, a factor of shape and
a factor of inclination (Das, 1990). In the case of the depth factor the re-
lationship between width of the penetrating object and penetration depth
is important (Meyerhof, 1953). Concerning the shape, after Cassidy and
Houlsby (2002) the conical apex angle and the surface roughness of the cone
have to be included. An inclined penetrating probe or an inclined seafloor
goes into the factor of inclination (Das, 1990).
The bearing capacity can also be expressed as the maximum load per unit
area that a soil can bear prior to failure (Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990). Regard-
ing the soil as a grid of several, very thin layers of particles the penetration
can be viewed as a sequence: 1) The probe hits the upper layer, 2) the load
per unit area or pressure on the soil exceeds the bearing capacity, 3) the
upper layer fails and the probe hits the next layer, and so on. Thereby, the
derived sediment resistance force for each layer is the maximum resistance
force the sediment can exhibit until it fails and the probe continues pene-
trating (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). This means that the bearing capacity can
be expressed by the sediment resistance force:

qu =
Fsr

A
, (4.2)

where A is the area of the plain subjected to load and Fsr the sediment re-
sistance force. Regarding the probe as a single particle in equilibrium (after
reaching the terminal velocity in the water column), the sediment exerts the
sediment resistance force Fsr against the probe and decelerates it (Aubeny
and Shi, 2006):

mNimdec = Fsr, (4.3)
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with mNim being the weight of Nimrod in water (with conical tip 8 kg). Af-
ter Aubeny and Shi (2006) the sediment resistance force includes a sediment
shearing resistance force Fs and buoyancy of the probe in soil Fb:

Fsr = Fb + Fs. (4.4)

Inertial forces are negligible here (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). The buoyancy of
the probe in soil is neglected here because of the small penetration depths of
a few centimeters.
The next step is to consider the nonlinear backcoupling between measured
deceleration and penetration rate. Dynamic penetrometers slow down dur-
ing penetration, whereas quasi-static methods keep a constant penetration
rate. The former leads to a strain dependency of the sediment strength re-
flecting properties such as deceleration. Stoll et al. (2004, 2007) as well as
Aubeny and Shi (2006) used strain rate factors to convert quasi-static sed-
iment resistance to higher, dynamic penetration rates and vice versa. Stoll
et al. (2007) illustrated that a difference in penetration velocity of about
3m/s can lead to six times higher sediment resistance results in the case of
a compacted medium sand. To allow a direct comparison of different dy-
namic penetrometers and to standardized methods, the empirical approach
by Dayal and Allen (1975) uses the strain rate factor fac, which depends on
the actual penetration velocity v and a reference velocity v0:

fac = 1 + K log

(
v

v0

)
, (4.5)

with K being a dimensionless factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 (Stoll et al.,
2007).
To convert the sediment resistance force from high-speed dynamic deploy-
ments to quasi-static (= constant rate) values, the dynamic sediment resis-
tance force Fsr and accordingly the dynamic bearing capacity qudyn has to be
divided by the strain-rate factor fac:

quqs =
qudyn

fac

. (4.6)

The reference velocity v0 used here equals 0.02m/s as a standard for quasi-
static penetration tests (Cai et al., 2009).

Grain size analysis and grain shape The grain size distribution was
determined by sieving and classified using the Udden-Wentworth scale (see,
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e.g., Nichols, 1999). The particle angularities were examined using a binoc-
ular microscope and described after ASTM (1994).

Oedometer experiments The compression behavior and the void ratio of
the sand were investigated by uniaxial consolidation testing in an Oedome-
ter (Das, 1990). Loading steps ranged from 35 to 3100 kPa. After obtaining
the time-deformation plots for various loading increments the void ratio was
calculated as a function of normal load (Das, 1990):

ei = ei−1

(
ΔHi

Hi

)
, (4.7)

being the void ratio regarding the stress p in loading step i, ΔHi being the
deformation due to the stress p and Hi being the height of solids in the soil
sample.

Friction angle Direct shear tests were carried out to derive the shear
strength and the friction angle of the specimens (Das, 1990):

τ = σ tan φ, (4.8)

where τ is the shear stress, σ is the normal stress and φ the friction angle for
cohesionless sediment.

Dry unit weight The dry unit weight (also known as grain density) was
measured via a common scale after drying samples of defined volume in an
oven.

Regional geological context

The in-situ measurements and sampling were carried out in two areas of
quartz sand in the North Sea and three areas of carbonate sand in the Pa-
cific. Besides the sediment composition, the research areas differ in hydro-
dynamics and processes of sediment mobilization in the uppermost layers of
the seafloor.
The area of the Alpha Ventus wind energy test field ∼ 50 km north of the
island of Borkum, North Sea, is well investigated in the framework of soil
investigations for wind turbine installations and the research program RAVE
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Figure 4.2: Two examples of sidescan sonar pictures from the area Alpha Ventus,
North Sea. A) shows slight ripple structures (blue cross at 54◦ 0.089’N 6◦ 35.404’E).
B) presents the prevailing plain seafloor (blue cross at 54◦ 0.8296’N 6◦36.8631’E).

(Research at Alpha Ventus). Sidescan sonar pictures (Fig. 4.2) as well as
acoustic sub-bottom profiling show an approximately plain and homogenous
seafloor surface in a water depth ranging from 27m to 30m. Small ripple
fields can be detected in only a few spots. Following that, it can be assumed
that sediment remobilization is insignificant here (Fig. 4.2).
In the Innenjade tidal channel, the influence of the tides (0.7 – 1.3m/s) is

mirrored in the development and movements of subaqueous dunes (Fig. 4.3)
(Svenson et al., 2009). Considering the initial acoustic monitoring (Svenson
et al., 2009), effects of sediment mobilization might show up in the penetrom-
eter profiles, for example, in terms of layering due to density changes at the
uppermost surface. The magnitude of these effects should depend on the
tidal phase as well as on the location along the dune relative to the direction
of the current (Bartholomä et al., 2004). Additionally, the inclination of the
seafloor affects the monitored sediment strength (Meyerhof, 1953). Due to
the dune shape (Fig. 4.3) it can be assumed that the dynamic penetrometer
results may be significantly influenced by the seafloor inclination depending
on the respective position along the dune.
Kailua Bay is well-known for a smooth shorebreak with a mean wave height
< 0.5m, which is the dominant reason for beach erosion in these areas (Fletcher
et al., 1998). Following that, we expected effects of sediment mobilization
in the dynamic penetrometer profiles. Again, these effects might be seen
in layering expressing density changes at the uppermost sediment surface.
In Waimanalo Bay the significant wave height ranges from 0.3 up to 4m
(Sutherland and Lee, 1994). During the survey period the shorebreak was
noticeably higher in Waimanalo Bay than in Kailua Bay. Sediments of the
bay and coastal plain of Kailua are > 90% biogenic carbonate and result from
destruction of primary reef framework (coral and encrusting coralline algae)
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Figure 4.3: The dune stretching along the investigated site in the Innenjade
tidal channel, North Sea, monitored using a Sediment Echo Sounder (SES-2000)
by Innomar shows the different inclination of the seafloor in this area (one of
measurement positions: 53◦ 39’ 8.3”N, 8◦ 7’ 27.7”; length of transects ca. 300m).

and by direct sedimentation through the biological activity of calcifying or-
ganisms (Harney and Fletcher, 2003). In Waimanalo Bay the sedimentology
is assumed to be similar in composition as a broad reef platform with sand
deposits in depressions and paleochannels also exists there (Romine et al.,
2009).
The third area of carbonate sand is Halekulani Sand Channel (Fig. 4.4) lo-
cated off the southern shore of the Hawaiian Island of O’ahu. It extends from
the shoreline to water depths up to almost 60m. Fu et al. (2004) assumed
that the channel was part of an ancient stream drainage that was cut during
a glacial low sea level stand. It is affected by wave climate in the summer
months down to water depths of 100m resulting in loose, poorly consolidated
sediment in the upper 10’s of meters of the sand deposits (Fu et al., 2004).

Results

Grain size and grain shape For each research area the grain sizes of
more than 90% of the samples correspond to sand (Tab. 4.2), whereas the
diatomite is silt-size and smaller (< 0.063mm). We did not do a more exact
grain size analysis of the diatomite, because our focus is on sands and for com-
parison to the sands a more exact size analysis was not necessary. The sand
samples can be separated into two groups of dominant grain size. The first
represents medium to coarse sands (Innenjade tidal channel and Waimanalo
Bay) and the second very fine to medium sands (area Alpha Ventus, Kailua
Bay and Halekulani Sand Channel) (Tab. 4.2).
In the case of quartz sand the particles in both areas are rounded to well
rounded (after Pettijohn et al., 1987), whereas the particles in the carbonate
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Figure 4.4: Sidescan sonar picture from Halekulani Sand Channel (HSC), O’ahu,
Hawaii. The HSC goes from the shoreline south through reef structures. The green
lines show the bathymetry contours and the respective values (white boxes) are the
water depths in feet. The yellow line with the green crosses represent the track and
position of Nimrod measurements. The red lines and number are not of relevance
for this study.
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Research area Sand type Grain size (mm) Grain shape Color
Jade Quartz 0.4 - 0.7 rounded pale brown

(10YR 6/3)
Alpha Ventus Quartz 0.063 - 0.3 rounded very pale brown

(10YR 7/3)
Diatomite Diatomite < 0.063 rounded pinkish white

(10R 8/2)
Waimanalo Carbonate 0.3 - 0.63 sub-/angular pale yellow

(2.5Y 8/3)
Kailua Carbonate 0.063 - 0.3 sub-/angular pale yellow

(2.5Y 8/3)
Halekulani Carbonate 0.063 - 0.3 sub-/angular light gray

(2.5Y 7/2)

Table 4.2: Classification of the investigated sands including grain size, grain shape
and color.

sand areas can be described as subangular to very angular (Tab. 4.2). The
diatomite is well rounded.

Geotechnical laboratory measurements The quartz samples from the
Innenjade tidal channel and the test field Alpha Ventus show similar re-
sults. The unit weight is 19.6 and 19.9 kN/m3, respectively, and the dry
unit weight of the samples from the Innenjade tidal channel (13.0 kN/m3)
is slightly lower than the dry unit weight of the samples of the test field
Alpha Ventus (15.4 kN/m3) (Tab. 4.3). The water content is about 25% in
the samples of both areas of quartz sand (Tab. 4.3). The carbonate samples
differ significantly from each other and show unit weights ranging from 16.3
to 22.2 kN/m3, and compared to the quartz sand, generally smaller dry unit
weights from 9.4 to 12 kN/m3 and higher water contents from 29 to 33%
(Tab. 4.3). The samples from Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay (both wind-
ward side of O’ahu) are similar, whereas the samples from the Halekulani
Sand Channel (south shore of O’ahu) are less dense and have a higher water
content. Diatomite has a very low dry unit weight of about 2.2 kN/m3 and
a very high water content in a saturated state of 327% (Tab. 4.3).
The coefficient of friction μ of the quartz samples (Innenjade: μ = 0.61,
test field Alpha Ventus: μ = 0.64; Tab. 4.3) as well as the friction angle φ
(Innejade: φ = 31◦, test field Alpha Ventus: φ = 32◦; Tab. 4.3) are similar
and show a comparable response to shear. The coefficient of friction and the
friction angle of the samples from Kailua Bay match these ranges, too, with
μ = 0.59 and φ = 31◦, whereas the other two areas of carbonate sand present
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higher coefficients of friction and friction angles (Waimanalo Bay: μ = 0.69,
φ = 34◦; Halekulani Sand Channel: μ = 0.76, φ = 37◦; Tab. 4.3). The
diatomite shows a low coefficient of friction of μ = 0.52 and a low friction
angle of φ = 27◦ (Tab. 4.3), which is closer to the results of the quartz sand
samples.
Using tables after Vesic (1973) the bearing capacity factor due to surcharge
Nq and the bearing capacity factor due to unit weight Nγ can be estimated
from the friction angle (Tab. 4.3). Cassidy and Houlsby (2002) presented
a specification of bearing capacity factors due to unit weight Nγ for conical
penetration objects depending on friction angle, conical apex angle and sur-
face roughness (Tab. 4.3). Having the friction angle φ, the bearing capacity
factors Nq and Nγ and the unit weight γ offers the possibility of calculating
the bearing capacity of the respective sediments depending on these geotech-
nical parameters determined by laboratory experiments, penetration depth,
inclination, and shape of the penetrating object (Eq. 4.1). Assuming that
Nimrod penetrates vertically and that there is no inclination of the seafloor,
the highest bearing capacity is calculated for the Halekulani Sand Chan-
nel (about 250 kPa at a penetration depth of 0.2m) followed by Waimanalo
Bay (∼ 190 kPa), the test field Alpha Ventus (∼ 155 kPa), Kailua Bay and
the Innenjade tidal channel (both ∼ 130 kPa) and the diatomite (∼ 45 kPa)
(Fig. 4.5).
Experiments on compressibility and void ratio (Eq. 4.7) attest that the sam-
ples from the test field Alpha Ventus (quartz sand) have the lowest void ratios
of the measured samples ranging from 0.81 – 0.83 for loads ≤ 3100 kPa. The
coarser quartz sand from the Innenjade tidal channel shows slightly higher
void ratios ranging from 0.90 – 0.93. The carbonate samples have higher
void ratios of 1.10 – 1.15 in Kailua Bay, 1.19 - 1.27 in Waimanalo Bay and
1.35 – 1.40 in the Halekulani Sand Channel (Tab. 4.3, Fig. 4.6). The diatomite
exceeds all these values with void ratios of 8.20 – 9.40 (Tab. 4.3, Fig. 4.6). A
trend of increasing void ratio (Tab. 4.3) with increasing grain size (Tab. 4.2)
can only be seen for the quartz sands (Innenjade and test field Alpha Ventus)
and the carbonate sands from the windward side of O’ahu (Kailua Bay and
Waimanalo Bay). The diatomite, as well as the samples from the Halekulani
Sand Channel, do not follow this trend.
Observing settlements and deformation of the samples under low loads of
150 kPa (Fig. 4.7), the maximum compression occurred in case of quartz
sand from the test field Alpha Ventus (∼ 10% settlement versus the initial
height), followed by the coarser quartz sand from the Innenjade tidal channel
(∼ 9%), fine carbonate sand from the Halekulani Sand Channel (∼ 7%), the
Diatomite (∼ 5%), Kailua Bay (∼ 4%) and Waimanalo Bay (∼ 3.5%).
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Impact Maximum Qs. bearing
Research Penetration velocity deceleration capacity
area depth (m) (m/s) (g) (kPa)

Alpha Ventus 0.05 - 0.24 6 - 12 55 - 85 39 - 69
Jade 0.05 - 0.18 4 - 8 25 - 40 17 - 41
HSC 0.09 - 0.14 6 - 10 68 - 126 40 - 95
Kailua 0.07 - 0.34 10 - 13 120 - 210 80 - 200

Waimanalo 0.04 - 0.14 9 - 13 120 - 155 85 - 120

Table 4.4: In-situ results from the Nimrod presented via penetration depth, im-
pact velocity, maximum deceleration and range of quasi-static bearing capacity for
a assumed constant penetration velocity of 0.02m/s.

In-situ measurements: Nimrod In the different study areas and for
the different deployments the impact velocity of the free-falling penetrometer
Nimrod varied from 4 to 13m/s and depended on both the water depth and
the tether used (Tab. 4.4). The mean impact velocity in the Innenjade tidal
channel was 4m/s± 1m/s. In the test field Alpha Ventus, Nimrod mostly
impacted with 7m/s± 1m/s and in the Hawaiian areas with 10m/s± 1m/s.
This led to maximum deceleration values ranging from 25 – 40 g in the In-
nenjade tidal channel, from 55 – 85 g in the test field Alpha Ventus, from
68 – 126 g in the Halekulani Sand Channel, from 120 – 155 g in Waimanalo
Bay and from 120 – 210 g in Kailua Bay (Tab. 4.4), and to mean penetration
depths of about 0.08 – 0.18m with penetration depths of up to 0.34m in a
single case (Tab. 4.4). It was possible to derive a characteristic deceleration
- depth profile for the different study areas (e.g., Fig. 4.8). In most of the
deployments in the Innenjade tidal channel, Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay
a two layer system with varying thickness of the upper layer can be observed
(e.g., Fig. 4.9), whereas there is no layering in the profiles from the Alpha
Ventus area and in approximately a third of the Halekulani Sand Channel
(e.g., Fig. 4.10).

Generally, the maximum decelerations reached in the areas of carbon-
ate sand (Halekulani Sand Channel, Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay) are
significantly higher than the maximum deceleration reached in the areas of
quartz sand (Innenjade, test field Alpha Ventus) (Tab. 4.4), while the pen-
etration depth is similar or increased. Furthermore, areas with an inclined
seafloor (Innenjade, Halekulani Sand Channel) show lower maximum values
compared to their flat counterparts (test field Alpha Ventus, Waimanalo Bay,
Kailua Bay). It has to be considered also that the sediment along the slopes
exposed to flow may be different compared to flat areas.
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Figure 4.5: The calculated bearing capacity applying the friction angle (deter-
mined using an uniaxial shear box) to the ultimate bearing capacity equation
(Eq. 4.1; Das, 1990).The carbonate sands (blue) tend to higher bearing capaci-
ties and show a greater increase in bearing capacity with depth than the quartz
sands (black). Only the carbonate sand from Kailua Bay (blue with rhombs) does
not follow this tendency. This goes along with the comparatively low friction angle
derived for the sand from Kailua Bay and seems to be an artifact of disturbances in
the sample or during the measurements. The diatomite presents a very low bearing
capacity (black with rhombs).
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Figure 4.6: Void ratios of all sediments (left) and an expanded view without
showing the results of the diatomite (right). The diatomite stands out, whereas
the sands range from about 0.7 to 1.5 with carbonate sands (blue) showing higher
void ratios.

Figure 4.7: Deformation or rather settlement of the sediment sample under minor
load shows that the carbonate sand (blue) and the diatomite (black dashed) which
have higher void ratios and a greater settlement under increased loads tend to a
lower settlement under minor loads. That hints at less repositioning of the particles,
which is the first step during initial loading.
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Figure 4.8: Example for the reproducibility of a typical impact signature for a
homogenous research area (here area Alpha Ventus).

Figure 4.9: Layering determined from in-situ measurements using Nimrod ex-
pressed in deceleration (black dashed line) as well as quasi-static bearing capacity
(black line) with the help of an example from Kailua Bay. Both profiles illustrate
a different gradient from the surface to a penetration depth of about 0.1 m (light
grey shaded area) and below that (dark grey shaded area).
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Figure 4.10: Nimrod deployment from the test field Alpha Ventus showing de-
celeration (black dashed line) and quasi-static bearing capacity (black line). No
layering can be detected.

These trends as well as the layering still show good agreement, considering
varying impact velocity and penetration depth, when calculating the quasi-
static bearing capacity (Eq. 3.6 - 3.10) (Tab. 4.4, Fig. 4.9 - 4.10).

Discussion

Sediment strength – penetration depth: carbonate sand vs. quartz
sand The in-situ dynamic penetrometer results present a higher sediment
strength of carbonate sand compared to the quartz sand. This agrees with
the laboratory tests, which measured a higher coefficient of friction as well as
a higher friction angle for the carbonate sands (corresponds with, e.g., Kwag
et al., 1999), but not with the penetration depth. In the case of a higher
friction angle, which leads to a higher shear strength (Terzaghi, 1943), we
expect a lower penetration depth. But for the carbonate sands, we find a
slightly longer and deeper penetration processes. Our hypothesis is that the
carbonate sands might be more compressible and that the additional depth
is reached by a strong compression, which is limited in the case of the quartz
sands. This effect might increase in areas of sediment remobilization, where
the particle packing is still relatively fresh and not well settled.
A higher compressibility can be a consequence of a lower density, which can
be caused by less settled sediment (e.g., recently mixed by hydrodynamic or
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anthropogenic influences) or a particle shape disallowing a dense packing of
particles. The former applies certainly for the carbonate sand sites. Shore-
breaks and beach erosion are well known in Kailua Bay and Waimanalo Bay
(e.g., Sutherland and Lee, 1994; Fletcher et al., 1998), and at the Haleku-
lani Sand Channel the influence of the wave climate on the upper seafloor
surface was already mentioned by Fu et al. (2004). Furthermore, often our
quasi-static bearing capacity – depth profiles depict a very loose, mixed up
sediment layer in these areas. However, this is also the case in the Innenjade
tidal channel, where we find neither uncommonly high deceleration values
nor an increased penetration depth.
Hence, we focused on the influence of particle shape on density and compres-
sion in the laboratory. The results show lower dry unit weights, higher void
ratios and higher water contents for the carbonate sands than for the quartz
sands. The values match well results presented by, e.g., Das (1990), Pizzi-
menti and Silva (1997), Kwag et al. (1999) and Byrne and Houlsby (2001).
Diatomite followed the trend of the carbonate sands, but with much more
extreme values (Tab. 4.3). This points out, that these geotechnical properties
are, above all, a consequence of the physical appearance of the particles. The
biogenic shapes of the carbonate sands lead to a less dense packing of par-
ticles than the quartz sand. Moreover, the network of carbonate particles is
also weaker. Kwag et al. (1999) as well as Chuhan et al. (2003) showed that
particle asperity crushing occurs quickly in carbonate sands. After crush-
ing, the remaining particles are smaller and allow a denser packing. This
biogenic characteristic makes the carbonate sand much more compressible
with a large loss of volume. Following that, the laboratory tests support our
explanation for the differences in the in-situ penetration profiles: If Nimrod
impacts on carbonate sand, it creates a stronger compression of the sediment
than in case of quartz sand, which leads to a greater penetration depth. As
the shear strength of carbonate sand is higher, the sediment around the pen-
etration probe provides more resistance against pushing sediment to the side,
what leads to higher values of quasi-static bearing capacity and deceleration
after the phase of compression.

Varying impact velocity The deployment of dynamic penetrometers is
characterized by a decrease of penetration velocity during the penetration
process, and also by different impact velocities depending on the respective
device and deployment technique. Stoll and Akal (1999) found that the eX-
pendable Bottom Penetrometer reaches in general a similar terminal velocity
of about 7m/s after a few meters of fall through the water column. For
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Nimrod, we did not observe such a similarity in impact velocity. One differ-
ence is the use of different tethers. Differences in tether material change the
buoyancy of the tether and influenced the friction along the tether. Espe-
cially in deeper water, this may have a strong influence. During deployments
of eXpendable Bottom Penetrometers a very thin filament, which breaks
upon finishing the measurements, is used as a connection between the device
and data recorder. Nimrod requires a tether with maximum thickness of
6mm, and still there may be differences in material and structure. Thus, a
consideration of impact velocity during the interpretation might seem to be
necessary even if there is no change of device, when the tether and/or water
depth changes. However, comparing the resulting deceleration values to the
quasi-static bearing capacity values (Tab. 4.4) it is noticeable that the trends
and relations in maximum values are similar and well characterized by the
deceleration values.

Quasi-static bearing capacity: laboratory vs. in-situ Further calcu-
lations relating deceleration to quasi-static bearing capacity (or other geotech-
nical properties) are important to apply the results in a general geotechnical
context. To revise our calculation method and the results, we compared the
resultant quasi-static bearing capacity values (Tab. 4.4) to the bearing ca-
pacity derived from the friction angle determined by the uniaxial shear box
in the laboratory (Fig. 4.5). Despite some issues which hamper this compar-
ison (e.g., the samples were highly disturbed, the approach used [Terzaghi,
1943; Das, 1990] does not mention the penetration velocity, inclination of
the seafloor is not considered, the penetration shape is approximated for
Nq as circular because no values for a conical shape are known to the au-
thors) the bearing capacities derived from the friction angle in the laboratory
and the ones delivered in-situ by Nimrod match well in the test field Alpha
Ventus which is the most plain and homogenous of the research areas (pene-
tration depth 0.08m: calculation: ∼ 70 kPa; in-situ: ∼ 60 kPa). The results
from Waimanalo Bay also match (penetration depth 0.10m: calculation:
∼ 100 kPa; in-situ: ∼ 100 kPa). The appearance of layering, however, makes
an allocation of comparable penetration depth more difficult. The in-situ re-
sults in the Innenjade tidal channel (penetration depth 0.10m: calculation:
∼ 60 kPa; in-situ: ∼ 35 kPa) and the Halekulani Sand Channel (penetration
depth 0.10m: calculation: ∼ 130 kPa; in-situ: ∼ 80 kPa) are significantly
smaller compared to the calculated bearing capacities.
This may be explained by the missing consideration of seafloor inclination.
Meyerhof (1953) showed that the influence of inclination can decrease the
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bearing capacities significantly. Our results support this and show that the
inclined seafloor bears less load compared to a plain seafloor consisting of
the same sediments. The samples do not mirror this effect, which may lead
to the deviations seen in the results. However, the results presented here are
not sufficient to prove this hypothesis. The number of deployments are not
sufficient to show, e.g., differences of the results on the stoss and the leeward
slope of a dune, which differ significantly in inclination. Additionally, it may
be that an increased exposure to flow might hamper settlement on the in-
clined seafloor surface compared to flat areas. Further in-situ studies as well
as numerical modelling would provide more information about the influence
of seafloor inclination on dynamic penetrometer results.
The results from Kailua Bay (penetration depth 0.10m: calculation: ∼ 60 kPa;
in-situ: ∼ 120 kPa) are also a mismatch. As already mentioned above, the
friction angles determined seem to be too small. This leads to calculated
bearing capacities which are obviously smaller than the in-situ monitored
values. We assume that disturbance of the samples or an error during the
laboratory measurements is the reason for an unreliable friction angle, and
that the in-situ results are correct after comparing them to the other labo-
ratory and in-situ measurements, especially from Waimanalo Bay.

Conclusions

Concerning the in-situ measurements we can conclude:

1. Dynamic penetrometer strength – depth profiles of carbonate sands can
be distinguished from strength – depth profiles of quartz sands. Due
to their different physical sediment properties (e.g., void ratio, friction
angle, particle shape, grain size etc.) they show a different relation
between compression and shearing during penetration of an object,
which is mirrored in the profiles.

2. Our data suggest that in uncomplicated areas it may be possible to
calculate a quasi-static bearing capacity from in-situ dynamic measure-
ments. For more complicated areas the influence of, e.g., seafloor incli-
nation, on the quasi-static bearing capacities must be considered. This
requires more investigations using field studies and numerical models.

3. A consideration of impact velocity seems important. The approach
presented here by Dayal and Allen (1975) delivers reasonable results,
but more investigations (in-situ, physical and numerical models) have
to be done to improve the calculations.
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Generally, the in-situ strength testing of a sandy seafloor using dynamic pen-
etrometers is an expedient complement to laboratory investigations. Sands
with different geotechnical properties can be distinguished from each other
and the results give a hint of tendencies toward shearing and compression.
The influence of inclination and sediment remobilization on the monitored
sediment strength should be investigated in more detailed studies to fix the
dependence of the recorded strength to seafloor inclination and find out if a
quantification of sediment mobilization is possible with dynamic penetrome-
ters.
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4.2 Subaqueous dunes

During the survey in the Jade tidal inlet channel we had already detected
hints for sediment remobilization in the sediment strength profiles. However,
this data set was not sufficient to make detailed conclusions. In the following
manuscript data from a survey along subaqueous dunes in the Danish Wad-
den Sea are presented. The data set made it possible to depict the sediment
remobilization during a tidal cycle and to compare the results with acoustic
methods (MBES, ADCP).

4.2.1 Geological manuscript II

Stark, N., Hanff, H., Svenson, C., Graff, A., Ernstsen,
V.B., Lefebvre, A., Winter, C., Kopf, A.

Temporal variations of the surface sediment layer along
active subaqueous dunes.

Submitted to Geo-Marine Letters.

Abstract

In-situ geotechnical measurements of surface sediments were car-
ried out along large subaqueous dunes in the tidal inlet channel
Knudedyb in the Danish Wadden Sea using a small free-falling
penetrometer. Vertical profiles showed typical stratification pat-
terns of a thin surface layer of low sediment strength and a stiffer
substratum below. Variations in the thickness of the surface layer
during the tidal cycle were observed and related to mean current
velocities, high-resolution bathymetry and qualitative distributions
of suspended sediment in the water column. The results presented
(i) an ebb dominance in sediment remobilization, and (ii) a gen-
eral accretion of the bed towards low water. Furthermore, we found
approximately continuously a loose top layer likely influenced by
bedload transport and small events of suspended sediment reset-
tlement (thickness: 0.06m± 0.01 m), and a significant increase of
thickness (e.g., from 0.08m to 0.16m) related to periods of overall
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deposition.

Introduction

Processes of seabed sediment remobilization such as the formation and de-
velopment of bedforms or scouring are of interest in scientific research as
well as in coastal engineering. They are investigated in field studies, physical
models (e.g., Rubin and McCulloch 1980) and numerical models (e.g., Siegle
et al., 2004; Winter et al., 2006; Coco et al., 2007a/b). In the field, sediment
sampling (e.g., Zeiler et al., 2000; Svenson et al., 2009), acoustic visualiza-
tion methods such as Multibeam Echo Sounder or Side Scan Sonar (e.g.,
Anthony and Leth, 2002; Ernstsen et al., 2006b; Wever et al., 2008), and
acoustic Doppler current profilers (e.g., Bartholomä et al., 2004; Kostaschuk
and Best, 2005; Gaeuman and Jacobson, 2006) are widely used to enhance
the understanding of sediment remobilization processes.
For an in-depth understanding of small scale processes at the bed, informa-
tion of in-situ state variables is crucial, as undisturbed sampling is difficult
for parameters like density and sediment strength of looser layers at the
uppermost sediment surface (Blomqvist, 1991). This study aims towards a
determination of in-situ soil properties of the upper bed and their variability
throughout tidal cycles.
To determine the density of sediment transported as bedload, bedload sam-
plers can be used (e.g., Emerson, 1991), however, they can be difficult to
install, and might miss parts of the bedload layer in the vertical direction
(Emerson, 1991). A method to derive sediment strength and estimate sedi-
ment strength in-situ is a diver-held vane shear apparatus (Dill and Moore,
1965), but divers cannot stabilize sufficiently to correctly deploy the instru-
ment in areas of stronger tides. Alternatively, penetrometers can be used
as they deliver a vertical distribution of seafloor sediment strength (e.g.,
Stoll et al., 2004; Aubeny and Shi, 2006; Stegmann et al., 2006b; Stark and
Wever, 2008; Stark et al., 2009b). They are either pushed by an engine into
the sediment with a constant velocity (static penetrometer) or penetrate the
seafloor by their own weight and momentum (dynamic penetrometer) with a
decreasing velocity depending on the sediment strength. During the penetra-
tion they measure sediment resistance, sleeve friction, pore pressure and/or
temperature depending on the respective device. Especially, dynamic pen-
etrometers are easy to deploy even in challenging areas and conditions, e.g.,
with strong currents (e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stegmann et al., 2006a; Stark
et al., 2009a).
First preliminary tests using the small dynamic penetrometer, Nimrod, devel-
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oped by the working group for Marine Geotechnics at MARUM, University
of Bremen, on subaqueous sand dunes in the Jade estuary in April 2008 have
shown that the instrument is suitable for (i) measurements in areas of strong
currents, and (ii) indication of sediment remobilization processes (Stark et
al., 2009a/b). Consequently, in a following research cruise to the Knud-
edyb tidal inlet channel in the Danish Wadden Sea, a more detailed study
was carried out in November 2008. The aims were (i) to test if dynamic
penetrometers can provide complementary information about the ongoing
sediment remobilization as a snapshot in space and time, and (ii) to study
in-situ the geotechnical behavior of a sandy seafloor mobilized in the frame-
work of subaqueous dunes depending on tidal phases.

Regional context

The Knudedyb tidal inlet is located in the Danish Wadden Sea close to the
city of Esbjerg (Fig. 4.11). The tidal inlet is ebb-dominated and the tides
are semi-diurnal with a mean tidal range of 1.5m and a tidal prism of 175
million m3 (Lundbak, 1947). The bed of the channel is composed of sandy
material and is typically covered with large compound bedforms. According
to Ashley (1990), they can be classified as very large dunes and superim-
posed, medium-sized simple dunes. The mean grain size averaged along the
survey area is 0.46mm (medium sand; according to Udden-Wentworth scale).
The sediment is well sorted and contains a negligible amount of fine material
such as mud or clay, but contains shell fragments.
An about 500m-long transect covering three primary bedforms with numer-
ous superimposed dunes (Fig. 4.12) was surveyed using the Nimrod, a multi-
beam echosounder and an acoustic Doppler current profiler. The largest
primary dune along the transect (No. 3 in Fig. 4.12) reached a height of
∼ 8m and had a length of ∼ 290m (Fig. 4.12). The superimposed secondary
dunes had an average wavelength of 3.5m and height of 0.16m.

Methods

Dynamic penetrometer The dynamic penetrometer used for this study
is the shallow-water free-falling penetrometer, Nimrod (Fig. 4.13), especially
suitable for deployments in challenging areas (Stark et al., 2009a/b). Its
shape is based on fluid-dynamical designs and includes fins and a fall stabi-
lizing relationship of center of gravity and center of volume. Thus, it falls
vertically (± 5◦) through the water column even in case of stronger currents.
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Figure 4.11: Satellite picture of the region close to Esbjerg. The red square
represents the survey area.
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Figure 4.12: Bathymetry of the investigated bedforms with indication of ebb and
flood direction. The transect covered three primary bedforms (1-3).

Figure 4.13: The dynamic penetrometer Nimrod with the author during a survey
in New Zealand (left). A detailed sketch of the instrument with the three available
tip geometries (right). In this study the hemispherical tip was used.

Deceleration of the probe and pressure are continuously recorded at high
sampling rates, and in doing so, deliver information on soil properties during
impact and penetration into the bed sediments. These can be related to sed-
iment strength, layering and inhomogeneities such as plant fibres or stones
(Stark et al., 2009a). Layering and abrupt changes in sediment strength due
to changes of physical properties of the particles or density are displayed in
the vertical deceleration - depth profiles. With a data logging frequency of
1 kHz and an impact velocity of ∼ 8m/s, the resulting vertical resolution is
less than 1 cm. The impact velocity and penetration depth are derived by
single and double integration of the deceleration over time, respectively.
To increase the sensitivity regarding the sediment strength, a hemispheric
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tip geometry (Fig. 4.13) was chosen, which opposes a higher resistance against
the sediment, instead of the conical tip usually used on sandy seafloors (Stark
et al., 2009b).
Deceleration - depth profiles are influenced by the size and the geometry of
the penetrating object (Terzaghi, 1943; Meyerhof, 1953; Das, 1990), and in
case of dynamic penetrometers also by the decrease of penetration velocity
during penetration (Stoll et al., 2004; Aubeny and Shi, 2005; Stoll et al.,
2007). A calculation of bearing capacity offers the possibility to consider the
size and geometry of the device (Terzaghi, 1943; Meyerhof, 1953; Das, 1990;
Cassidy and Houlsby, 2002). For the Nimrod, the device’s geometry remains
the same, but the size of the penetration surface increases with the first ten
centimeters (hemispheric tip length).
The bearing capacity can be expressed as the maximum load per unit area
that a soil can bear prior to failure (Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990). Regarding
the soil as a grid of several, very thin layers of particles, the penetration can
be schematized as a sequence: i) the probe hits the upper layer, (ii) the load
per unit area or pressure on the soil exceeds the bearing capacity, (iii) the
upper layer fails and the probe hits the next layer, and so on. Thereby, the
derived sediment resistance force for each layer is the maximum resistance
force that the sediment can oppose until it fails and the probe keeps pene-
trating (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). Consequently, the sediment resistance force
can be used to calculate a bearing capacity equivalent using:

qu =
Fsr

A
, (4.9)

where A is the area of the plain subjected to load and Fsr the sediment re-
sistance force. Regarding the probe as a single particle in equilibrium (after
reaching the terminal velocity in the water column), the sediment exerts the
sediment resistance force Fsr against the probe and decelerates it as follow
(Aubeny and Shi, 2006):

mNimdec = Fsr, (4.10)

with mNim being the weight of Nimrod in water (with hemispherical tip 9
kg) and dec being the measured deceleration. After Aubeny and Shi (2006),
the sediment resistance force includes a sediment shearing resistance force Fs

and buoyancy of the probe in soil Fb:

Fsr = Fb + Fs. (4.11)

Inertial forces are negligible here (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). The buoyancy of
the probe in soil is neglected here because of the small penetration depths of
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a few centimeters.
The next step is to consider the nonlinear back-coupling between measured
deceleration and penetration rate. Dynamic penetrometers slow down dur-
ing penetration, whereas quasi-static methods keep a constant penetration
rate. The former leads to a strain rate dependency of the sediment strength
reflecting properties such as deceleration. Stoll et al. (2004, 2007) as well as
Aubeny and Shi (2006) used strain rate factors to convert quasi-static sed-
iment resistance to higher, dynamic penetration rates and vice versa. Stoll
et al. (2007) illustrated that a difference in penetration velocity of about
3m/s can lead to sixfold increase in sediment resistance in case of medium
compacted sand. To allow a direct comparison of different dynamic pen-
etrometers and to standardized methods, the empirical approach by Dayal
and Allen (1975) suggests that the strain rate factor fac, depends on the
actual penetration velocity v and a reference velocity v0:

fac = 1 + K log

(
v

v0

)
, (4.12)

with K being a dimensionless factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.5.
To convert the sediment resistance force from high-speed dynamic deploy-
ments to quasi-static (= constant rate) values, the dynamic sediment resis-
tance force Fsr and accordingly the dynamic bearing capacity qudyn has to be
divided by fac:

quqs =
qudyn

fac

. (4.13)

The used reference velocity v0 equals 0.02m/s, which is the standard for
quasi-static penetration tests (Lunne et al., 1997; Cai et al., 2009). In con-
sequence, the layering shown in the quasi-static bearing capacity - depth
profiles can be assumed as being approximately free of artifacts of pene-
tration rate or changes in penetration surface area (Stark et al., 2009b) and
expresses a bearing capacity equivalent to the results of quasi-static standard
methods under similar conditions (e.g., velocity, penetration angle, etc.).
During the survey carried out in Knudedyb in November 2008 and presented
herein, 97 Nimrod deployments were achieved along the transect presented
on figure 4.12. The device was deployed from the ship and quickly fell (3 s)
through the water column (ca. 15m depth) and the vessel was left to slowly
drift with the current so that it mirrored the slight horizontal shift of the
device as it fell through the water column. The position was recorded in the
moment of impact into the sediment. This method yielded an accuracy of
the positioning of ± 3m after observation of tether angles, tether length and
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accuracy of the ship positioning system (differential GPS).

Multibeam echo sounder (MBES) Bathymetry was recorded by means
of a ship mounted SeaBatTM8125 (Reson) multibeam echo sounder (MBES)
system operating at 455 kHz, and the QINSyTM version 7.50 (QPS) data
collecting and processing software package. The vertical resolution of the
MBES system is at a sub-centimeter scale (www.reson.com), while the lat-
eral resolution is a function of water depth and vessel speed. For instance,
a water depth of 15m results in an across-track resolution of 0.13 - 0.51m,
due to beam spreading at an angle of 0.5◦. Assuming a sound velocity of
1500m/s, the actual ping rate at a water depth of 15m equals 25Hz. At
a vessel speed of 1m/s, this results in an along-track resolution of 0.04m.
As the outermost beams were not used in the present analysis, a cell size
of 0.2 × 0.2m was chosen for the gridding of the bathymetric data. The
MBES system was coupled with an AquariusTM5002 MK/SK (Magellan)
dual-frequency (L1/L2) long-range kinematic (LRKTM) global positioning
system (GPS). Positions and altitudes were output in World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS84) coordinates and displayed in relation to the Universal Trans-
verse Mercator 32 (UTM32) map projection. Corrections for ship movements
were applied using an Octans SurfaceTM (Ixsea Oceano) gyrocompass and
motion sensor. The horizontal and vertical precision of the integrated MBES
system during single surveys, conducted at vessel speeds more than twice of
that chosen in this study (cf. above), is ± 20 cm and ± 2 cm, respectively, at
a 95% confidence level (Ernstsen et al., 2006a).
Transects were surveyed every 45min on average over a complete tidal cycle.
To derive the mean bed elevation, the change of bathymetry was determined
and averaged over the transect.

Acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP) Flow velocities were
measured along the transect in 2008 and 2009 using a ship mounted
Workhorse Rio GrandeTM (Teledyne RD Instruments) acoustic Doppler
current profiler (ADCP) operating at 1200 kHz, and the WinRiverTM

(Teledyne RD Instruments) software package for acquisition. The vertical
resolution of the ADCP was set to 0.20m. The lateral resolution of the
recordings was ∼ 2m at a ping rate of 0.5Hz and a vessel speed of around
1m/s. With a transect length of 600m this results in about 300 pings (or
ensembles) recorded along the transect per run.
The raw ADCP data were processed using m-adcp, a MATLABTM (The
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MathWorks) toolbox developed to process ADCP data at MARUM – Center
for Marine Environmental Sciences, University of Bremen, Germany. For
each run, the depth-averaged mean flow velocity along the transect was
calculated by depth-averaging the mean flow velocities for each ensemble
along the transect and then averaging the velocities along the transect.
During a previous field campaign in the same survey area (April 2008), an
up-looking ADCP operating at 600 kHz was deployed over a time period of
two days. The derived echo intensities (corrected for beam spreading and
water adsorption, but uncalibrated) were used for a qualitative estimation
of suspended sediment concentration in the water column with respect to
the different tidal phases. A quantification of suspended sediment will not
be presented in this article. The vertical resolution in the water column was
0.25m, and the results were averaged over a time period of 60 s.

Results

Sediment strength The recorded readings of 97 deployments carried out
with the Nimrod were analyzed for vertical deceleration and quasi-static bear-
ing capacity profiles (e.g., Fig. 4.14). The penetration depth ranged from
0.07 to 0.64m± 0.01m and was on average 0.18m. The mean impact veloc-
ity was 8m/s± 3m/s. In the deceleration – depth profiles as well as in the
quasi-static bearing capacity profiles, two layers could be distinguished by
the gradient (Fig. 4.14). The overlying layer (in the following called layer 1)
represented predominantly decelerations of 0.2 – 4 g± 0.1 g and quasi-static
bearing capacities of 0.1 – 2 kPa± 0.1 kPa (Tab. 4.5). An underlying sub-
stratum (in the following called layer 2) showed decelerations ranging from
8 – 88 g± 2 g with an average of 51 g± 2 g and quasi-static bearing capacities
of 9 – 52 kPa± 5 kPa and an average of 30 kPa± 5 kPa (Tab. 4.5).
In layer 1, a change of sediment strength depending on the tidal phase

was noticed (Fig. 4.15). During the ebb tide and towards low water, the
range of sediment strength narrowed down to a deceleration of 1 – 2 g and
a quasi-static bearing capacity of 0.5 – 1 kPa. During the flood and towards
high water, the strength of layer 1 tended to increase to a deceleration of up
to 7 g± 1 g and bearing capacity of up to 4 kPa± 0.5 kPa (Fig. 4.15).
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Figure 4.14: Example of a Nimrod deceleration-depth (black line) and quasi-static
bearing capacity - depth (red area) profile. The presented quasi-static bearing
capacity expresses a range of bearing capacity equivalent for a constant penetration
velocity of 0.02m/s. The different layers can be identified by a significant change in
gradient of the quasi-static bearing capacity as well as the deceleration with depth
(blue line).

Tidal Deceleration Qs. BC (kPa) Qs. BC (kPa)
phase (g) [layer1] [layer1] [layer2]
acc. ebb 0.2 - 2 0.3 - 1.4 < 50
max. ebb 1 - 2 0.4 - 0.8 < 50
dec. ebb 0.6 - 2 0.4 - 1.3 < 50
low water 0.6 - 1.6 0.4 - 1.2 < 50
acc. flood 1 - 4 0.1 - 1.6 < 60
max. flood 1 - 4 0.1 - 1.0 < 50
dec. flood 0.8 - 4 0.1 - 1.0 < 50
high water 1 - 4 0.1 - 2 < 50

Table 4.5: Measured mean maximum deceleration of layer 1 and derived quasi-
static bearing capacity of layer 1 and 2 during the respective tidal phases.
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Layer 1 thickness variation with time During accelerating ebb cur-
rent to maximum ebb current, the thickness of layer 1 varied from 0.05 to
0.09m± 0.02m (Fig. 4.16). During decelerating ebb and until low water,
the thickness of layer 1 increased on average by about 0.04m (Fig. 4.16) and
reached a total thickness ranging from 0.03 to 0.16m (Fig. 4.16). With accel-
erating flood, the thickness of layer 1 decreased abruptly back to a range of
0 – 0.1m. With decelerating flood, the thickness of layer 1 reached no more
than 0.08m. The thickness of layer 1 tended to increase towards slack water
phases and to decrease towards maximum current speeds (Fig. 4.16). How-
ever, the trend was much more pronounced within ebb current and towards
low slack water (Fig. 4.16).

Mean current velocity and bathymetry The ebb-dominance observed
in the asymmetric bedforms (Fig. 4.12) was shown in the flow velocity read-
ings, in which the depth-averaged current velocity was asymmetric with a
longer ebb phase, a maximum ebb velocity of ∼ 1.2m/s and a maximum
flood velocity of ∼ 0.8m/s (Fig. 4.16).
The bathymetric surveys revealed a mean bed elevation change in the range
of centimeters within a tidal cycle (Fig. 4.17). Starting from low water and
until maximum flood current, a layer of sediment about 3 cm-thick eroded.
Towards high water, a layer on average 4 cm-thick was accumulated. During
accelerating ebb and maximum ebb current, a layer of sediment about 6 cm-
thick was carried away again, followed by an accumulation of sediment up to
5 cm-thick during deceleration ebb current and towards low water.
The bathymetry therefore confirmed the increased sediment erosion as well
as accumulation during ebb currents.

Estimation of turbidity in the water column The uncalibrated up-
looking ADCP backscatter measurements gave a qualitative estimate on tur-
bidity including the amount of suspended sediment in the water column
(Fig 4.18). In general, the highest backscatter intensities, and consequently,
the highest concentrations of suspended matter were observed from maxi-
mum ebb towards low water. During low water the signal decreased. The
lowest concentrations were observed during decelerating flood and around
high water (Fig. 4.18).
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Figure 4.16: Development of the thickness of layer 1 with tidal phases (black
crosses, red line). A thickening of the layer can be observed during decelerating
ebb (dec. ebb) before an abrupt decrease after low water. This behavior can
also be seen during flood and towards high water but with smaller amplitude.
Mean current velocity (Umean, blue solid line) was recorded using an ADCP. By
convention, Umean is positive during the flood and negative during the ebb.
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Figure 4.17: Mean bed elevation derived from MBES bathymetry and averaged
over each transect, (black crosses and red trendline respectively) and mean current
velocities recorded using an ADCP (blue line). Sediment erosion is strongest during
maximum tides, however, it is more pronounced during maximum ebb.

Figure 4.18: Time series of ADCP backscatter intensity over the whole water
column measured with an up-looking ADCP. The ebb and flood tides are separated
by dashed lines. The highest backscatter intensity can be monitored after maximum
ebb current. The backscatter intensity decreased at low water. During flood current
sediment seemed to settle further, especially during decelerating flood. The lowest
backscatter intensities can be observed from decelerating flood, over water and
until accelerating ebb.
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Discussion

Differentiation of layers The observed layering in the soil strength profile
(Fig. 4.14, Fig. 4.15, Tab. 4.5) may not be explained by changes in sediment
type, as the bed material along the transect is mainly well sorted medium
to coarse quartz sand. Following that, layering as a consequence of accumu-
lation of fine material can be excluded. Also, shell fragments as a potential
explanation for the obvserved layering can be eliminated. Stark and Wever
(2008) showed that shell fragments lead to peak-like signatures in penetrom-
eter results in case they are strong enough to influence the strength profiles.
Instead, a change in sediment density or packing of particles is likely to be
the cause of the variations in sediment strength recorded by Nimrod. In
areas of sediment remobilization, the remobilized particles form looser struc-
tures or layers moving above a more consolidated substratum (Louge et al.,
2010). Thus, layer 1 might be related to sediment in near-bed motion (bed-
load) as well as sediment going into suspension or settling from suspension.
Layer 2 matches such a substratum described by Louge et al. (2010) with
an approximately constant signature during the whole tidal cycle. The de-
rived quasi-static bearing capacities of the layer 2 are similar to results from,
e.g., the Innenjade tidal channel (Stark et al., 2009b), where a survey with
the same instrument was carried out. That area is also characterized by sub-
aqueous dunes composed of bed material with similar grain size distributions.
Results from other sandy areas (e.g., windfarm area Alpha Ventus, German
Bight, North Sea; areas close to the shore around the island of O’ahu, Hawaii,
USA) show a higher strength, but this can be explained by smaller average
grain sizes, a relatively flat seabed and/or a different mineralogy (Stark et
al., 2009b).
The increasing strength of layer 1 during flood and towards high water
(Fig. 4.15) may be related to the ebb dominance in the area. The higher
mean current velocities and the larger amount of bed material being remo-
bilized during ebb tide lead to a loosening and mixing up of layer 1, and
hence, a low sediment strength. In contrary, during the flood tide, more bed
material remains settled and the consolidation of particles might increase the
sediment strength during low water and flood. Additionally, such enhanced
packing of the particles would hamper the sediment remobilization. This is a
hypothesis following the geotechnical results from only one tidal cycle. More
measurements, in the field as well as in flumes, and numerical modelling
would be required to confirm it.
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Quantification of surface sediment layer With current deceleration,
suspended material settles from the water column, explaining the increasing
thickness of layer 1. The abrupt decrease in thickness of layer 1 after low
water could be a consequence of sediment settling during one-directional cur-
rents which might be more easily remobilized by the currents with a changed
direction.
The MBES results confirm a stronger sediment remobilization during ebb
current as observed with the Nimrod and the range of mean bed elevation
corresponds to the range of layer 1. However, the bathymetry does not show
such a significant difference of ongoing sediment remobilization between flood
and ebb as the penetrometer does. Regarding the up-looking ADCP measure-
ments, more bed material gets into suspension during maximum ebb current,
a part of the sediment seems to settle close to low water and more settles
with decelerating flood tide. Hence, the estimation of suspended matter in
the water column over a tidal cycle supports an increase of sediment erosion
during ebb tide and an increase of sediment settling from the water column
towards low water.

Processes of sediment remobilization Geotechnical and acoustic meth-
ods agree on an ebb dominance of sediment remobilization in the study area.
This supports the findings along another large compound dune in the Grådyb
tidal inlet channel in the Danish Wadden Sea (Ernstsen et al., 2006b), which
also revealed an increased lowering of the average bed elevation during the
ebb tide compared to the flood tide. Layer 1 presumably comprises bed ma-
terial instantly transported as bedload as well as bed material intermittently
settled from suspension. Focussing on the estimates of suspended material in
the water column, it can be observed that more sediment is suspended during
maximum ebb currents and that a part of this suspended material is already
resettled towards and during low water (Fig. 4.18). This suggests that the
deposition of suspended bed material causes the increasing thickness of layer
1 towards low water (Fig. 4.16). Hence, the observations favour the hypothe-
sis that mainly bedload and smaller events of suspended sediment deposition
form a layer of remobilized sediment with a thickness of ∼ 0.06m± 0.02m. A
significant increase in thickness of layer 1 seems to be associated with events
of higher suspended sediment deposition. This hypothesis could be tested
with, e.g., a quantification of suspended sediment, as well as with physical
and numerical modelling.
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Impact on the research of sediment remobilization processes Con-
cerning field studies, the dynamic penetrometer results provide a high verti-
cal resolution, and in doing so, make the observation of thin layering in the
range of a few centimeters possible. Following the above mentioned hypoth-
esis, the results may support the indication and estimation of the sediment
transported as bedload from the sediment transported as suspended load.
Following the trend of sediment strength variation in layer 1, further in-
vestigations of in-situ sediment strength corresponding to ongoing sediment
remobilization may improve the understanding of the relationship between
sediment strength and sediment remobilization.

Conclusions

In this study it was tested if dynamic penetrometers can provide comple-
mentary information about ongoing sediment remobilization, especially, in
terms of geotechnical properties such as sediment strength. Furthermore,
the dynamic penetrometer results were compared to well established meth-
ods for the investigation of sediment remobilization such as Multibeam Echo
Sounder and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiling.
The following conclusions can be made:

1. Two layers of different sediment strength are displayed in the Nimrod
profiles. The upper layer 1 represents looser sediment influenced by
sediment remobilization, and layer 2 characterizes a stiffer and more
stable substratum.

2. The increase in thickness of layer 1 is coherent with the general accre-
tion of the bed towards low water as seen in the MBES readings. We
ascribe this to the settling of suspended bed material with decelerating
flow.

3. Differences in sediment strength and thickness of layer 1 can be detected
comparing flood and ebb. The asymmetry of the tide is also reflected
in the mean current velocity, bathymetry and estimate of suspended
material in the water column.

4. This study shows that dynamic penetrometers are suitable to deliver
complementary information in terms of a quantification of the deposited
sediment in snapshots in time and space with a high vertical resolution.

Nonetheless, further field measurements as well as complementary numeri-
cal and physical modelling are necessary to address remaining uncertainties
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and questions. For example, repetition of the field study would allow one to
test if the results represent a general behavior or are mainly influenced by
other factors such as weather conditions. Such regular surveys are carried
out using MBES and ADCP, but have not yet been done with the dynamic
penetrometer. In addition, the relationship between sediment strength and
ongoing sediment remobilization could be investigated in more detail in con-
trolled flume experiments. Finally, the change of particle density and packing
during erosion and accumulation and the correlation to the in-situ sediment
strength could be analyzed using a numerical model based on geotechnical
and sediment dynamical theories. In particular, although the latter is a
highly complex project, it would greatly improve the geotechnical perspec-
tive on sediment remobilization processes, and the study presented herein
would deliver a suitable base for such a numerical model.
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4.3 Sorted bedforms

In the above mentioned manuscript and survey an investigation of sediment
remobilization with time was possible. Unfortunately, the spatial precision
was insufficient for a detailed examination with space. However, such a study
was possible in the framework of a survey with support by scuba divers on
sorted bedforms close to Tairua Beach in the Coromandel area, NZ. The re-
sults are summarized in the following manuscript.

4.3.1 Geological manuscript III

Stark, N., Coco, G., Bryan, K., Kopf, A.
Geotechnical overview of slowly evolving sorted

bedforms in the inner shelf.
Submitted to Journal of Sedimentary Research.

Abstract

In this study we successfully tested a dynamic penetrometer using
divers’ support at chosen positions along a sorted bedform (∼ 100m
wide) on the continental shelf off the Coromandel Peninsula close
to Tairua, North Island of New Zealand. Sediment samples were
taken by the divers at the exact position of penetrometer impact.
This procedure was carried out along a 20m-long transect cross-
ing the northern and southern transition from fine to coarse sand
zone, respectively, and along a 10m-long transect in the middle of
the coarse sand zone hitting alternately crest and troughs of the
large wave-generated ripples within the sorted bedform. We found
grain sizes > 0.25mm in the fine sand domains and >0.5mm in the
coarse sand domains. Towards the northern transition of the coarse
grain domain, the dominant grain size was >1mm. This makes the
grain size transition along the northern transition, which is in shal-
lower water, sharper. These patterns corresponded well to the dif-
ferent patterns in sediment strength and layering measured by the
dynamic penetrometer. The monitored sediment strength in the
fine sand domain showed a deceleration of ∼ 100 g and a quasi-static
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bearing capacity equivalent to ∼ 85 kPa, whereas in the coarse sand
domains the dominant deceleration is ∼ 60 g and the corresponding
quasi-static bearing capacity ranges around ∼ 40 kPa. A looser up-
permost layer of lower bulk density was found at some positions and
ranged in thickness from 2 – 6 cm. The results of sediment strength
and layering suggest that the northern transition is an area domi-
nated by sediment erosion, whereas sediment may be accumulated
in the area of the southern transition. In general, no significant
sediment remobilization occurred during the survey period (calm
weather conditions). Overall, our data reveal a correlation be-
tween in-situ dynamic penetrometer sediment strength and grain
size differences of the respective sands. Despite the large presence
of shells in the coarse domains, our results indicate that the influ-
ence of shell hash on measured sediment strength is marginal.

Introduction

Studying sediment properties in the inner continental shelf has recently
sparked an increasing interest because of their explicit effect on the long-
term evolution of the coastal zone and the implication on the use (e.g.
tourism, hazards) and conservation (e.g. sustainability) of the coastline.
Understanding of the processes that shape the inner shelf requires knowledge
of hydrodynamics as well as sediment dynamics (Soulsby, 1997) and how
the feedback between these two processes is mediated by morphological
evolution (Coco and Murray, 2007). In recent years a number of field studies
have provided novel insights on the roles of sediment remobilization in the
development of morphological patterns such as subaqueous dunes (e.g.,
Ernstsen, 2005; Winter et al., 2006; Svenson et al., 2009), small-scale features
(e.g., Wever et al., 2008) or sorted bedforms/rippled scour depressions (e.g.,
Cacchione et al., 1984; Thieler et al., 2001; Hume et al., 2003; Green et al.,
2004; Murray and Thieler, 2004; Trembanis et al., 2004; Ferrini and Flood,
2005; Goff et al., 2005; Phillips et al., 2007). These observational studies
have paved the way for numerical modeling of some of these morphological
features whose evolution has been shown to be critically governed by the
presence of mixed grain sizes (e.g. Murray and Thieler, 2004; Coco et al.,
2007 a and b). Field studies include grain size measurements (e.g., Svenson
et al., 2009), acoustic methods such as side scan sonar (e.g., Hume et
al., 2003; Wever et al., 2008) or multibeam echosounder (e.g., Ferrini and
Flood, 2005; Ernstsen, 2005), and suspension measurements (e.g., Green
et al., 2004). More recently, dynamic penetrometers have been applied in
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areas of sandy sediment remobilization to derive geotechnical properties
in-situ and detect layering in the vertical profile of the uppermost sediment
surface (Stark and Wever, 2008; Stark et al., 2009b). For example, along
a subaqueous dune close to the Danish coast the dynamic penetrometer
succeeded in displaying the changes of a layer of looser and remobilized sand
during a tidal cycle using the dynamic penetrometer Nimrod (Stark et al.,
unpubl. data). This offered a quantification of sediment remobilization with
an outstandingly high resolution (∼ 0.01m) with time, and additionally, it
revealed a new perspective on the area of sediment remobilization provided
by the geotechnical properties such as sediment strength. The latter might
improve the understanding of sediment remobilization processes.
However, dynamic penetrometers are mostly deployed from the sea surface
providing a maximum spatial resolution of 3 – 5m depending on, e.g.,
water depth, currents and stability of the vessel (Stark et al., 2009a/b).
Investigations of small-scale features such as ripples or sharp transitions
in grain size are hampered by the deploying technique. In this study
we addressed this issue by using diver support. The divers deployed the
dynamic penetrometer with a very a high precision of a few centimeters
and took sediment samples at the impact positions. This study aimed (1)
to test the performance of a dynamic penetrometer for the investigation
of small-scale sediment remobilization features, and (2) to use the pen-
etrometer results to understand the processes of remobilization around
the transition and depression zones surrounding a sorted bedform. These
observations and the corresponding sediment samples provide key measure-
ments supporting the theory of “self-organization” to explain the formation,
evolution and maintenance of these features (Murray and Thieler, 2004;
Coco and Murray, 2007) by revealing areas of sediment erosion as well as
areas of sediment accumulation considering coarse and fine sand, respectively.

Regional context

On the continental shelf off the Coromandel Peninsula close to Tairua beach,
North Island of New Zealand, Hume et al. (2003) observed various features
of sediment remobilization and among them, offshore shore-parallel sorted
bedforms in water depths of ∼ 20m. Several mechanisms have attempted to
address the formation of such features: rip currents during storms (Reimnitz,
1976), waves and currents in the vicinity of bathymetric irregularities (Cac-
chione et al., 1984), wave driven currents (Karl, 1980), or “self-organization”
processes driven by feedbacks between seabed composition and hydrodynam-
ics (Murray and Thieler, 2004; Coco et al., 2007a). The sorted bedforms
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observed at Tairua were characterized by depression areas with a depth of
0.4 – 0.5m compared to the surrounding areas, with the depressions con-
taining coarse sand with a mean grain size ranging from 0.6 – 2mm. The
depression areas were also marked by the presence of large symmetrical wave
orbital ripples. In contrast, the surrounding areas were covered by fine sands
with a mean grain size of 0.07 – 0.12mm and small symmetrical wave ripples.
The large ripples inside the sorted bedforms were poorly sorted and had a
height of 15 – 30 cm and a wave length of 70 – 100 cm. The transition loca-
tions were described as stable during the survey length (37 days) although
this period included two storm events (Hume et al., 2003). Furthermore,
the transitions between depressions and higher areas were described as sharp
to diffuse. Green et al. (2004) investigated the amount of sediment which
went into suspension over these features. They indicated that the sediment
suspension changed through time with changes of waves, differences in sub-
strate and depth, but that under moderate conditions no coarse sand was
entrained into suspension. Moreover they demonstrated that suspended fine
sand could settle down in the depressions, but tended to settle primarily on
fine sand areas. Furthermore, there was no obvious interaction between fine
and coarse sand suspension (Green et al., 2004). This is also supported by
numerical modeling results by Murray and Thieler (2004).
Green et al. (2004) generally described the study area, as experiencing semid-
iurnal tides with a spring range of ∼ 1.5m and weak tidal currents (< 10 cm/s
at 1m above the seabed), and westerly to southwesterly winds (lee shore)
(Green et al., 2004). The significant wave height is 0.9m (Gorman et al.,
2003), and the offshore profile at Tairua is convex between depths of 8 and
25m (Green et al., 2004).

Methods

To achieve a high spatial resolution of the small-scale features and sorted
bedform transition, as well as to investigate the dependence of sediment
strength to grain size, it was essential (i) to deploy the dynamic penetrometer,
and (ii) to take sediment samples at the exact same position (particularly
with respect to the sorted bedform depression where large wave-generated
ripples are present and the associated troughs/crests can be characterized
by different sediment properties). To achieve this aim, divers dropped the
dynamic penetrometer from ∼ 2.5m above seafloor precisely in the required
positions and collected sediment samples at the impact spots (Fig. 4.19). This
method was repeated at ten positions along a 20m long transect crossing the
south transition of the sorted bedform (Fig. 4.20, see A) (from fine to coarse
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Figure 4.19: Diver during survey 2009 at the transition from fine sand domains
(left) to coarse sand domain (right).

sediment in 2m steps), at ten positions along a 20m long transect crossing
the north transition (Fig. 4.20, see C) (from coarse to fine sediment in 2m
steps) and on 20 positions along a 10m long transect in the middle of the
coarse sediment characterized by ripples, sampling alternately on crests and
troughs with a spacing of approximately 0.5m (Fig. 4.20, see B). Along the
latter transect, sediment samples were only taken at the first 10 positions.

Dynamic penetrometer The survey demanded easy handling and precise
free-fall performance from the dynamic penetrometer. Furthermore, suitabil-
ity for the use on sand (hard seafloors) was required. Because of the above,
we used the device Nimrod, recently developed at MARUM, University of
Bremen, (Fig. 4.21). One of its designing targets was an easy deployment
technique (Stark et al., 2009a) and it has already proven its suitability for
sandy seafloors in previous studies (Stark et al., 2009b, Stark et al., subm.).
Furthermore, it has been recently shown that the device is capable of display-
ing layers of density differences in areas of sediment remobilization (Stark et
al., in prep.).
The divers lifted the device (∼ 9 kg in water) up (∼ 2.5m from the seafloor),
held it in an approximately vertical direction with tip aiming to the seafloor
and let it fall freely. Nimrod ’s fins and the tip-concentrated center of
mass led to a sufficient free-fall performance and acceleration despite the
short fall. The device impacted into the sediment and measured accelera-
tion/deceleration during fall and impact (Stark et al., 2009a). To increase
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the sensitivity to sediment strength, a hemispheric tip geometry (Fig. 4.21)
was chosen, which imposes a higher resistance on the sediment, instead of
the conical tip usually used on sandy seafloors (Stark et al., 2009b). The
high recording frequency makes it possible to achieve a vertical profile with a
resolution of less than 1 cm (Stark et al., 2009a/b) and to detect and quantify
even thin layers (1 - 5 cm thickness) (Stark et al., subm.).
During the data processing, the deceleration of dynamic penetrometers is
commonly used to deliver impact velocity and penetration depth by single,
and respectively, double integration (e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stegmann et
al., 2006; Stark et al, 2009a). The deceleration reflects the sediment strength
(Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2004; Stark and Wever, 2008). How-
ever, the size and the geometry of the device influence the deceleration -
depth profiles significantly (Terzaghi, 1943; Meyerhof, 1953; Das, 1990) as
well as the impact velocity (Stoll et al., 2007). To account for the artifacts
of the device’s geometry and the influences of impact velocity on the sedi-
ment strength - penetration depth profiles, an approach to derive a range of
quasi-static bearing capacity was applied. We calculate dynamic sediment
resistance force Fsr from the measured deceleration dec (Aubeny and Shi,
2006):

mNimdec = Fsr, (4.14)

with mNim being the weight of Nimrod in water. Inertial forces are neglected
here (Aubeny and Shi, 2006). The buoyancy of the probe in sand is ne-
glected here because of the small penetration depths of a few centimeters.
The bearing capacity is the maximum load the sediment can bear before
failure (e.g., Terzaghi, 1943; Das, 1990) and corresponds to the maximum
force the sediment can resist before breaking and letting the penetrometer
penetrate further. This can be expressed as:

qu =
Fsr

A
, (4.15)

where A is the area of the plane subjected to load, which changes within the
first 10 cm of penetration due to the hemispherical tip. Stoll et al. (2004,
2007) as well as Aubeny and Shi (2006) showed the influence of changing im-
pact and penetration velocity on the sediment strength. Stoll et al. (2007)
found that the empirical approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) works well
to derive a quasi-static sediment strength for a chosen constant penetration
velocity. It uses the strain rate factor fac, which depends on the actual pen-
etration velocity v and a reference velocity v0:
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fac = 1 + K log

(
v

v0

)
, (4.16)

with K being a dimensionless factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.5. We will display
the whole range adding error bars to the results.
To convert the sediment resistance force from high-speed dynamic deploy-
ments to quasi-static (= constant rate) values, the dynamic sediment resis-
tance force Fsr and accordingly the dynamic bearing capacity qudyn should
be divided by fac:

quqs =
qudyn

fac

. (4.17)

The reference velocity v0 used here equals 0.02 m/s, which is the standard
for quasi-static penetration tests (Lunne et al., 1997; Cai et al., 2009).

Sediment samples The sediment samples were taken from the seafloor
surface by the divers (by hand). They were disturbed and do not provide
information about subsurface layers. The grain size of all samples was de-
termined by dry sieving (mesh sizes: 4mm, 2mm, 1mm, 0.5mm, 0.25mm).
We focused on the differentiation of coarse to fine sand and desisted from
measuring finer grain size distributions than 0.25mm. The amount of shell
hash was determined for grain sizes > 1mm and for grain sizes ranging from
0.25mm to 1mm by dissolving of the shell particles using hydrochloric acid.

Results

Dynamic penetrometer At 32 of the measured 40 positions Nimrod de-
livered interpretable results (Tab. 4.6). At two positions of the transition
transects (transitions position No.1 and 14 in Tab. 4.6) the results were dis-
turbed by a data acquisition error of the device, and at 6 other positions
(transitions position No. 3, 6, 9, 10, 20; middle transect pos. No. 9 in
Tab. 4.6) the impact velocity was very small (0.3 – 0.7m/s), which can lead
to a deviation of the sediment strength and has as consequence a small pen-
etration depth (∼ 1 cm). The impact velocity ranged between 3 and 9m/s
(± 1m/s) and the penetration depth from 3 to 13 cm (± 1 cm) which implies
that the penetration depth into the fine sand reached just up to 6 cm. Pene-
tration depths ≥ 10 cm were only found in the coarse sand areas precisely on
crests/troughs of the wave-generated ripples present in the inner part of the
sorted bedform depression. The deepest penetration depth was found in the
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Figure 4.21: Nimrod in picture and sketches. In this study the hemispherical tip
was used to get on the one hand a sufficient penetration depth, but on the other
hand a high sensitivity regarding sediment strength changes with depth.

trough at middle transect position No. 10 (Tab. 4.6).
The decelerations on fine sand were ranging from 68 to 124 g (± 1 g) with gen-
erally higher values at the northern transition transect (93 – 214 g) (Tab. 4.6,
Fig. 4.22). On coarse sand, we found deceleration values from 37 – 66 g (± 1 g)
along the transition transects (Tab. 4.6, Fig. 4.22), and from 60 g to 106 g
(± 1 g) along the first half of the middle transect tending toward harder to
the end of the middle transect with up to 210 g (Tab. 4.6, Fig. 4.22).
The quasi-static bearing capacities show similar tendencies to the penetration
surface and velocity. We found quasi-static bearing capacities ranging from
56 – 109 kPa (± 18 kPa) on fine sand with higher values of 72 – 109 kPa in the
northern transition transect (Tab. 4.6, Fig. 4.22). On coarse sand, the quasi-
static bearing capacity ranged from 25 to 46 kPa (± 10 kPa) (Fig. 4.22). In
the first half of the middle transect on coarse sand the quasi-static bearing ca-
pacity was ranging between 38 – 55 kPa (± 10 kPa) (Fig. 4.22) and increased
up to 141 kPa at the end of the transect (Tab. 4.6). Varying error ranges
of the quasi-static bearing capacity follow the influence of the dimensionless
factor K.
In the vertical profiles, a thin surface layer (2 – 3 cm) can be observed at some
locations along the transition transects (transition position no. 2 and 4 on
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fine sand along the southern transition transect, transition position no.
8 on coarse sand along the southern transition transect, transition position
no. 17 - 19 on coarse sand along the northern transition transect) (Fig. 4.22)
and at all of the crest/trough measurements on coarse sand (middle transect)
with a thickness of up to 6 cm ± 1 cm (Tab. 4.6, Fig. 4.22) and a decrease of
thickness with increase in sediment strength.

Grain size The grain size analysis indicated that along the transect cross-
ing the southern transition the dominant grain size of the fine sediment do-
main (transitions position no. 2 - 5) is < 0.25mm, whereas it is > 0.5 mm
on the coarse sediment domain (transition position no. 6 – 10). Along the
transect crossing the northern transition this difference is even more obvious,
because the dominant grain size on the fine domain (transition pos. no. 11 -
15) is again <0.25mm, but on the coarse side (transition pos. no. 16 – 20)
it is even coarser with a dominant grain size > 1mm. In the middle tran-
sect, corresponding to the sorted bedform depression, characterized by coarse
sediment, the dominant grain size is mainly >1mm. The difference between
the two transition zones is also evident in the detailed grain size distributions
(Fig. 4.23) where a large gap between fine and coarse sands characterizes the
northern transition, whereas the southern transition does not show such an
obvious gap. Along the middle transect all sediment samples show similar
grain size distributions, and the only difference between crests and troughs
is that the mean grain size observed at troughs is slightly coarser than at
crests (Fig. 4.23).

Shell content The amount of shell in the sediment samples was generally
high, especially in the coarse sand zones. In the middle transect within the
coarse sand zone the shell content ranged from 36 – 70% with only 7 - 14%
shell fractures > 1mm (Fig. 4.24). In the northern transect the amount
of shell hash <1mm generally ranged between 8 – 19%, whereas the whole
shell content strongly increased along the transect from 12% in the fine sand
zone and up to 100% in the coarse sand zone (Fig. 4.24). At the southern
transition there was a more abrupt change in shell content. In the fine
sand zone the shell fractions > 1mm and <1mm are approximately similar
with 25 – 30%, whereas in the coarse sand zone the shell fractions <1mm
decreases to 12 – 15% and the shell fractions >1mm increases to 64 – 72%.
However, the total shell content stayed approximately constant in this region,
ranging from 52 – 100% in the fine sand zone and from 76 - 87% in the
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coarse sand zone (Fig. 4.24).

Discussion

Instrument performance Diver deployments were performed from a height
of ∼ 2.5m above seafloor. From that height the instrument had not reached
its terminal free-fall velocity and, as a result, the impact velocity changed
considerably at some locations. In 8 out of 40 cases the impact velocity was
too low for an interpretation of the results and these measurements had to
be discarded. In most of the cases, the approach by Dayal and Allen (1975)
to derive a quasi-static penetration velocity delivered comparable results so
that the technique can be considered reliable and adopted.

Grain size vs. sediment strength The grain size of sediments influ-
ences the sediment strength and bearing capacity (e.g., Trask, 1959), and it
has been shown that differences such as mud/sand are reflected in dynamic
penetrometer results (e.g., Stoll and Akal, 1999; Stoll et al., 2007; Stark
and Wever, 2008). Furthermore, a denser packing of finer particles leads
to a higher density, in turn leading to a higher sediment resistance against
a dynamic penetrometer (e.g., Al-Refeai and Al-Suhaibani, 1997; Moham-
madi et al., 2008). Following that, grain size differences between fine and
medium-coarse sands can be retrieved from the dynamic penetrometer re-
sults. However, it is difficult to obtain sediment samples from precisely the
same spots of dynamic penetrometer impacts during offshore in-situ surveys,
where the penetrometer is dropped from the sea surface. In this study diver
support offered a precise positioning of the dynamic penetrometer and the
sediment sampling so that an exact grain size vs. dynamic penetrometer
comparison was possible. The spatial variability in sediment properties as-
sociated with the sorted bedform provided a variety of cases for comparison.
Figure 4.25 shows the d50- and d90-grain size, the typical measures to assess
bed roughness and/or sediment transport, plotted against the quasi-static
bearing capacity derived by Nimrod. The quasi-static bearing capacity de-
creased significantly from fine sands (< 0.25mm) to medium sands (0.5mm).
But the coarser the sand gets, the smaller the gradient of the decrease in sed-
iment strength is (Fig. 4.25). This trend was evident along the two transects
crossing the transitions (A and C in Fig. 4.20) as well as the middle transect
(B in Fig. 4.20). The higher strength of fine sand found with Nimrod can be
explained with the likelihood of denser packing of particles (e.g., Al-Refeai
and Al-Suhaibani, 1997; Mohammadi et al., 2008) as well as its higher ef-
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Figure 4.25: d50 (A) and d90 (B) grain size (in mm) vs. quasi-static bearing
capacity in kPa. Finer particles lead to a higher sediment strength.

fective particle contact area. However, the settling history of the material
has an effect, too, and leads to a difference in density. This affects especially
areas of sediment accumulation and seems to cause the sediment strength
differences of the fine sand zones of the southern transition compared to the
fine sand zones in the northern transition. To understand the combined ef-
fects of grain size and sediment remobilization in detail, controlled laboratory
tests and numerical modeling addressing geotechnical and sediment dynam-
ical processes are required.
Another potential sediment weakening factor in the coarse sand zones ap-
pears to be the increased amount of coarser shell hash in the coarse sand
zones. Stark and Wever (2008) showed that effects of shells can be displayed
in dynamic penetrometer results, however, this is anticipated to be more pro-
found if intact shell structure rather than shell hash is found. In case of shell
hash, crushing of the particles seems to be likely and might weaken the sed-
iment, but even in sediment failure zones containing shell hash mainly other
reasons (e.g., oversteepening) caused sediment weakness and the slip surface
cannot be found in the shell hash layers (e.g., Stanley et al., 1966). Compar-
ing the amount of shell hash in our results to sediment strength (Fig. 4.24)
does not lead to a clear correspondence such as the comparison between
grain size and sediment strength (Fig. 4.24, Fig. 4.25). Even in the fine sand
zone of the northern transition the increasing amount of coarse shell parti-
cles does not lead to a decrease in sediment strength (Fig. 4.24 C). Following
this, the amount of shell hash in the sediment seems to have no significant
influence on the sediment strength determined by the dynamic penetrometer.
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Transition transects Hume et al. (2003) depicted the transitions of the
sorted bedforms as sharp to diffuse and mapped a depth of 0.4 – 0.5m. Fur-
thermore, they presented mean grain sizes of 0.07 – 0.12mm in the surround-
ing areas of fine sand and mean grain sizes of 0.6 – 2mm in the depression.
During the survey presented here, diver observations indicated that the bed-
form had not moved significantly. The stability of the bathymetry of sorted
bedforms has already been described at different locations by other authors
(e.g., Goff et al., 2005; Diesing et al., 2006).
The divers also described that the depth variation at the southern transi-
tion was sharper than at the northern transition (Fig. 4.20). Asymmetry
of the sorted beforms is well known from the literature (e.g., Goff et al.,
2005, Gutierrez et al., 2005). However, the grain size distribution (Fig. 4.23)
shows a more substantial difference between the coarse sand to the fine sand
at the northern transition, which is the transition with the less steep slope.
This is corroborated by the sediment strength results (Tab. 4.6), which il-
lustrate a more significant difference in sediment strength at the northern
transition. In particular, the fine sediment at the northern transition shows
a high sediment strength (Tab. 4.6). Layering in the vertical strength pro-
files appears rarely in the transition transects, but it seems to be located
primarily in the coarse sand areas of the northern transition and the fine
sand areas of the southern transition (Tab. 4.6). In any case the observed
surface layer was very thin with 2 – 3 cm thickness (Fig. 4.22). Overall, (i)
the more steep transition appeared to be less strictly sorted than the more
diffuse transition (Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24), and (ii) sediment remobilization
along the transition during the surveys (calm weather) appeared to be very
low. The approximate stability of the feature (Hume et al., 2003) over 9
years agrees with the finding of a low sediment remobilization in the area.
Green et al. (2004) investigated the sediment in suspension in this area.
Under calm conditions, there was no coarse sand detected in suspension and
fine sand was remobilized as “washload” (Green et al., 2004) in or close to
the depression. They assumed that the fine sand deposition rate in the de-
pression was small. Unfortunately, the measurements were carried out a few
hundred meters away from the southern transition and at a different time,
so that no direct comparison was possible. Other authors (e.g.,Gutierrez et
al., 2005) showed that significant sediment transport events on the sorted
bedforms were limited to storm conditions and cannot be expected during
calm weather.
A high sediment strength and no layering in the vertical sediment strength
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profiles are an indication of a stable and well consolidated sediment surface
and for the scenario that looser sediment is eroded easily in this area (Stark
et al., 2009b). From our results, the fine sand area at the northern tran-
sition appeared not to be an area of sediment deposition, whereas the fine
sand area at the southern transition showed some hints of sediment depo-
sition (lower strength, layering, Tab. 4.19). On the coarse domains of the
transitions, we found coarse sand and layering at the northern transition,
but medium sands and no layering at the southern transition. Both might
be hints that at the coarse site of the northern transition more sediment
remobilization of finer to medium particles occurs than at the southern tran-
sition. These results are in line with detailed observations of sorted bedform
profiles collected on the inner shelf off Wrightsville beach in North Carolina
(USA) (Thieler et al., 2001; Murray and Thieler, 2004). Our observations
also support the self-organization hypothesis put forward through numerical
modeling (Murray and Thieler, 2004; Coco et al., 2007a). In this hypothesis
Murray and Thieler (2004) suggest that the sorted bedforms develop as an
instability driven by sediment composition. The theory is based on the idea
that in locations showing a coarser sediment composition, wave-generated
ripples tend to be larger than in areas of finer sediments. The large rip-
ples enhance turbulence causing an entrainment and suspension of the finer
sand. The suspended fine sand will then preferentially be advected by mean
currents and more likely settle away from the coarse areas (Coco and Mur-
ray, 2007). With respect to the mechanism leading to sharp transitions in
depth (southern boundary of the sorted bedform) and grain size (northern
boundary) our results correspond with the detailed observations of suspen-
sion dynamics collected in the same area. Green et al. (2004) assumed in
fact that exhumation of fine material during mobilization of coarse material
is possible. This process might be concentrated at the northern transition,
where no finer-grained material was found at the coarse side and some layer-
ing, although minimal, was detected. Following that, fine sand seemed to be
more eroded at the northern transition, leaving behind a more homogenous
pure coarse sand on the coarse side and a hard eroded surface at the fine sand
side. This might also have caused the more smooth transition here due to
the reworking. At the southern transition, less reworking in the coarse sand
and a higher degree of sediment settling (layering at the fine side, Tab. 4.19;
Green et al., 2004) might explain the preservation of this sharp transition.
Further measurements such as those carried out by Green et al. (2004) aim-
ing at the transitions, in particular, numerical modeling of the development
and also of the maintenance of these sorted bedforms, and long-term obser-
vation with, for example, a stationary side-scan sonar system (e.g., Wever at
al., 2008) would be helpful methods to confirm the above.
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Central transect – coarse sand zone The features inside the depression
were described by Hume et al. (2003) as poorly sorted and large symmetrical
wave orbital ripples with a height of 15 – 30 cm and a length of 70 – 100 cm.
This is confirmed by our results. The divers found the ripple length to be
∼ 100 cm (Fig. 4.19). The samples showed marginal differences in the com-
parison of crests to troughs (Fig. 4.23 B). However, these are too small to
affect the sediment strength results (Tab. 4.19, Fig. 4.24). Layering with a
surface layer thickness ranging from 2 – 6 cm appears at 19 of the 20 posi-
tions. This suggests a more significant sediment mobilization in the middle
of the feature than in the transition areas, where the transitions themselves
might shield the sediment from the currents. Green et al. (2004) illustrated
that no coarse sediment suspended during moderate conditions. Following
that, the layering that we detected might be the consequence of exhumed
fine material and remaining mobilized coarse material. Another possibility
would be bedload transport of coarse material, however, after Gutierrez et
al. (2005) this seems to be also unlikely under calm weather conditions.
Also here, further measurements and long-term observations during different
weather conditions would be helpful to confirm the conclusions.
It remains unclear why the sediment strength increases significantly after
middle transect position 12. Unfortunately, no sediment samples were taken
here. Hume et al. (2003), in line with other studies (Murray and Thieler,
2004) concluded that the coarse sand is not generally underlying the fine
sands, but instead shows up in lenses underlain by fine sand with a thickness
of approximately ripple height. The device reached a small penetration depth
of 4 – 7 cm here. This makes it quite unlikely that the device penetrated the
coarse surface layer completely, especially on the crests. An additional survey
and collection of short sediment cores would be necessary to clarify this issue.

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn regarding the results derived from
sediment samples and dynamic penetrometer measurements using Nimrod :

1. Dynamic penetrometer results reflect differences in grain sizes of sands.

2. Shell hash in sands does not lead to significant sediment strength vari-
ations determined by dynamic penetrometers.
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3. The northern transition of the investigated sorted bedforms is notice-
ably smoother than the southern transition slope.

4. The grain size distribution as well as the sediment strength display a
more obvious difference between the coarse and the fine domains at the
smoother northern transition.

5. In the transition areas of the sorted bedforms the sediment seems to be
less mobilized than in the middle of the depression. However, the north-
ern transition appears as an area of more sediment erosion, whereas
more sediment seems to be settled in the area of the southern transi-
tion.

6. In the depression, neither grain size distribution nor sediment strength
showed significant differences between crests and troughs and confirm
the poor sorting of the sand described by Hume et al. (2003).

Further in-situ measurements with focus on the two different transitions and
the inside of the depression as well as numerical modeling of the development
and maintenance would be necessary to confirm the sediment mobilization
ideas in this area coming out of this study. Controlled tests with dynamic
penetrometers would be a helpful complement to get a more detailed correla-
tion between dynamic penetrometer results and grain size distributions and
the amount of shall hash in sand.
Nevertheless, this unique survey using a dynamic penetrometer with diver
support made it possible to investigate geotechnical properties of a feature
of sediment remobilization on sand with an outstanding position precision.
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Chapter 5

Ongoing projects

Several surveys were carried out where data have not been published or sub-
mitted to a journal, yet. The preliminary results will be presented here in
a section about sandy areas and one about muddy areas. Furthermore, the
idea and a first attempt of simulating penetrometer - sediment interaction
numerically is another ongoing project that will be described.

5.1 Cohesionless sediments

In sandy areas two more projects have to be introduced. The first addresses
scouring at wind energy converter (WEC) foundations in the framework of
the Research at Alpha Ventus (RAVE) project. Four expeditions to the wind
farm test field were accomplished: two prior to the WEC erection and two
after the WECs were in place. Additionally, measurements were done in a
wave flume in Hannover including a physical model of a tripod foundation
scaled 1:12 compared to the tripod foundations in RAVE.
The second survey was carried out along a highly mobile sandbar in front of
Raglan’s (NZ) harbor mouth estimating sediment remobilization. The data
will be correlated to a commercial current model by ASR Ltd.

5.1.1 Scouring at WEC tripod foundations (RAVE)

The impact of objects in a flow is well-known and rather complex (chapter
3.1.1). The behavior becomes even more complicated if we shift the object
into a 2-phases-space consisting of water and sediment. The typical patterns
of sediment remobilization around, e.g., foundations or objects lying on the
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Figure 5.1: The changes of flow due to a single pile foundation (after Sumer and
Fredsoe, 2002). In front of the pile it will come to a formation of a horseshoe vortex
and to a downflow due to a flow deceleration in front of the pile. At the side edges
of the pile streamlines will be contracted, and in the lee vortex flow patterns will
form.

seafloor such as pipelines, are called scour and are of high interest for marine
and coastal engineers. Is the scour around a structure underestimated, the
structure is at risk to loose its stability and mooring.
Regarding a slender pile planted into an erodible bed and exposed to a flow,
the following changes of flow will occur (Fig 5.1) (Sumer and Fredsoe, 2002):
(i) a horseshoe vortex will be formed in front of the pile, and (ii) a down-
flow will be the consequence of flow deceleration, (iii) in the lee of the pile a
vortex flow pattern will develop, (iv) at the sides of the pile the streamlines
will contract. These changes in flow and the increasing turbulence will lead
to an increase of sediment remobilization resulting in a typical pattern of
scour (e.g., Soulsby, 1997) including areas of erosion (scour holes) and areas
of sediment accumulation (e.g., Fig. 5.2).
Scouring is investigated mostly using numerical models (e.g., Fig. 5.3) and
physical models (e.g., Fig. 5.4). There is a lack of in-situ surveys and geotech-
nical measurements after planting of the foundations. In the framework of
RAVE the conditions are given to carry out such surveys in a frequency of
about 6 months.
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Figure 5.2: An example for patterns of clear water scouring (modified after Eadie
and Herbich, 1986).

Figure 5.3: Example of numerical simulation of scouring around three piles (after
Vasquez and Walsh, 2009).
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Figure 5.4: Example of results of physical modelling of tripod foundations by
Stahlmann et al. (2009).

The test field

The first German offshore wind energy farm is called test field, because it is
accompanied by a research project (RAVE). The outcome affects the autho-
rization process of other proposed offshore windfarms in German waters.
The test field consists of twelve 5-MW-turbines, six in the north having jacket
foundations and six in the south having tripod foundations, a transformer
platform in the south-eastern corner and the research platform FINO 1 in
the west (Fig. 5.5). The area is located about 45 km off the coast in water
depths ranging from 27 – 31m. The area is influenced by tides leading to
dominant current directions along the east-west-axis with maximum current
velocities up to ∼ 0.6m/s. For a detailed geotechnical sediment description
see chapter 4.1.
The RAVE project brings together scientists from different disciplines ad-
dressing, e.g., offshore engineering, material sciences, oceanography, geology,
geotechnics, biology and sediment dynamics. The working group for Ma-
rine Geotechnics at MARUM, University of Bremen, is involved in geology,
geotechnics and sediment dynamics.
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Methods applied

During two surveys prior to WEC erection, in-situ dynamic penetrometer
measurements were done using the FFCPTU (Fig. 5.6) and the Nimrod
(Fig. 5.7). Furthermore, grab samples for the determination of geotech-
nical properties in the laboratory (e.g., oedometer, shear box, etc.) were
taken covering the whole test field. The Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency (BSH) provided multibeam echo sounder (MBES), side scan sonar
(SSS), chirp sonar and current data for a comparison to the geotechnical
results.
After WEC erection, this was repeated twice (erection in 2009, 1st survey
Nov 2009, 2nd survey April 2010). However, the number of grab samples
was reduced in the latter survey. The taken samples confirmed that the sed-
iment supply remained the same. Furthermore, deployments requiring the
bigger vessel (e.g., FFCPTU) could not be accomplished closer to the WECs
than 50m. Nimrod measurements were carried out from a small vessel along
tracks approaching the center pile of the tripods M10, M11 and M12 from a
distance of 50m in eastern direction and southwestern direction, respectively
(Fig. 5.8). Along each track the instrument was deployed every ∼ 10m, and
the final position is already in between the tripod legs. Transects from the
northwest were not possible due to the restricted area where the cable is
located. In case of M10, also a southwest transect was impossible, because a
stationary, circumferential sonar tower was installed here.

Results prior to WEC erection

The detailed geotechnical results can be found in the manuscript presented
in chapter 4.1. The two independent research cruises delivered a reliable data
base covering the whole test field. They are part of a larger data set where
silica, and carbonate sands are compared (chapter 4.1).

Results after WEC erection

Acoustic visualization depicts significant topographic changes of the seafloor
surface. At tripod as well as jacket foundations scour patterns can be de-
tected (Fig. 5.9, Fig. 5.10), however, apparently more sediment is remobilized
at the tripod foundations. There, the global scour hole had a depth of up
to 2.5m in November 2009 (Fig. 5.11) and up to 5m in April 2010 (assumed
from unprocessed MBES data during the survey). Furthermore, scars from
the construction phase such as footprints from jack-up platforms are still
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Figure 5.6: FFCPTU configuration used in RAVE: short rod (∼ 0.5m), all weights
(mass in total ∼ 100 kg), deployed by winch.

Figure 5.7: Nimrod deployment from VWFS Wega.
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Figure 5.8: Small vessel for Nimrod deployments close to the WECs. Example of
positions measured during the November 2009 survey at M11 (small window upper
right corner).
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preserved after ca. 3 months (Fig. 5.12).
The FFCPTU results expressed in tip resistance, pore pressure and de-
celeration before and after WEC erection are approximately similar (e.g.,
Fig. 5.13). Only in a few cases differences can be seen. For example, at the
position 100m north of M11 (middle tripod of the southern line) the results
from November 2009 can be interpreted as similar to the results prior to
erection, but in April 2010 a softer top layer can be observed (Fig. 5.14).
This position is close to the cable track. Working or scouring processes at
the cable tracks might have loosened up sediment here.
Regarding the Nimrod results in the vicinity of the WECs, the sediment
strength results vary with respect to the single WECs and with respect to
the different surveys in November 2009 and April 2010 (Fig. 5.15, Fig. 5.16).
At M12, the tripod erected first, negligible changes can be observed between
the surveys. In November 2009 along the southwestern transect, the sediment
appears slightly harder (quasi-static bearing capacity with constant reference
velocity 0.02m/s [qsbc] ∼ 80 kPa) in comparison to the base measurements
prior to erection (qsbc ∼ 60 kPa). In April 2010 the strength decreased (qsbc
∼ 40 kPa). Along the eastern transect in November 2009, an increase in
strength further away from the WEC is monitored (qsbc ∼ 130 kPa) whereas
the deployments close to theWEC are similar to the base measurements (qsbc
∼ 60 kPa). However, half a year later the strength is lower (qsbc ∼ 35 kPa),
and a very soft spot can be detected between the eastern tripod legs (qsbc
∼ 14 kPa) (Fig. 5.16).
The area of M11 was characterized by conspicuously hard sediment already
prior to WEC erection (qsbc ∼ 110 kPa). In November 2009, very hard spots
(qsbc up to 400 kPa) can be found in the close vicinity of the tripod de-
creasing to values matching the previous survey with increasing distance to
the center pile (qsbc ∼ 100 kPa). This observation applies to the southwest-
ern transect as well as to the eastern transect. The profiles look different
in April 2010. Here, the sediment strength decreases to ranges similar to
the average around M12 (qsbc ∼ 40 kPa), but still a slight trend to a higher
sediment strength close to the WEC can be noticed (qsbc ∼ 60 kPa). The
gradient of this trend decreased significantly from November 2009 to April
2010 (Fig. 5.16).
At M10 we also found the trend of sediment hardening towards the WEC
(qsbc ∼ 120 kPa) in November 2009, however, less pronounced compared to
M11. This trend is inverted in April 2010. That means the sediment strength
decreases coming closer to the center pile of the tripod. Similar to the 2010
eastern profile of M12 a soft spot can be detected between the eastern tripod
legs (qsbc ∼ 10 kPa) (Fig. 5.16).
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Figure 5.10: Side scan sonar picture of the R3 jacket foundation. Scouring is less
significant compared to the tripod. The cable can be indicated, too (right side).
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Preliminary discussion

The following observations can be made:

1. The sediment strength appears slightly decreased during the survey in
April 2010. Different explanations are possible. First, the presence
of the foundations changes the current profiles. This increases the hy-
drodynamically induced shear stress along the sediment-water-interface
and might provoke particle rearrangement and general loosening up of
the uppermost seafloor surface (within a radius of 60m from the cen-
ter pile). Another explanation would be that the seafloor surface is
disturbed by storms which hit the area imminently before the survey.
A third possibility would be a consequence of a change in impact ve-
locity. In May 2008 impact velocities of about 6m/s were reached. In
November 2009 the impact velocities were about 10m/s and in April
2010 only 4m/s. In April 2010 the tether was directed via a lug poten-
tially leading to a deceleration of free-fall due to friction. However, the
reached impact velocity depends not only on the device and the tether,
but also on water conditions such as currents. Especially, in April 2010
strong currents and a significant swell were observed. Actually, the
calculation of a quasi-static bearing capacity should remove effects of
changing impact velocities. However, even though the approach used
(Dayal and Allen, 1975) is well established (e.g., Stoll, 2006), the pos-
sibility of deviations cannot be ruled out entirely. Further surveys in
the windfarm area, and further investigations of the rate dependence
problem of dynamic penetrometers will indicate the true explanation
for the observed decrease in sediment strength in April 2010.

2. The geotechnical reaction of the seafloor to the foundations follows a
timeline. First, a trend towards a high sediment strength can be moni-
tored close to the foundations. This can be a consequence of erosion of
loose material and exposition of harder underground. It is reasonable
that especially the harder seafloor around M11 is hit by this effect.
M12 is the oldest tripod. Following that, this effect might not have
been seen at M12, because the stage of first strong erosion of loose
material might be already finished before the first survey in Novem-
ber was carried out. Singlebeam echosounder measurements under a
WEC confirm the strong development of scour during the survey in
November 2009 (Fig. 5.11). Towards spring 2010 the sediment remobi-
lization seems to decrease and to come closer to an equilibrium. This
is confirmed by the penetrometer results showing values in the range
of the base survey and slightly decreased. Further measurements in a
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Figure 5.12: Side scan sonar image of construction traces. Here footprints of a
jack-up platform.

Figure 5.13: FFCPTU measurement at a position 100m south of M11 in May
2008 (prior to WEC erection) and in April 2010 (after WEC erection). The profile
can be described as similar. No changes due to WEC erection are visible. Changes
in curvature can be related to an improvement of sampling frequency of the data
logger.
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Figure 5.14: FFCPTU measurements at a position 100m north of M11 (close
to the cable tracks). The profile gradient is comparable, however, in case of the
lattest survey the upper sediment surface appears looser (down to ∼ 8 cm). This
might be a consequence of construction work at the cable tracks.

Figure 5.15: Nimrod results close to M12 prior to WEC erection (May 2008)
and after (Nov 2009 and Apr 2010). In May 2008 no layering can be detected. In
November 2009 a softer uppermost layer of ∼ 3 cm can be indicated. In April 2010
the sediment shows loose material down to a penetration depth ∼ 8 cm.
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Figure 5.16: Nimrod measurements close to the WEC M10 (top), M11 (middle)
and M12 (bottom) coming from the east (left) and the southwestern (right). De-
ployments in May 2008 form the baseline prior to WEC erection (black line). The
post-erection surveys are from November 2009 (blue crosses) and April 2010 (red
crosses). The green shade indicates the area in-between the tripod legs. Currents
focus on the eastern direction (current rose, top right). In May 2008 deployments
were carried out at the position of the proposed WEC, respectively. In Novem-
ber 2009 the positions were related to the center pile (x-axis). In April 2010 the
measurements were carried out in approximately 10m – steps. A correction of the
precise position related to the center pile will be done as soon as the exact GPS
positions are available.
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frequency of about six months will clarify this hypothesis. However,
this does not explain the very soft spots between the eastern tripod
legs at M10 and M12. Divers observed the accumulation of fine ma-
terial in these areas. It is still unclear what kind of material this is
specifically and where it comes from. The infill of scour pits in sandy
areas with mud in quiescent periods after energetic wave events was
already shown by Traykovski et al. (2007) for scour experiments with
mines. At Alpha Ventus, sampling will cast light on this question.

3. Above mentioned patterns only apply especially on the eastern tran-
sects. In the southwest the seafloor seems to be only poorly affected
by the foundations. And if they are, this seems to focus on the devel-
opments in the early stage of the sediment remobilization (hardening
close to the foundation).

4. The long preservation of construction scars (weeks to months) might be
interpreted as an expression of low sediment dynamics in areas not af-
fected by the WEC piles. In further surveys the presence of such traces
should be monitored and compared with the schedule of maintenance
actions.

These initial results were presented at the European Geological Union Gen-
eral Assembly in Vienna (see appendix) and another abstract was accepted
for the OCEANS 2010 in Sydney. However, these results must be regarded as
a first data set to investigate the geotechnical behavior of the seafloor in the
vicinity of tripod foundations. A comparable study is not known to the au-
thor. After an upcoming third post-erection survey (fall 2010) to prove some
of the above mentioned hypotheses a publication in collaboration with the
BSH is planned. Furthermore, these geotechnical patterns around the tripods
and their indication for ongoing sediment remobilization should be investi-
gated at other foundation types, in later surveys, related to storm events,
and also in physical and numerical models. The currently existing numerical
as well as physical models above all aim for simulating the morphological
changes during scouring (e.g., Stahlmann et al., 2009; Vasquez and Walsh,
2009). For example, Stahlmann et al. (2009) observe during their wave
channel experiments morphological changes using multi beam echosounders,
changes in pore pressure using embedded pore pressure gauges and the turbu-
lences using acoustic Doppler current profilers, however, changes of sediment
strength during the scouring are not measured. Regarding numerical models,
the differences in geotechnical sediment properties of the bed and the bed-
load are considered in some cases (e.g., Roulund et al., 2005), but changes in
sediment strength before, during and after the sediment mobilization are not
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targeted. Following our in-situ results, this might be an important aspect to
include in physical as well as numerical simulations of scour.
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5.1.2 Wave flume

In collaboration with the BSH and the Franzius-Institute in Hannover, Nim-
rod measurements were possible in a wave flume during testing the impact of
waves on tripod foundations. Two issues were addressed using Nimrod : (i)
the detection of sediment remobilization due to wave action under controlled
conditions, and (ii) scouring due to wave action at tripod foundations.
The experiment was carried out in April – May 2010. The processing of the
gathered data sets has not been finalized, yet. Following that, only the set
up of the experiment and the Nimrod results can be presented at this stage.
However, in this thesis it may serve as an example how flume experiments
might be integrated in the investigation of sediment remobilization processes
from the geotechnical perspective using dynamic penetrometers.

Set up

The big wave flume at the Franzius-Insitute in Hannover has a total length
of ∼ 300m and a width of ∼ 5m. A tripod model (scaling 1:12 compared to
tripods at Alpha Ventus ) was installed approximately in the middle of the
wave flume. The foundation was embedded into sand spreading out ∼ 17m
from the tripod model up and down the wave flume. The sand is character-
ized by a medium grain size d50 = 0.146mm and was applied as an about
0.5 - 1m thick layer. A non-uniform consolidation of the sand bed has to be
considered after different working processes at the tripod models.
Nimrod deployments were carried out from a hanging cage (Fig. 5.17) or a
bridge at six chosen positions (Fig. 5.18): (i) 10m in front of the tripod, (ii)
5m in front of the tripod, (iii) between the front leg and the right leg of the
tripod, (iv) behind the two back tripod legs (in-between was impossible due
to installed pressure gauges in this area), (v) 5m behind the tripod, and (vi)
10m behind the tripod. At all positions in 5m or 10m distance from the
model measurements with and without wave action were done. Close to the
model, only measurements without wave action were carried out. Though,
the impacts of scouring due to the previous wave action should still be no-
ticeable.
The water depth during the experiment was 2.5m. The created wave height
ranged from 0.71 – 0.78m with a wave period of 3.55 – 5.48 s.
Besides Nimrod measurements, changes of the bed profile were detected us-
ing MBES, and the turbulences caused by the interaction between waves and
tripod model were observed using ADCP. The results of the two latter meth-
ods are not available at this point, but they will be compared to the Nimrod
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Figure 5.17: Nimrod deployments from a hanging cage over the wave flume.

results at a later stage.

Preliminary results

At the positions (i) and (ii), it can be assumed that sediment remobiliza-
tion is only influenced by the waves. An impact of the tripod model can
be neglected there. At position (i) (10m in front of the tripod) an approxi-
mately homogenous increase of sediment strength in terms of a quasi-static
bearing capacity up to 15 kPa± 4 kPa can be observed without wave action
(Fig. 5.19). With waves this profile shifts 3 cm down due to an appearing top
layer of lower sediment strength (qsbc ∼ 1 kPa± 0.3 kPa). This expresses a
looser layer developing at the sediment surface under wave action, and can be
observed at position (ii), too (Fig. 5.19). Furthermore, an increase in max-
imum sediment strength (qsbc ∼ 26 kPa± 5 kPa) can be monitored. This
might be a consequence of different states of sediment consolidation due to
working processes at the tripod model.
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Figure 5.18: The six Nimrod positions in the wave flume related to the tripod
model.

Comparing the different positions related to the tripod model, three types
of profiles can be distinguished (Fig. 5.20). As mentioned above, a very ho-
mogenous, undisturbed sediment bed was profiled 10m in front of the tripod
model. The three positions under strongest influence of the tripod model
(at the side, directly behind and 5m behind) show a two-layer profile with
a lower increase of sediment strength with depth in the upper 0.03m of the
sediment (Fig. 5.20). Similar profiles are reasonable at these positions due to
the fact that they are influenced most by the tripod model, however, what
the layering expresses in detail, e.g., accumulated sediment or a lower density
due to looser packing, has to be clarified using, e.g., the MBES data. The
measurements 5m in front of the tripod and 10m behind correspond well to
each other. The gradient is smaller in the upper 0.08 m of the sediment than
below (Fig. 5.20). This is surprising because the one is in the far wake of the
tripod and the other in front of the tripod where the influence of the tripod
should be negligible. Using MBES, ADCP and pressure gauges results, it
has to be checked if this might be a consequence of differences in the original
consolidation state or if other explanations have to be considered.
In summary, we monitored differences in the penetrometer signatures (i)

with waves compared to without waves, and (ii) depending on the position
with respect to the tripod model.
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Figure 5.19: Results from the positions in front of the tripod model with and
without waves. Under wave action there is a change of profile gradient at a pene-
tration depth of ∼ 3 cm indicating layering.

Figure 5.20: Nimrod results for all six positions relative to the tripod without
waves. Three types of profiles can be distinguished: constant gradient (black line),
change in gradient at a depth of ∼ 3 cm (red, pink and blue line) and a change in
gradient at a depth of ∼ 8 cm (grey and light blue line).
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The next step will be the comparison of the Nimrod results (i) to the MBES
and ADCP data, and (ii) to the in-situ results from the wind farm Alpha
Ventus. For the latter, the scaling, the limited space and the neglect of cur-
rents in the flume have to be considered.
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5.1.3 Shifting sandbar

In a collaboration with ASR Ltd., Raglan, a highly mobile sandbar at the
entrance to Whaingaroa Harbour, Raglan, was investigated. The area is
characterized by strong currents, tides and waves. The seafloor is covered
with a titano-magnetite black sand the west coast of the Northern Island
of New Zealand is famous for. The Nimrod results are correlated to ASR’s
Whaingaroa Harbour model, which has been in development for a number
of years and aims to better the understanding of the coastal dynamics and
human impact on the coast.

Regional context

Raglan is located on the west coast of the North Island of New Zealand
(Fig. 5.21). The area is characterized by a complex estuary system formed
by a post-glacial drowning of the lower part of a branching river system lying
in a structurally depressed fault-block (Sherwood and Nelson, 1979). Sedi-
ments range from sands on the beaches and in the channels and bars in the
harbor mouth region to mainly muds in the tidal flats (Fig. 5.22). Phillips
and Mead (2009) characterized the sand at the harbor mouth as titano-
magnetite blacksand and highlighted that the sand appears fine-grained and
dense compared to quartz sands at the east coast of New Zealand. Sherwood
and Nelson (1979) found mean grain sizes ranging from medium to fine sand
(about 0.2 – 0.35mm). They also monitored dominating tidal currents with
surface speeds of 0.75 – 1.5m/s and suspended sediment concentrations be-
tween 10 – 100mg/l.
In front of the Whaingaroa Harbour mouth and in the large ebb tide delta a
big sandbar (’the bar’), described by Phillips and Mead (2009) as a “massive
sand slug” (Fig. 5.23), changes shape and position overtime. ASR Ltd. stud-
ies these changes using georectified webcam images (www.surf.co.nz). The
photographs are taken at an oblique angle to the sea surface, but they are
further rectified to convert the view to an overhead perspective. The west
coast of New Zealand has a energetic wave climate, and waves breaking out-
side the harbor indicate the seaward edge of the bar. This is seen on the
rectified images as a band of white water. Gridded images of the bar are
time averaged, and over periods (weeks or longer), the images of the broken
waves indicate the temporal morphological changes to the bar. The northern
arm of the sandbar moved about 20m, the middle section about 120m and
the southern arm about 220m shorewards during a time period from October
2004 to June 2005.
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Figure 5.21: Google Earth image of the North Island of New Zealand showing
Raglan (red arrow) and the harbor mouth (small picture left).

The mean wave and current direction over the bar comes from south-west
(Fig. 5.24) (Scarfe et al., 2009) and is predominantly incident on the south-
ern wing of the sandbar system (Fig. 5.25). During big swell events (up to
3.25m), Phillips et al. (2003) observed a dramatic increase in current speed
up to 0.8m/s and maximum bed orbital velocities of up to 2m/s.

Methods

A radial pattern of deployment positions was planned to cover the whole
sandbar system (Fig. 5.25). However, water depths ranging from 1 – 12m
and breaking waves along the bar complicated the collection of in-situ mea-
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Figure 5.22: Distribution of sediment types at the Whaingaroa’s Harbour mouth
(modified after Sherwood and Nelson, 1979).
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Figure 5.23: Aerial photo of Raglan’s harbor mouth and breaking waves along
the sandbar (ASR Ltd., Raglan).

Figure 5.24: Main wave direction in Manu Bay (after Scarfe et al., 2004).
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Figure 5.25: Bathymetry (in m) and survey planning of the sandbar area.

Figure 5.26: During the Raglan survey, Nimrod was deployed from the back of
the jetski, and the tether was laid out on a towed safety sled.
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surements. A large boat cannot be used in such shallow waters, and small
boats do not provide the necessary stability in the Raglan wave climate.
With this in mind, the survey was carried out using a jetski towing a safety
sled (Fig. 5.26), and this configuration was manoeuvrable to navigate the
breaking waves.
Later, three grab samples were taken by hand in calmer waters close to the
sandbar. The grain size was determined by laser diffractometry and the fric-
tion angle using a uniaxial shear box under loads of 150 kPa, 300 kPa and
450 kPa.
The Whaingaroa Harbour hydrodynamic model simulating hydrodynamics
was calibrated and ran for a period of one month shortly before the survey
date to compare the current behavior with the estimated sediment remobi-
lization derived by the Nimrod. The model and its purpose including the
correlation with Nimrod data is briefly introduced in the following abstract:

Greer, D., Phillips, D.J., Borrero, J.C.,
Mead, S., Stark., N., Harrison, S.,

The Whaingaroa Harbour modelling project
and its uses.

Submitted to the Coasts and Ports conference
in Perth, 2011.

The Whaingaroa (Raglan) Harbour modelling project has been in
progress for a number of years and aims to provide a comprehen-
sive tool for the community towards a better understanding of the
natural dynamics of the harbor and the human impact on the har-
bor.
This paper describes the development and uses of a detailed hy-
drodynamic model of Whaingaroa Harbour. The model includes
the open ocean to the west and north and was developed using the
3DD modelling suite. The model is capable of integrating a vari-
ety of environmental factors such as wind, offshore waves, tides and
freshwater inputs to drive the hydrodynamics. In the last year, the
model has been fully calibrated to sea levels inside and outside of
the harbor and to currents in the harbor mouth and over the ebb
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tidal bar outside the harbor mouth.
The behavior and trajectory of treated effluent discharged from the
Raglan sewage treatment plant was investigated using the model
coupled with the Lagrangian model POL3DD and the wave refrac-
tion model WBEND. The results show that if the official discharge
guidelines are adhered to (i.e. on the outgoing tide), very little of
the effluent remains in the harbor. However, if discharge contin-
ues into the flood phase of the tide, sewage effluent can be widely
dispersed throughout the harbour waters.
The model has also been used to investigate storm water runoff
from Raglan town to investigate the propagation of toxins from
these outlets throughout the harbor and their effects on local shell
fish and juvenile fish populations.
In a collaboration between ASR Ltd, NZ, and MARUM, Univer-
sity of Bremen, GER, the model was used to validate the findings
of a new free falling dynamic penetrometer known as Nimrod. The
device can be used for the estimation of sediment remobilization
and is suitable for measurements in sandy areas. Along the highly
mobile sandbar at Whaingaroa Harbour mouth, the Nimrod re-
sults and the model provided currents are being used to map areas
of high and low sediment mobility, and in doing so, enhance the
understanding the sediment remobilization processes around the
harbor mouth.
Future uses of the model will include investigations into harbor res-
onance and wave penetration into the harbor. In parallel to this
project, ASR Ltd has been creating a data base of rectified aerial
images of the Raglan bar which depict the movement of the bar
over times scales from weeks to years. This database can be used
in conjunction with the results from the Nimrod survey and the
hydrodynamic model coupled with wave data to form the basis of
a comprehensive study on the morphology of the Raglan bar.

Results

Nimrod was deployed at 23 positions (Fig. 5.27). On average the deceleration
of the device when impacting the seafloor was about ∼ 191 g, reaching max-
imum values > 250 g± 5 g. The corresponding quasi-static bearing capacity
was on average 105 kPa reaching up to 155 kPa± 30 kPa.
The hardest sediment (Fig. 5.28) was found mainly in the shallowest areas
of the southern wing of the bar (pos. 7, 16-18). Furthermore, the southern
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arm and middle section of the bar (pos. 10-11, 19-20), showed hard sand.
At the left wing, and in the trench of the channel, a lower sediment strength
was measured (∼ 60 kPa). Position no. 3 did not match this trend, how-
ever, contact between Nimrod and a boulder or stone might have caused this
deviation. Another hard spot occured at pos. 21, which is also an area of
energetic wave action in Manu Bay.
Concerning layering (Fig. 5.29), most of the deployments indicated a two-
layer profile with a top layer thickness ranging from 1 – 7 cm. The thickest
top layer can be located in the deeper trench (pos. 2 – 8), on the southern
arm and the middle section of the sandbar (pos. 10, 19-20). No layering was
measured at the northern wing of the sandbar (pos. 12 – 14).
The three sediment samples can be described as black, magnetic sand. The
medium grain size ranged from 0.16 – 0.19mm. The friction angle was 34◦ -
37◦.
The hydrodynamic model showed spatial variation in current velocity. The
results from seven characteristic positions are presented here. In the channel,
high mean current velocities (averaged over the water column) of up to 1.7
m/s were predicted predominantly along the east-west axis (Fig. 5.30). At
position 8, on a shallow area of the bar, the direction was still orientated
along the east-west axis (Fig. 5.30). The maximum current velocities were
∼ 0.98m/s. On the southern wing of the bar (pos. 17), the current velocity
reached magnitudes up to ∼ 0.61m/s and the direction tended to be along
the southwest-northeast axis (Fig. 5.30). In the southern corner of the bar
(pos. 19) the currents changed direction frequently, but the maximum cur-
rent speed was relatively small (∼ 0.27m/s). Mixed current directions with
slightly higher current velocities of up to 0.35m/s were observed in the middle
of the bar (pos. 10 in Fig. 5.30), as well as in the northern corner of the bar
(pos. 12 in Fig. 5.30) with a maximum current speed of ∼ 0.33m/s. In the
northern wing of the bar system (pos. 14) the current direction ran predom-
inantly along the northwest-southeast axis (vice versa to the southern wing:
northeast-southwest) with maximum velocities of ∼ 0.43m/s (Fig. 5.30).

Preliminary discussion

The sediment resistance to the dynamic penetrometer was very large. The
monitored decelerations were much higher than the ones measured in previ-
ous surveys (mean maximum deceleration: wind farm Alpha Ventus, North
Sea: ∼ 70 g; Kailua Bay, Hawaii: ∼ 165 g; Raglan sandbar, NZ: ∼ 191 g)
(chapter 4.1). The dominant grain size (0.16 – 0.19mm) can assumed to be
similar to the one in the wind farm Alpha Ventus, North Sea, (0.063 – 3mm)
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Figure 5.27: The 23 final deployment positions. The wave climate prohibited the
deployment of Nimrod at the precise proposed positions.
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Figure 5.28: Qualitative comparison of sediment strength in terms of a maxi-
mum quasi-static bearing capacity in the underlying sediment layer in the Nimrod
profiles.

Figure 5.29: Qualitative comparison of the thickness of the top layer in the
Nimrod profiles.
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Figure 5.30: Current velocities in the respective direction of seven chosen posi-
tions in the sandbar system.
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and in Kailua Bay, Hawaii, (0.063 – 3mm) considering the different accu-
racy of the sieving analysis (applied on the samples from the North Sea and
Hawaii) compared to the laser diffraction analysis (applied on the samples
from Raglan). Our results match the description of Phillips and Mead (2009)
characterizing the seabed as dense and fine-grained.
Compared to the medium grain size presented by Sherwood and Nelson
(1979) our three sand samples showed slightly smaller mean values, but the
differences in position and time have to be considered (Sherwood and Nelson,
1979: measurements in the estuary in 1978; Stark et al.: measurements on
the bar in 2009).
The current directions predicted by the model follow the morphological con-
tours of the bathymetry. The predicted current velocities show more vari-
ability than those presented by Sherwood and Nelson (1979) (0.75 – 1.5m/s).
This might be explained with the different measurement location. Sherwood
and Nelsons (2004) hydrologic observation station was located about 2 km
further into the estuary than the model domain presented here making a
direct comparison impossible.
Concerning the different locations within the bar - harbor mouth system,
different zones of sediment remobilization can be identified comparing the
Nimrod results and the model. The channel (pos. 2 – 7) showed high ve-
locities along the east-west axis. This hints at high sediment erosion and no
deposition in keeping with results by Sherwood and Nelson (1979). Never-
theless, a low sediment strength and a thick looser top layer were derived
from Nimrod results. Sherwood and Nelson (1979) did not consider current
changes to bathymetry. In the deeper trench in the middle of the channel,
sediment might settle and get trapped during periods of low current velocity
around slack tide. This would explain the Nimrod results despite the strong
currents. The fact that the Nimrod measurements were carried out during
slack tide supports this hypothesis. In general, the channel can be described
as an area of high and complex sediment mobility due to high current veloc-
ities and a bathymetry with steep gradients.
In the shadow of the bar or in the center of the sandbar system (pos. 8 -
9), we still found high current velocities decreasing towards the bar, and the
current direction orientates in line with the channel. The sediment strength
was low and the top layer thickness high to moderate, so that the area ap-
peared as a runoff of the channel dynamics.
Comparing the northern wing (pos. 13- 15) and the southern wing (pos. 16
– 18) of the sandbar system, in both cases the current directions followed the
morphology (i.e., they flow perpendicular to the bar) and are axis-symmetric
to the east-west axis. However, the currents were stronger on the southern
wing. Also, the sediment strength was high and the top layer moderately
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thick here. This might indicate a high rate of sediment erosion in this area.
The sediment appears very hard, because looser material already got eroded
and left dense material at the surface. The thin top layer might be a result
of freshly settled material during the slack tide, which was transported there
from outside the system (note: that the survey was carried out during high
water). In contrast, the northern wing showed no hints of sediment mobiliza-
tion. The current velocities are lower, the sediment strength moderate and
the top layer thin to non-existent. It follows therefore that sediment from
inside or outside of the system moves over the southern wing of the system
increasing erosion in this area by a process like sanding.
Focussing on the northern (pos. 12) and southern corner (pos. 19) of the
sandbar, the northern corner corresponded closely with results from the
northern wing, whereas the deployment position no. 19 was very differ-
ent. However, it should be noted that the position 19 was slightly in front
(i.e., west) of the sandbar (Fig. 5.30). The current direction was mixed and
the current velocities generally low. The sediment strength was moderate
whereas the thickness of the top layer was very high. Mobile sediment set-
tles easily, and might even get trapped due to low current velocities and
frequently changing current directions. This suggests this point to be a loca-
tion for sediment accumulation and change of shape of the bar. This agrees
well with the findings by ASR Ltd. that the southern arm changes much
more in shape than the northern arm of the bar. If sediment accumulates at
position 19 and sediment erodes at the southern wing (e.g., positions 17 and
18), the southern end of the bar would move more offshore, and the southern
arm would open.
Regarding the middle section of the bar (pos. 10 – 11) varied current direc-
tions and low current velocities can be found. The sediment was hard, but
not that hard as at the southern wing (Fig. 5.28) and the thickness of the
top layer moderate (thinner than at the southern arm or in the channel, but
thicker than at the northern areas, Fig. 5.29). In consequence, the results
indicate ongoing sediment remobilization, however, this occurs less than in
the southern areas and more than in the northern areas. This also agrees
with the observations by ASR Ltd.
In summary, (i) the black sand displayed a very high sediment strength,
and (ii) the in-situ Nimrod results compared with the Whaingaroa Harbour
model deliver an unique insight into the sediment mobility of the sandbar
system and the following changes of shape of the bar. Comparison with aerial
images, documenting the change of shape with time will be another impor-
tant point concerning the validation of the described findings. Furthermore,
similar surveys undertaken on a regular basis, e.g., annualy, would lead to
a better understanding of the ongoing processes with time. For example,
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shifting of the sediment accumulation at pos. 19 would be interesting to
track along with changes in shape of the bar. In-situ current profiling and
sampling of suspended matter would complement such a study, although the
wave climate on the bar may hamper in-situ measurements.
These results of this chapter 5.1.3 will be presented in a manuscript for pub-
lication in the near future.
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5.2 Cohesive sediments

So far the presented geological projects focussed on cohesionless sediments.
However, sediment remobilization occurs in case of cohesive sediments as
well. The three sites investigated within this chapter are induced by human
impact and/or have an impact on the industrial usage of the region. The
results are not published yet, but manuscripts are in preparation.

5.2.1 Fluid mud and mud accumulation in ports

Fluid mud (Kirby, 1988) is a complex sedimentary phenomenon in estuaries
or rivers and can be regarded as an expression of ongoing sediment remobiliza-
tion. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the formation of fluid mud is influenced
by flocculation mainly following the collision of particles (Mehta, 1993). The
respective particles can have different origins. For example, they can be
entrained from the bed by currents, waves or turbulences (e.g., Kusuda et
al., 1993), or they can be transported as river discharge coming from the
river catchment areas (e.g., Foster and Carter, 1997). In such areas not only
the fluid mud layer, but also mud accumulation is an issue. It can occur
temporarily (e.g., at slack water in tidal channels, e.g., Nichols, 1984) or per-
manently (e.g., current velocity decrease at river mouths compared to river
current velocities, e.g., Kuehl et al., 1982). Both, fluid mud layers as well
as mud accumulation areas, might become problematic due to the resulting
decrease in navigable depth (Wolanski et al., 1992). Following that, it is
essential to detect, quantify the thickness and characterize such fluid mud
layers and areas of mud accumulation.
However, this can be difficult (e.g., McAnally et al., 2007). Most of the con-
ventional echosounders installed on commercial vessels cannot detect mud in
its unconsolidated and highly dynamic fluid state (Schrottke et al., 2006), and
side scan sonars have inherent difficulties in detecting the bottom in areas of
freshly deposited fluid mud (Schrottke et al., 2006). In this study, it was in-
vestigated if fluid mud, soft mud layers and mud accumulation areas in ports
can be detected by a small dynamic penetrometer such as Nimrod using the
deceleration and derived sediment strength profiles. The following abstract
accepted for the Coastal Sediments conference 2011 sums up the results from
surveys in the Port of Tauranga and Port Lyttelton of Christchurch.
The Port of Tauranga is a large coastal lagoon impounded by a Holocene
sandy barrier island and tombolo system (Davies-Colley and Healy, 1978) at
the east coast of the North Island of New Zealand. The port entrance is a
tidal inlet with a tidal range of about 2m. However, in the Port of Tauranga
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no sediment from the harbor entrance is transported to the study area (Stella
Passage) (Davies-Colley and Healy, 1978), but approximately 120,000 tonnes
of sediment washes into the harbor coming from the farmland and forested
areas via rivers and streams (Inglis et al., 2005).
Port Lyttelton of Christchurch is located at the east coast of the South Island
of New Zealand in Lyttelton Harbour, a 15 km long narrow embayment on
the northern side of Banks Peninsula (Inglis et al., 2006). The entrance is
almost 2 km wide and approximately 16m deep. The channel is maintained
by dredging to a water depth of ∼ 11.6m (Inglis et al., 2006). Mud covers
most of the harbor, however, in the middle of the harbor fine sediments are
easily carried away by the currents leaving behind a coarse sand containing
a large proportion of shell hash (Inglis et al., 2006). The mean tidal range is
1.67 – 1.94m. Similar to the Port of Tauranga, Lyttelton Harbour has a big
catchment area and its sedimentation was first documented by Brodie (1955).

Stark, N., Teear, G., Healy, T., Kopf, A.,
High resolution fluid mud and soft mud layer

quantification in ports
using a dynamic penetrometer.

Accepted for the Coastal Sediments conference
in Miami, 2011.

Introduction

Fluid mud and mud accumulation may be highly contentious is-
sues in ports and waterways. Thus, there is need for a detection
and high resolution quantification including information about sed-
iment strength of such mud layers. Small dynamic penetrometers
are easily deployable and can provide such information, although
resolving very soft to fluid mud layers is hampered by their very
low strength.
Here we present two case studies in New Zealand using the dynamic
penetrometer Nimrod : The Stella Passage of the Port of Tauranga
(June 2009), and the harbor mouth of Port Lyttelton (February
2010). Both ports are known for muddy sediments and thick sus-
pensions at the uppermost seafloor surface, and remain subject to
further development (e.g., dredging). The aim of this study is (i)
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to ascertain if a dynamic penetrometer is suitable to detect, quan-
tify and geotechnically describe fluid and soft mud layers, and, if
yes, (ii) to map such areas and stratification to understand ongoing
sediment deposition processes.

Methods

The dynamic penetrometer Nimrod (Stark et al., 2009a) mainly
measures deceleration and pressure during its impact and pene-
tration into the sediment. A high sampling rate of 1 kHz offers a
high vertical resolution of ∼ 1 cm and 5 accelerometers of different
ranges ensure a high sensitivity. The instrument can detect layer-
ing, but to exclude artifacts of changes in penetration surface area
and penetration velocity, we also calculate a quasi-static bearing
capacity (qs. BC) for a constant penetration velocity of 0.02m/s
(Stark et al., 2009b).

Results

In the Port of Tauranga we found significant differences between
the western, middle and eastern side of the Stella Passage. In the
western transect we found a soft layer (qs. BC ∼ 3 kPa) with ∼ 5 cm
thickness above a layer of a qs. BC ranging from 20 - 50 kPa, and
in some spots even a third stiff layer with a qs. BC of up to 80 kPa.
Along the middle transect, two top layers similar to the western
transect were detected, but no third layer. Furthermore, deploy-
ments here presented frequently disturbed results which hint at
gravel, wood or trash lying on the seafloor. Along the eastern
transect we observed a soft layer corresponding to the top layer
from the middle and western transect under a very soft layer (qs.
BC <1kPa) of ∼ 5 cm thickness (Fig. 5.31).
In the harbor mouth of Port Lyttelton, we monitored a very soft
layer (qs. BC <1kPa) with a thickness of up to 19 cm above a
mud layer with qs. BC ∼ 4 kPa at a former disposal site. The mud,
representing the natural sediment in the inactive caldera hosting
Lyttelton Harbour, is getting stiffer (up to qs. BC ∼ 30 kPa) to-
wards the port. In the shipping channel, the very soft upper layer
reaches ∼ 7 cm in thickness and is underlain by mud of qs. BS
∼ 7 kPa. At a proposed future disposal site ∼ 5 km offshore from
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Figure 5.31: Examples of Nimrod results from each transect of the survey in Port
Tauranga. Color shades indicate different strength layers. Be aware of different
scaling.

the harbor mouth entrance, the very soft upper layer is ∼ 6 cm
thick and underlain by mud of qs. BC ∼ 8 kPa.

Discussion and conclusions

In the Port of Tauranga soft sediments seem to be transported
preferentially to the eastern side. A very soft layer, potentially
fluid mud, on top of soft mud that reached down to the maximum
penetration depth of 0.8m was identified, whereas this very soft
material only shows up as thin top layer (< 0.1m) in the middle
and the western side. Along the western transect even sandy sub-
strate (Krüger and Healy, 2006) was displayed (Fig 5.31).
Port Lyttelton is characterized by mud as the natural substrate
and a top layer of very soft, potentially fluid mud composed of al-
tered tephra (Inglis et al. 2006). The results from the channel and
its seaward prolongation, the designated future disposal site, are
relatively similar. Only a slight increase of sediment strength can
be observed offshore. However, the previous dumping site (used
in 2009) still shows a poorly consolidated substrate with about
50% less strength than the channel and the offshore sediment, and
a very soft top layer of up to 19 cm thickness. The increase in
strength towards the port is consistent with decreasing distance
towards the pier, where qs. BC values correspond to sandy silt
and the soft top layer vanishes. Geotechnical analysis of samples
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from Port Lyttelton supports the results of the dynamic penetrom-
eter interpretations.
In summary, the dynamic penetration tests proved to be a powerful
tool to identify mobile soft layers at the two locations. Neverthe-
less, the results can only provide a snapshot of sediment stratig-
raphy. If to be related to currents, fluid dynamics and sediment
mobility, a series of such surveys (e.g., over a tidal cycle), ideally
complemented by other devices, would be necessary.
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5.2.2 Harbor mud disposal sites

There are different concepts to deal with dredged harbor mud. In some areas
of strong tides or currents the material is mixed up into the water column
and is washed away by the currents (e.g., Cameron et al., 1998). This is only
possible if not too much material is dredged and the currents are sufficient to
carry the material away. Often, these conditions do not apply, and the ma-
terial has to be collected and disposed (e.g., Wakeman and Themelis, 2001).
From the geotechnical perspective, such disposal sites are poorly investi-
gated. In a collaboration with the Coastal Marine Group of the University
of Waikato, NZ, the possibility was offered to accompany a pilot study at
a disposal site on the continental shelf of New Zealand’s northeast coast.
The dredging site is Pine Harbor Marina located in the sheltered Turanga-
Waikaopua embayment east of Auckland City, NZ. The marina approach
channel crosses a broad intertidal zone, and has regularly required mainte-
nance since construction. The dredged material is predominantly mud and
fine sand (Healy et al., 1999). The disposal site at the outer continental shelf
is characterized by muds, and is affected by the East Auckland Current and
trade wind drifts (Carter, 1975).
The Nimrod was used to detect disposed material following the assumption
that the sediment strength of the disposed material can be distinguished from
the one of the seafloor. The results were presented in the following abstract
accepted for the Coastal Sediments 2011 conference.

Flaim, B., Stark, N., Healy, T., Kopf, A.,
Detecting dredged material

disposed on the continental shelf
using a dynamic penetrometer.

Accepted for the Coastal Sediments conference
in Miami, 2011.

Introduction

In December 2009, consent was awarded for disposal of dredged
harbor mud (silty clay) as a pilot study at a proposed disposal site
(∼ 140m water depth) on the continental shelf of New Zealand’s
northeast coast. Conditions stipulated post-disposal monitoring
surveys of the site, the results of which would be assessed to deter-
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mine the long-term suitability of the site for ongoing disposal op-
erations. Through in-situ measurements on sediment strength and
layering in the uppermost layers of the seafloor (Stark and Wever,
2008), dynamic penetrometers could be used to determine the fate
of disposed material, a critical factor in site suitability. However,
accurate resolution of the deposited layers may be limited by ves-
sel capabilities, and a combination of water depth and substrate
properties. Dredging at the Auckland area marina began in March
2010, with the disposals 1 and 2 (40 and 1 hrs post-disposal and
765m3 each) occurring on March 14th and 20th. Here, we present
the results of post-disposal surveys undertaken using the dynamic
penetrometer Nimrod (Stark et al., 2009a) at the proposed site and
compare them to results of a baseline survey from June 2009. The
aim of this study is to determine whether a dynamic penetrometer
can be used in monitoring disposal sites and if so, detect the fate
of the deposited material.

Methodology

The dynamic penetrometer Nimrod was deployed twice at 24 loca-
tions after each disposal. With disposals at the site center, loca-
tions were chosen in the southeast quadrant of the site by reason of
the southeasterly flowing boundary current (Stanton et al., 1997)
thought to influence the fate of the disposed material. With a high
vertical resolution (∼ 1 cm) and high sensitivity, Nimrod provides
depth profiles of both deceleration and pressure. Quasi-static bear-
ing capacity (hereafter qs. BC) is calculated to account for artifacts
from changes in penetration surface area and velocity (Stark et al.,
2009b).

Results

The predominant substrate observed during the baseline survey, a
silty sand, displayed an average deceleration of 1.5 g, an average
qs. BC of ∼ 1.4 kPa, and no layering. The majority of sites vis-
ited during the post-disposal surveys displayed average values of
deceleration and qs. BC of 2.3 g and ∼ 1.9 kPa, respectively, with
both showing a smooth increase with depth, as seen in baseline
survey (Fig. 5.32 A). We found 3 locations after disposal 1, slightly
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Figure 5.32: Examples of Nimrod results from 3 deployments with (A) no layer
(disposal 1), (B) a top layer (disposal 1), and (C) uncharacteristic deceleration
and qs. BC profiles (disposal 2). Shown is the measured deceleration (black), the
calculated qs. BC with errors (blue), and the penetration velocity (green).

east and progressively south of the disposal location (∼ 0.75, 1,
and 2 km away) that exhibited a top layer 7, 10, and 6 cm thick,
with lower sediment strength compared to the underlying substrate
(< 1.3 g and <1 kPa) (Fig. 5.32 B). After disposal 2, layering was
less pronounced, but 6 sites showed unusual sediment strength pro-
files (Fig. 5.32 C). Here, the range of values along the profiles for
deceleration and qs. BC were somewhere in between those from
the 2 layers observed at the 3 sites from disposal 1 with qs. BC
remaining relatively constant.

Discussion and conclusion

Average qs. BC observed in the baseline survey and that of the
predominant substrate sampled in the post-disposal surveys were
geotechnically similar and within the error range of each other,
indicating that in general, the substrate did not change between
June 2009 and March 2010. The increase in average deceleration
can be attributed to Nimrod ’s increased weight (1.8 kg) after tail
replacement with a heavier, solid aluminum tail. The sediment
strength variations observed in the 3 specified locations after dis-
posal 1 are apparent, if only on a fine scale, but may be somewhat
masked by the combination of the low strength of both the native
and disposed material and the significant water depth, which slows
down the device due to tether drag. The observed top layer is
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thickest approximately 1 km from the disposal location suggesting
horizontal displacement of the main component of the material to
this point, while the impact cloud may have contributed to the
layers observed at the sites 0.75 and 2 km away from the disposal
location. Settling of entrained sediments following initial impact
may have added to the thickness of the top layer in all 3 locations.
In the sites specified after disposal 2, uncharacteristic decelera-
tion curves and approximately constant qs. BC may reflect a less
consolidated substrate which could be a result of the timing of
the survey (only 1 hr post-disposal). The disposed material may
have mixed significantly upon impact with native and previously
disposed sediments, but had yet to undergo settling. Such tenden-
cies can be significant in soft bottom substrates (Bokuniewicz and
Gordon, 1980). Additional data collected at the site illustrate the
influence of current velocities on descent, deposition, and the possi-
bility of re-suspension. These findings indicate that Nimrod can be
a useful tool for monitoring disposal sites as information provided
can be linked to many aspects of disposal mechanics (Bokuniewicz
and Gordon 1980). However, in this case, owing to logistical as-
pects of the site, Nimrod could be more effective with an added
weight of ∼ 10 kg.
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Figure 5.33: Google Earth image of Lake Rotoiti and Lake Rotorua and the
location on the North Island of New Zealand (upper left corner).

5.2.3 The diversion wall in Lake Rotoiti as a sediment
trap for fine sediment transported from Lake Ro-
torua via the Ohau Channel to Lake Rotoiti and
the Kaituna River, New Zealand

Collaborating with the Department of Biology and the Department of Chem-
istry of the University of Waikato, geotechnical surveys were carried out in
the geothermal lakes Rotorua, Rotoiti (Fig. 5.33) and Tarawera on the North-
ern Island of New Zealand in 2009 and 2010. In 2009 general surveys covering
each lake in terms of big cross transects were done, whereas in 2010 the sur-
veys concentrated on geothermal spots in Lake Rotorua and Lake Rotoiti,
pockmark structures in Lake Rotorua and the area influenced by the diver-
sion wall in Lake Rotoiti. This wall was set up to direct the inflow from the
Ohau Channel and Lake Rotorua to Kaituna River. It can be assumed that
the wall not only influences the water flows but also the sediment redepo-
sition of material transported with the flow. In the following section, only
results related to the channel are presented. More results from the lakes can
be found in the appendix.
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Regional context

Lake Rotorua, Lake Rotoiti (Fig. 5.33) and a number of other lakes have
formed in the multiple caldera complex of the Okatania Volcanic Centre
(OVC) which is one of five major volcanic centers in the Taupo Volcanic
Zone (TVZ) (Cole, 1979).
Lake Rotoiti formed 11850 – 20000 years ago when lava flows dammed the
drainage system through the Okataina caldera and has gone through a stage
of infilling in the last 20000 years (Pickrill, 1993). Today Lake Rotoiti is
∼ 13.5 km long, has a surface area of 33.9 km2 and a small catchment of
about 85.7 km2 (Pickrill, 1993). Lake Rotorua drains into the western end of
the lake via the Ohau Channel and contributes 73% of the 24.5m3/s mean
annual discharge down the Kaituna River. The remaining input comes from
a multitude of small creeks (Pickrill, 1993). The bathymetry (Fig. 5.34) is
complex reflecting the composite of origins (Pickrill, 1993). The lake floor
is characterized by bedrock mostly covered with diatomaceous mud (Craig,
1985). In sediment cores two young tephras (Tarawera Tephra and Kaharoa
Tephra) can be detected as pumiceous sandy units 4 - 10 cm and 25 - 27 cm
thick, respectively (Pickrill et al., 1993).
Lake Rotorua is one of the oldest continuously inundated lakes in New
Zealand, occupying a caldera formed by or closely associated with the em-
placement of the Mamaku ignimbrite some 140 ka ago (Wood, 1992) and the
collapse of the Rotorua caldera (Healy, 1975; Lowe and Green, 1987). In
the last 60 ka (since the Rotoehu eruption) the lake has fluctuated between
120m above present (270 asl) and 10m below present level (Hamilton et al.,
2007). It has a surface area of ∼ 79 km2 and a mean depth of 10m. The
bathymetry is complex including faulted blocks, craters, springs and pock-
marks (Hamilton et al., 2007). The lake floor presents two different sediment
types. In water depths shallower than ∼ 10m the sediment is coarse sand
and pumiceous gravel reworked from the Kaharoa (AD 1314 + 12) and ear-
lier tephras. The accumulation of fine sediments is prevented by wind-driven
turbulences here (Gibbs, 2004). However, in deeper waters the sediment con-
sists predominantly of fine diatomaceous ooze interspersed with tephra from,
e.g., Okataina and Taupo (Hamilton et al., 2007).
The water entering Lake Rotoiti from Lake Rotorua via the Ohau Channel
may have important implications for the water quality of Lake Rotoiti. Lake
Rotorua water is enriched in nutrients and organic matter. This enrichment
might lead to significant increase of nutrient load of Lake Rotoiti (Hamilton et
al., 2005). Following that, in 2008 a 1275m long diversion wall was installed
in Lake Rotoiti to prevent water from Lake Rotorua flowing into the main
body of Lake Rotoiti and direct it into Kaituna River. Before installation,
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several surveys were carried out to provide data for numerical models esti-
mating the impact of the diversion wall. Stephens (2004) presented current
data for an Ohau Channel plume ranging between 0.05 – 0.2m/s. In 2005
Stephens et al. published a study on bed samples and suspended sediment
samples from three positions in the Ohau Channel (entrance Lake Rotorua
[1], middle [2], close to the end of the channel and Lake Rotoiti [3]) and one
in the Ohau Channel delta in Lake Rotoiti [4].The suspended sediment con-
centrations were ranging between 2.3 – 5.7 g/m3 at positions 1 - 3. d50 grain
sizes of the bed samples were at position no. 1 about 3mm, at position no. 2
about 1.4mm and at position no.3 and 4 about 0.6mm. The results express
deposition of coarser material along the Ohau Channel getting finer towards
the Ohau delta in Lake Rotoiti.
After installation of the wall, first surveys were carried out to estimate if the
wall fulfils its purpose. Hamilton et al. (2009) concluded that the diversion
wall is acting in a manner with its design and that there is no substantial
leakage of water into Lake Rotoiti. However, the impact on the lake floor
was not investigated here.

Results

In 2009, the Nimrod was deployed at 39 positions in Lake Rotoiti and at
54 positions in Lake Rotorua in crossing transects covering the whole lakes,
respectively. In 2010, 6 deployments were carried out inside the wall area
(Fig. 5.35) and 26 outside in Lake Rotoiti. 34 deployments were done in Lake
Rotorua of which 8 were in the Hamanana Ohau area (Fig. 5.36).
The Nimrod data are supported by a big archive of sediment cores from Lake
Rotorua available at University of Waikato (e.g., Pearson, 2006). Recently
sampled sediment cores from Lake Rotoiti are currently investigated at Uni-
versity of Waikato. The data will be available soon. However, no sediment
cores have been taken in the vicinity of the diversion wall.
Regarding measurements of general coverage in Lake Rotorua (no pockmarks,
spring, vicinity of the shore, etc.), the Nimrod reaches in 2010 penetration
depths ranging between 1 - 2m, a maximum deceleration of on average ∼ 2.2 g
and a quasi-static bearing capacity of ∼ 1.4 kPa on average. In most of the
cases, no layering was detected (Fig. 5.37, upper left). The water depth
varied from 12m up to 18m. In comparison to 2009, the sediment strength
appears slightly lower (in 2009 qsbc ∼ 2.2 kPa).
Along the Hamanana Ohau transect (close to the shore), the water depth
was <0.5m. With a penetration depth of less than 5 cm, the deployment
can be described more as an impact than as a penetration (Fig. 5.37, lower
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Figure 5.34: Multibeam Echo Sounder Image of the complex bathymetry of Lake
Rotoiti (in m).
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Figure 5.35: Deployment positions (crosses) in the vicinity of the diversion wall
(red line) of Lake Rotoiti.

left). This is also reflected in the sediment strength. The deceleration in this
area is on average 50 g and the quasi-static bearing capacity is on average
68 kPa. Layering was not detected.
Measurements of general coverage (not in the crater region) in Lake Rotoiti
(Fig. 5.37, upper right) deliver similar results compared to the general de-
ployments in Lake Rotorua. The quasi-static bearing capacity is on average
1.2 kPa. Deceleration (∼ 1.5 g) and penetration depth (∼ 1m) are often de-
creased compared to Lake Rotorua due to a smaller impact velocity. This
is the consequence of tether drag in the deeper water depths (16 – 75m). In
most of the cases, layering cannot be observed.
Behind the diversion wall, it is much shallower (1 – 6m) leading to a higher
impact velocity and higher deceleration values of ∼ 4.6 g on average. How-
ever, also the velocity corrected values seem to be slightly increased (∼ 2.7 kPa
on average). Also, layering ranging from 0.23 – 1.8m can be detected (Fig. 5.37,
lower right).

Preliminary discussion

Despite the different water quality and nutrient content, the sediments of
Lake Rotorua and Lake Rotoiti show similar geotechnical in-situ signatures
in areas undisturbed by, e.g., pockmarks, springs, geothermal hotspots. Fur-
thermore, these areas include no hint of layering. Sediment accumulation
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Figure 5.36: Deployment positions (crosses) in the vicinity of the Ohau Channel
in Lake Rotorua.

areas seem to focus on depressions such as craters and pockmarks (see ap-
pendix C.7 -C.8).
In shallow waters in Lake Rotorua different profiles were monitored. The sed-
iment appears hard, agreeing well with the observation of sandy sediments
during the survey, and the coarse sand and gravel described by Hamilton et
al. (2007).
The results by Stephens et al. (2005) prove that suspended sediment trans-
port occurs in the Ohau Channel. Due to the morphology, it can be expected
that the water flow slows down when reaching the Ohau Channel delta in
Lake Rotoiti. This provides the conditions for sediment deposition. Re-
garding the dynamic penetrometer results, we can find layering that likely
expresses sediment accumulation. Also, the area is getting conspicuously
shallow that might be an indication for silting up.
Unclear is the slight increase of sediment strength of the underlying lake
floor. One explanation might be that it is an artifact of the rate-dependency
calculation and the higher penetration velocity in this area. As mentioned
before, the used approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) includes some approxi-
mations (e.g., assuming K equals 1 - 1.5) that might lead to small deviations
in the results. However, more likely seems to be an increase in consolidation
due to the surcharge by the top layer or a change of geotechnical properties
due to the enrichment of nutrients. Another possibility might be that not
only in Lake Rotorua, but also in Lake Rotoiti the shallow water sediments
are coarser, although not as coarse as in Lake Rotorua. This would clearly
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Figure 5.37: Dynamic penetrometer signatures from general coverage measure-
ments in Lake Rotorua (upper left) and Lake Rotoiti (upper right), from a position
close to the northern shore of Lake Rotorua (lower left) and within the diversion
wall area in Lake Rotoiti (lower right). Layering can only be interpreted within
the area of the diversion wall at a depth of ca. 1.9 m (light yellow-yellow shading).
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identify the layering as border between original lake floor and deposited sed-
iment. The geotechnical analysis of sediment cores reaching down to the
lower layer would clarify this question.
For the development of the lake it would be essential to explore whether the
assumed sediment accumulation reached an equilibrium or if a further silt-
ing up of the area must be expected. The former could be explained with
an increase in flow velocity due to shallower water depths. This leads to a
decrease in sediment deposition and more sediment is carried further away.
If such an equilibrium cannot be reached, dredging of material might be-
come necessary. Further measurements in a fixed frequency (e.g., every six
months) would answer this question.
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5.3 Attempt of a numerical simulation

In most of the studies in this thesis, the dynamic penetrometer results are
in good accordance with other field measurements, laboratory methods, or
the predictions of numerical simulations of hydrodynamics. However, further
questions have been arisen from the results that could not be solved in the
field, for example:

• May the approach by Dayal and Allen (1975) be improved by adapt-
ing it to the used dynamic penetrometer ? Dayal and Allen (1975)
presented their approach for a lance-like dynamic penetrometer and
applied it on clayey sediments only. Stoll et al. (2006) and Aubeny
and Shi (2006) used it successfully for a projectile-shaped penetrome-
ter, too, and Stoll et al. (2006) also proved the suitability for sandy
seafloors. However, they admitted that the Dayal and Allen (1975)
approach appears as the most suitable method, but that deviations are
possible. Following that and the fact that we observed deviations in
the results from Lake Rotoiti, Lake Rotorua and the wind energy field
(see chapter 5.1.1 and 5.2.3), tests under more controlled conditions
(regarding hydrodynamics, impact velocity, vessel stability, etc.) than
in the field must be suggested.

• How does the sediment react in terms of compression and shearing dur-
ing the penetration process with respect to different sediment proper-
ties? We found different penetration signatures for quartz and carbon-
ate sands, respectively. The field and laboratory experiments suggested
a different relationship between shearing and compression as a possible
explanation, but, e.g., a visualization of the penetration process and
sediment response to prove this hypothesis was lacking in the field.

• Can a correlation between sediment strength derived from the pen-
etrometer and in-situ density be formulated? Density differences in
the field are mirrored in the dynamic penetrometer signatures (e.g.,
chapter 4.2), however, the field experiments lacked in-situ density mea-
surements to derive an empirical correlation.

• Can an empirical correlation between grain size and derived sediment
strength be found? In particular, the results from the Tairua sur-
vey (chapter 4.3) proved the strong dependence of derived sediment
strength and grain size, but to find an empirical correlation between
these properties a higher variation of grain sizes would be helpful.
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Figure 5.38: Sketch of the aspired model in the first stages of development.

Controlled tests in terms of physical modeling and numerical modeling would
be powerful tools to address such questions. Despite the strong focus on field
work in this thesis, the collaboration with the working group for Modeling
of Sedimentation Processes at MARUM, University of Bremen, in the frame-
work of a Master Thesis project made it possible to add numerical modeling
to the field and laboratory experiments. In this thesis only the conceptual
idea and a start-up will be presented. Results will be published in Jannis
Kuhlmann’s Master Thesis at the end of 2010.
In this numerical attempt, it is aimed for the investigation of the dynamic
penetrometer – sediment – interaction with regard to varying penetrometer
properties (e.g., weight, shape, velocity, inclination) as well as to varying
sediment properties (e.g., density, grain size, friction angle) (Fig. 5.38). At
a later stage, layering as seen in areas of sediment remobilization may be in-
cluded (Fig. 5.39). To narrow down these wide ambitions, the simulation of
Nimrod penetrating into a homogenous sand (corresponding to the geotech-
nical properties found during surveys in the North Sea and around Hawaii,
chapter 4.1) was targeted.
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Figure 5.39: Sketch of the aspired model in the later stages of development.

5.3.1 Numerical modeling of dynamic penetrometer –
sediment – interaction (a state-of-the-art)

The numerous attempts of numerical simulations of penetrometer deploy-
ments in the last years express the increasing interest in this topic and its high
complexity (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000; Markaukas et al., 2002; Shi, 2005; Tekeste
et al., 2006; Cetin and Isik, 2007; Abelev et al., 2009 a/b; Liyanaoathirana,
2009; Carter et al., 2010). Major differences can be found in (i) the discretiza-
tion method, (ii) the coordinate specification, (iii) the type of soil (cohesion-
less/ cohesive), and (iv) the type of penetration (static/dynamic). In the
following paragraphs, these important points will be briefly introduced, and
examples for the use in the framework of penetrometer simulations presented.

Discretization method

The starting point of any numerical model is the mathematical model. This
is a set of partial differential or integro-differential equations and boundary
conditions (Ferziger and Peric, 2002). Thus, in case of geotechnical applica-
tions, mechanical and kinematic variables are related for particular geome-
tries and properties (FLAC 3D manual, 2006). The mathematical model
may include approximations depending on the target application (Ferziger
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and Peric, 2002).
The discretization method approximates the differential equations by a sys-
tem of algebraic equations for the variables at some set of discrete locations in
space and time (Ferzinger and Peric, 2002). There are many approaches, but
the most common ones in geotechnical applications are the finite difference
method (FDM) and the finite element method (FEM) (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000;
Markaukas et al., 2002; Shi, 2005; Tekeste et al., 2006; Cetin and Isik, 2007;
Thevanayagam and Ecemis, 2007; Abelev et al., 2009a/b; Liyanapathirana,
2009).
In both cases, a numerical grid consisting of grid nodes and grid lines is
defined, however, the methods mainly differ (i) in the location of the nodes
(Fig. 5.40 and 5.41), where the partial differential equations are solved, and
(ii) how they are solved. The FDM bases on the definition of derivatives,
whereas the FEM uses the integral form of the conservation equation as a
starting point. The FDM is simple and very effective in case of structured
grids, however, complex geometries may be difficult to address (Ferzinger
and Peric, 2002; Dahmen and Reusken, 2008). Analogous, the advantage
of the FEM in case of geotechnical problems which include large deforma-
tions can be noted (e.g., Bathe et al., 1975; Braun and Sambridge, 1994).
Consequently, FEMs are frequently used for simulations of penetrometer de-
ployments (e.g., Lu et al., 2001; Abelev et al., 2009b; Carter et al., 2010).
Nevertheless, also successful simulations of penetration processes using FDMs
can be found in the literature (e.g., Bolton and Gui, 2005; Cetin and Isik,
2007; Abelev et al., 2007a; Ahmadi and Khabbazian, 2009). Following that
and the fact that we target a small penetration of about 10 - 20 cm (typi-
cal penetration depth of Nimrod into sandy seafloors), both methods appear
suitable.

Coordinate specification

Changes in a coordinate system can be observed in a different manner: using
the Eulerian or the Lagrangian specification. In case of the former, the coor-
dinates are fixed in space, whereas in case of the latter, the coordinates move
with the particle (Tritton, 1988). In consequence, the point of view and the
perspective on the outcome differ depending on the specification used. Fur-
thermore, it has to be considered in the calculation scheme. For example, in
case of the Lagrangian analysis the incremental displacements are added to
the coordinates leading to a grid that moves and deforms with the material
it represents (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000).
A combination of both approaches in one simulation can be realized by the
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Figure 5.40: An example of a 1D (above) and 2D (below) Cartesian grid for finite
difference methods (after Ferzinger and Peric, 2002).

so-called Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian computing method (ALE) using a
mesh that may be moved with the material (Lagrangian), be held fixed (Eu-
lerian), and be moved in any other prescribed manner (Hint et al., 1974).
Regarding the simulation of deformation problems in geotechnics, a La-
grangian coordinate specification offers significant advantages compared to
the Eulerian approach by reflecting the deformation of the soil or rock within
the grid movements (e.g., Braun and Sambridge, 1994). Though, it might
come to mesh distortions in case of “relatively large” deformations (e.g., Ah-
madi et al., 1999; Carter et al., 2010). In the most recent publications dealing
with dynamic penetrometer simulations, the ALE method was presented as
a successful approach even when the Lagrangian approach failed (Carter et
al., 2010).
In consequence, the ALE seems to be the most promising coordinate specifi-
cation for the proposed simulation, however, for the targeted small deforma-
tions the Lagrangian approach might be sufficient.

Type of soil and the constitutive model

A constitutive model describes various aspects of soil behavior in detail, and
represents the soil mechanical base in numerical models of geotechnical ap-
plications (e.g., Ti et al., 2009). For example, the cohesion of the simulated
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Figure 5.41: A typical Cartesian 2D grid for the finite element method (after
Ferzinger and Peric, 2002).

sediment plays an important role within the choice of the constitutive model
(FLAC 3D manual, 2006). Some constitutive models cover only either cohe-
sionless or cohesive sediment (e.g., Cam-Clay; FLAC 3D manual, 2006).
Following that, a numerical model dealing with a geotechnical problem can
often be simplified by focussing on either cohesive or cohesionless sediment
and choosing the respective constitutive model. In the literature only a few
numerical simulations are presented dealing with sand as well as clay (e.g.,
Cetin and Isik, 2007).
In penetrometer simulations, predominantly constitutive models were used
which assume that the sediment is elasto-plastic and follow a Mohr-Coulomb
yield criterion (see chapter 2.2.1) (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000; Cetin and Isik, 2007;
Abelev et al., 2009a/b). This applies to sandy sediments (Ahmadi, 2000) as
well as to muddy sediments (Abelev et al., 2009a/b). However, input proper-
ties such as cohesion, density, bulk and shear modulus may vary significantly.
Consequently, we will aim for an elasto-plastic Mohr-Coulomb model, and
integrate the sediment properties presented in chapter 4.1 for the different
sands, respectively.
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Type of penetration: static or dynamic

Similar to the field, static and dynamic penetrations have to be regarded
differently in numerical simulations. In case of a dynamic penetration, the
non-linear strain rate dependency of the sediment has to be considered (Dayal
and Allen, 1975). This has to be taken into account during setting up ma-
terial properties and grid geometries (Abelev et al., 2009b; Liyanapathirana,
2009).
In the literature, different ways to deal with penetrometer simulations are
presented:

• Dynamic penetration: Here the penetrometer (specified by geometry,
weight, surface roughness, etc.) impacts the soil with a chosen ini-
tial velocity and under influence of gravity. The following prediction
of the soil deformation as well as of the penetration process including
penetration depth and penetration velocity profile result from the pen-
etrometer properties, the initial velocity and the soil properties. For
example, Abelev et al. (2009b) and Carter et al. (2010) presented such
simulations matching in-situ results for clays using a FEM and an ALE
coordinate specification.

• “Pseudo-static” penetration: A “pseudo-static” (Abelev et al., 2009a)
approach computes a static collapse load for a pre-embedded penetrom-
eter of specific geometry and surface properties at a series of depths. It
neglects effects of prior strains and deformations occurring during the
penetration process. The results are presented in terms of maximum
sediment strength at various penetration depths. This method was suc-
cessfully (numerical results match in-situ results) applied on clays by
Aubeny and Shi (2006) using the FEM and the ALE coordinate speci-
fication, and by Abelev et al. (2009a) using the FDM and Lagrangian
coordinates.

• Static penetration: In case of a static penetration, the concept of a
pre-embedded penetrometer can be found, too. For example, Cetin
and Isik (2007) perform a cone penetration simulation in three stages:
The first stage involves the generation of an in-situ stress state. In the
second stage a cavity in the soil mesh is created equivalently to the
penetrometer dimensions by pushing the corresponding soil elements
horizontally by an amount equal to the radius of the penetrometer. Fi-
nally, in the third stage, the penetrometer is pushed into the soil with
a constant velocity. Ahmadi et al. (1999) treated the problem as a de-
formation process only, and pushes soil elements located along the path
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of an imaginary penetrometer away. The grid points associated with
these soil elements are given a vertical downward as well as a horizon-
tal displacement. The outcome is a prediction of sediment resistance
which can be compared to in-situ static results. Cohesionless as well
as cohesive sediment were addressed this way, mostly using the FDM
and Lagrangian coordinates (Cetin and Isik, 2007; Ahmadi, 2000).

In summary, to predict the penetration behavior of a dynamic penetrometer
and the penetrometer – sediment – interaction in the dynamic case only from
initial conditions, a more complex numerical model set up using the FEM
and an ALE coordinate specification, as well as the consideration of strain
rate effects within the material properties is required (Abelev et al., 2009b;
Carter et al., 2010). To derive sediment strength results which are compa-
rable to in-situ dynamic experiments, and to observe the sediment response
during collapse load in a certain depth, a “pseudo-static” approach seems to
be sufficient, and theoretically, the results from the static simulation should
be comparable to in-situ quasi-static strength results.

5.3.2 Choice of commercial code

It was aimed for a numerical simulation of the small dynamic penetrometer
Nimrod into homogenous sand. In the first attempts, the true Nimrod ge-
ometry with conical tip (see chapter 3.1.5) was targeted. The sand should
correspond to sands from the North Sea and Bays of Hawaii, respectively (for
detailed geotechnical description see chapter 4.1). The penetration should
be straight vertically (no inclination of the probe at this stage), and should
reach a depth of about 20 cm with an initial penetration velocity of 4 – 10m/s
(see chapter 4.1). As a successful result (i) a sediment strength profile com-
parable to the in-situ measurements, and (ii) detailed information about the
sediment response are aspired.
To simplify the first tests, a static simulation with constant penetration veloc-
ity was targeted first. A successful run would be defined by sediment strength
results comparable to quasi-static in-situ profiles as well as to analytically
derived bearing capacity predictions (chapter 4.1), and by deformation pat-
terns being in line with the theoretical approaches by, e.g., Terzaghi (1943).
After accomplishment of this task, it is planned to replace the constant pen-
etration velocity by an in-situ derived Nimrod penetration velocity profile
(dynamic) and to observe the sediment reaction.
Following the literature review presented in chapter 5.3.1, the proposed sim-
ulation seems to be realizable using a FDM or FEM, because we expect
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relatively small deformation patterns. Furthermore, a Lagrangian or ALE
coordinate specification seems to be sufficient as no prediction of the pen-
etration performance of the probe is targeted. The use of an elasto-plastic
constitutive model satisfying the Mohr-Coulomb criterion appears as method
of choice for the proposed problem.
In accordance with the successful simulations by, e.g., Ahmadi (2000), Cetin
and Isik (2007), and Abelev et al. (2009a), we chose the commercial code
FLAC 3D (Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in 3 Dimensions) to ap-
proach this project. FLAC 3D developed by the Itasca Consulting Group,
Minneapolis, USA, is an explicit (i.e., forward) finite difference program us-
ing the Lagrangian calculation scheme to study the mechanical behavior of
a continuous three-dimensional medium as it reaches equilibrium or steady
plastic flow numerically. The mechanics of the medium are derived from
general principles (definition of strain, laws of motion), whereas the idealized
material is defined by constitutive equations. Following the Lagrangian for-
mulation, a point in the medium is characterized by the vector components of
position, displacement, velocity and acceleration (FLAC 3D manual, 2006).
FLAC 3D Version 3.1 provides twelve basic constitutive models distinguished
into null, elastic and plastic model groups. For the proposed simulation, the
Mohr-Coulomb model for shear failure in soils and rocks was chosen.
FLAC 3D offers the use of interfaces as planes on which sliding or separa-
tion can occur. Such interfaces are important for the contact zones between
penetrometer and soil.

5.3.3 Set up

In the following section, the set up of the first attempts to simulate a static
penetration of Nimrod are described.

Grid

Considering the fact that the penetrometer inclination is planned to be tested
at a latter stage, we have chosen a full cylindric grid (3D) with two different
meshing zones: (i) a fine meshed cylinder having double the penetrometer
radius, and (ii) a wider meshed cylindric shell around it. This concept pro-
vides a high resolution in highly affected areas without wasting calculation
capacity and time on lowly affected areas, and was realized by using the
primitive mesh shape provided “cshell”. It is defined by 10 reference points
P, 4 size entries n (number of grid points related to a chosen area), 4 di-
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Figure 5.42: Concept of cshell grid in FLAC3D (FLAC manual, 2006).

mension entries d (size related to reality in meters), 4 ratio entries r (grid
point spacing ratio), and the choice whether the center area should be filled
or excavated (Fig. 5.42). The penetrometer is formed by a simpler cylindric
grid (Fig. 5.43). In several runs different resolutions of grids were tested;
these are presented in detail in Table 5.1.

Material properties

The Mohr-Coulomb elasto-plastic model is a reasonable approximation for
the behavior of sand (Bolton and Gui, 1995; Ahmadi, 2000; Abelev et al.,
2009a). The input parameters required are density, tension limit, friction an-
gle, cohesion, dilation angle, bulk modulus and shear modulus. The bulk and
shear modulus define the elastic behavior below the failure envelope, whereas
friction angle, cohesion and dilation angle define the plastic response at fail-
ure (Ahmadi and Khabbazian, 2009).
Friction angles (φ) for targeted sands (quartz sands from the North Sea, and
carbonate sands from the Pacific) were determined using an uniaxial shear
box (chapter 4.1). Corresponding to these results, it is aimed for friction an-
gles ranging from 30◦ to 37◦. The cohesion equals zero in case of cohesionless
sands. The dilation angle (ψ) expresses the behavior of loosening up (ψ>0)
or consolidating (ψ<0) during deformation of soils. After Bolton (1985) the
dilation angle for sands can be determined from the frictin angle and the
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Figure 5.43: Concept of cylinder grid in FLAC3D (FLAC manual, 2006).

critical angle of friction (φcrit) using:

φ = φcrit + 0.8ψ. (5.1)

The critical angle of shearing resistance of sand ranges generally between
31 – 35◦. Bolton and Gui (1995) assumes it to be 32◦, whereas Ahmadi and
Khabbazian (2009) used 33◦ for their numerical simulation.
To estimate bulk modulus (K ) and shear modulus (G), Ahmadi et al. (1999)
and Ahmadi and Robertson (2005) suggested the following relations:

G = KGPA

(
σ′m
PA

)n

(5.2)

K = KBPA

(
σ′m
PA

)m

, (5.3)

with σ′m being the mean effective stress and PA the atmospheric pressure
equal to 98.1 kPa. The exponents m and n range from 0.2 to 0.7, and the
shear and bulk stiffness numbers KG, KB can be assumed to depend only on
the relative density of sand. For the simulation, m and n were set equal to 0.4
(Ahmadi and Khabbazian, 2009), and the shear and bulk stiffness numbers
were derived by comparison to the results from Ahmadi and Khabbazian
(2009) leading to bulk stiffness numbers ranging between 280 and 358 and
shear stiffness numbers between 167 and 215. In consequence, a bulk modulus
of ∼ 60MPa and a shear modulus of about ∼ 30MPa follow the
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geotechnical properties determined from quartz and carbonate sand sam-
ples (chapter 4.1). This agrees with the range of bulk and shear moduli
(10 – 200MPa) found in the literature as initial condition for sandy soils in
numerical models using FLAC considering differences in density, void ration,
etc. (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000; Benmebarek et al., 2005; Babu et al., 2008; Pisheh
and Hosseini, 2010).
The density was assumed to be 2000 kg/m3 following derived unit weights
from chapter 4.1, and the tension limit was set equal zero after, e.g., Ahmadi
(2000).
The penetrometer was simulated with a high density prohibiting deforma-
tion of the device during impact and penetration (4000 – 10000 kg/m3; for
comparison: e.g., titanium ∼ 4500 kg/m3; steel ∼ 7800 kg/m3), and with a
constant velocity (see below section about velocity scaling). Interfaces de-
fined between penetrometer and sediment were characterized by a decreased
friction angle (< 50% of the sediment friction angle) following the sugges-
tions by Gerdes (2010).

Boundary conditions and scaling

The simulation deals with two objects: the penetrometer and the soil body.
In accordance with the gridding (see above), the soil body is a cylinder hav-
ing a radius of 100 cm and a height of 60 cm (Fig. 5.44). Regarding the
simulated penetrometer size (conical tip and cylindrical body with a diam-
eter of 11 cm), the aspired penetration depth (∼ 20 cm), and examples from
the literature (e.g., Ahmadi, 2000; Shi, 2005; Cetin and Isik, 2007; Abelev
et al., 2009a/b), this scaling seems to be sufficient to cover all sediment
movements induced by the penetrometer penetration. Three different types
of boundary conditions are applied on the different boundary zones in the
simulation. At this stage of simulations, the penetrometer should move only
downwards. This can be realized by so-called Roller boundary conditions
which allow movements only along one axis, in this case along the z-axis
(Fig. 5.44). For the sediment body, different boundary conditions apply on
different areas: The top of the soil body has free boundaries. Movements are
allowed in all directions. Sediment can be elevated, sink and be pushed to
the side. However, this does not apply on the side boundaries. Here, Roller
boundary conditions are initialized again. The sediment is allowed to move
along the z-axis, but not to the side. Following that, the cylindric shape is
preserved (Fig. 5.44). Due to the scaling of the soil body compared to the
penetrometer, no effects of the Roller boundary conditions of the soil body
sides on the penetration performance or sediment deformation are expected.
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Figure 5.44: Sketch of simulation scaling with respect to the penetrometer size
(here Nimrod with conical tip). The boundary conditions of the penetrometer
mesh allows movements along the z-axis only (Roller conditions). The soil body
(grey) is characterized by free boundaries at the top (light grey), Roller boundary
conditions (allowing movements along the z-axis) at the side (medium grey), and
fixed boundaries at the bottom (dark grey).

At the bottom of the soil body, the boundaries are fixed. No movements
in any direction are allowed. This helps to conserve the original shape of
the soil body. Without the stabilization at the bottom and at the sides, the
sand cylinder would immediately collapse to a loose pile of sand. Following
that, the soil body simulates a certain amount of sediment embedded in a
greater framework of sediment like the seafloor. The scaling should make
a simulation of infinite sediment depth and width possible, and should rule
out effects on the penetration process or deformation patterns caused by the
boundary conditions.

Velocity scaling

Nimrod ’s in-situ penetration velocities (4 – 10m/s) were aspired, however,
this would cause a scaling problem using FLAC 3D Version 3.1. Each it-
eration step represents a time step of one second. Consequently, the pen-
etrometer would blast through the soil body within one iteration step, but a
penetration process would not be calculated and simulated. Following that,
it is not possible to simulate the in-situ penetration velocity with the aspired
resolutions (Tab. 5.1) and geometries (Fig. 5.44). Thus, for the first tests, the
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Figure 5.45: A) Initial position of the simulation: The penetrometer (blue) hov-
ers over the middle of the soil body (green). B) Example of a simulation: The
penetrometer (red-blue) penetrated the soil body (green) leading to deformation
of the grid cells, and in doing so, the sediment.

penetration velocity was significantly scaled down to 5e-7m/s which proved
to be a reliable range guaranteeing no calculation hiccups while keeping the
original geometry scaling.

Course of action

In the initial position of the simulation, the penetrometer hovers above the
soil body center (Fig. 5.45). The simulation starts with the constant down-
ward movement of the penetrometer with the chosen velocity (5e-7m/s).
The penetrometer impacts the sediment and penetrates the soil body with
the constant velocity. The sediment reacts with deformation (Fig. 5.45), and
changes of stress and strain state. About 400000 iteration steps would be
necessary to reach a penetration depth of about 20 cm.

5.3.4 Exemplary test run

Doing the first test runs (FLAC 3D input code example can be found in
the appendix E), a major problem occured. After a penetration of less than
20 cm, an “illegal geometry error” was announced by FLAC 3D, and the sim-
ulation was automatically aborted. The message means that due to a large
distortion of some grid cells the execution cannot continue.
To better the understanding of this issue, tests with changing material prop-
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erties and geometries were carried out. During these tests, above all seven
data points at the sediment surface were observed to study the deformation
patterns. The first is on a vertical axis (z-direction) with the penetrometer
tip (Fig. 5.46). The other points follow along the x-axis with defined dis-
tances from the first point: 2.7 cm, 5.5 cm, 11 cm, 19 cm, 33 cm and 64 cm.
The sediment surface represents the first collapse load during penetration
and is not affected by surcharge.
Exemplary results in terms of displacement will be given for a run with
the following initial sediment properties: Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model,
Initial-cshell-60 grid (Tab. 5.1), a bulk modulus of 60MPa, a shear modulus
of 30MPa, the cohesion equals zero, the dilation angle equals zero, a sedi-
ment density of 2000 kg/m3, and a friction angle of 34◦.
During this test an “illegal geometry” occurred at a penetration depth of
about 12 cm. Figure 5.47 shows the deformation patterns until abortion.
Three main actions can be observed: i) grid points under the cone are pulled
down with the cone, (ii) grid points under the cone bevel and in the close
vicinity of the cone are additionally pushed to the side, and (iii) grid point
in a distance from 14 – 59 cm from the cone are slightly elevated. In-situ, the
sediment is compressed until the bearing capacity is exceeded, and then the
sediment fails and is pushed to the side following, e.g., Terzaghi’s (1943) or
Meyerhof’s (1953) deformation patterns (Fig. 2.3). The sediment pushed to
the side might cause an elevation of the soil surface as seen in the simulation
(e.g., Terzaghi, 1943). However, the dragging of the first grid points down
with the penetrometer seems to be unrealistic, and is very likely the reason
for a grid cell distortion and “illegal geometry”. This problem is caused by
the fact that FLAC 3D does only allow failure at pre-defined failure planes,
and a failure and separation of the sediment under the cone tip as it occurs
in-situ is impossible using the above described set up. Following that, it has
to be assumed that the whole deformation process and stress and strain de-
velopment is disturbed by this affect, and that such results are not reliable.
Finding a solution for this problem is the necessary next step and is cur-
rently approached. Ideas might be the definition of an interface at the failure
zone. However, this might lead to problems with the 3D cylindric geometry.
Another possibility might be to include an automatic remeshing routine as
available for FLAC 2D. This would allow a splitting up of grid cells when a
certain grid cell size or distortion is reached, but the central grid point would
still be dragged down with the penetrometer. Following the current results, it
might be necessary to accept approximations such as changing from a 3D full
cylindric grid to a 3D quarter cylindric grid (solving the sediment separation
problem), or a general coarsening of the grid (leading to a smaller distortion
of grid cells) to approach in-situ results. In particular, regarding the velocity
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Figure 5.46: Location of monitored grid points during first test runs. All of them
follow the x-axis. The last grid point in a distance of 64 cm is not depicted here.

issues, a change of commerical code or FLAC version might be considered,
too. However, final conclusions cannot be drawn from these preliminary test
runs. Further developments, results and conclusions will be presented in the
framework of the corresponding Master Thesis.
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Figure 5.47: Results in terms of displacement of the presented test run example.
The solid lines indicate the displacement of the respective grid point (see legend).
The dashed orange line connects the final positions of the respective grid points,
and for orientation, the penetrometer size at initial position (pale green filling) and
at final position (pale green lines) is sketched.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was the (i) development of a dynamic penetrometer
suitable for the investigation of sediment remobilization in the uppermost
sediment surface, (ii) the application of this device in the framework of geo-
logical and geotechnical studies of areas of sediment remobilization, and (iii)
the interpretation of these in-situ geotechnical results of sediment remobi-
lization processes. During the numerous studies the new device Nimrod was
supported by a FFCPTU lance, acoustic methods such as MBES, ADCP
and SSS, sediment sampling combined with standard geotechnical labora-
tory methods (e.g., determination of grain size distribution, uniaxial shear
box, etc.) and/or by numerical modeling of hydrodynamics. The following
conclusions can be drawn:

• The small dynamic penetrometer Nimrod developed in the beginning
of this study delivers results comparable to other small dynamic pen-
etrometers such as the eXpendable Bottom Penetrometer, and is suit-
able for deployments in challenging areas (e.g., strong hydrodynamics,
small vessels, close to foundations). It is very robust and can be de-
ployed on all kind of sediments from very soft clays to hard sand.

• The penetration is limited depending on the sediment strength (mean
penetration depth for sand 0.08 – 0.16m, for silt 0.3 – 0.8m, for soft
clay 0.6 – 2.5m). The device is suitable only for the investigation of the
uppermost sediment layers.

• Sediment strength in terms of a quasi-static bearing capacity equiva-
lent can be estimated matching laboratory results in case of plain and
homogeneous seafloors (chapter 4.1). However, the comparison with
other methods may show deviations due to approximations made dur-
ing the calculation process (e.g., neglect of penetrometer shape factors,
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neglect of side friction and side adhesion, empirical factor K = 1−1.5).

• Different grain size classes such as sand, silt, clay can be distinguished,
but differences in grain size on a smaller scale are reflected in the dy-
namic penetrometer results, too. A non-linear trend of increasing sedi-
ment strength with decreasing grain size of sands was observed (chapter
4.3).

• The sediment strength profile of quartz sand differs from the one of
carbonate sands. Following that, mineralogical composition is reflected
in the dynamic penetrometer results (chapter 4.1).

• Layers of different sediment density are displayed as different gradients
in the sediment strength profiles. This is the base for investigations of
sediment remobilization processes and makes the detection and verti-
cal quantification of (recently) mobilized sediment layers possible (e.g.,
chapter 4.1-3, 5.1.1-3, 5.2.1-3).

• In doing so, the sediment remobilization of a subaqueous dune was ob-
served depending on the tidal phase. Results could be correlated to
acoustic methods and supported the existing theories about the sedi-
ment remobilization patterns in this region (chapter 4.2).

• The detection of sediment erosion and sediment accumulation areas
on sorted bedforms and along a shifting sandbar provided a base to
build up/ confirm a model of the ongoing sediment dynamics as well as
development and maintenance of the features (chapter 4.3 and 5.1.3).

• In ports, harbor mud disposal sites and other areas of coastal or la-
custrine engineering, mud accumulation areas could be localized and
quantified. This might lead to a support in decision making of further
interventions and the industrial utilization of the areas (chapter 5.2).

• A sediment strength pattern varying with time was derived from dy-
namic penetrometer surveys at tripod wind energy converter founda-
tions. The patterns are related to scouring at the foundations. This
unique in-situ geotechnical study might be useful for an improvement of
scouring theories at offshore wind energy converter foundations (chap-
ter 5.1.1).

In summary, it was achieved to design a dynamic penetrometer suitable for
the investigation of seafloor stiffness and sediment remobilization. The re-
sults have the potential to contribute to the understanding of natural sedi-
ment remobilization processes as well as to the understanding and decision
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making in case of sediment remobilization induced by human impact. The
findings form a solid base for further studies of sediment remobilization us-
ing dynamic penetrometers, however, improvements should be targeted by
addressing questions, e.g., for a correlation between in-situ density and mea-
sured sediments strength, and uncertainties such as the empirical factor K
or shape factors in the calculation process of quasi-static bearing capacity.
The numerical approach started here is one example and has to be continued.
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Chapter 7

Outlook

The outcome of this thesis can be regarded as an introduction of dynamic
penetrometers to the investigation of sediment remobilization processes.
Thereby, it focussed on field work, and only first attempts of controlled
measurements in a wave channel, and of numerical simulation of a Nimrod
penetration into sand were introduced. The major aim was achieved,
however, the improvement of the used approaches as well as arisen questions
may be addressed in the future.
Concerning the used approach to derive quasi-static bearing capacity, for
example, the so-called shape factors (Meyerhof, 1953), which consider the
penetrometer geometry within the bearing capacity approach (Terzaghi,
1943), were neglected, because the penetrometer tip geometry was kept
constant during the respective surveys. Nevertheless, the neglect of shape
factors influences the derived values of bearing capacity, and in doing so, may
lead to deviations in case of a comparison to other methods. Furthermore,
deviations may be generated from the estimation of quasi-static bearing
capacity from dynamic bearing capacity. The used empirical approach by
Dayal and Allen (1975) is highly recommended (Stegmann et al., 2006;
Stoll et al., 2006), but it has to be considered that it was developed for a
more lance-like penetrometer, and that it was originally applied on clays
(Dayal and Allen, 1975). Nevertheless, Stoll et al. (2006) showed that it
is the most suitable approach to estimate quasi-static strength values for
the eXpendable Bottom Penetrometer (projectile-shape) on sand, but they
admitted that deviations may occur. Following that, at this stage it cannot
be obviated that the slight deviations seen in Lake Rotoiti/ Lake Rotorua
(chapter 5.2.3) and in the wind energy field (chapter 5.1.1) may follow the
calculation procedure. A third approximation made, is the neglect of side
friction and side adhesion. Theoretically, side adhesion and friction must be
estimated and subtracted from the measured sediment resistance.
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Furthermore, questions came up during the studies presented. For example,
a non-linear dependence of grain size und sediment strength was observed,
however, the variety of grain size distribution in the field were not sufficient
to develop a mathematical correlation from the results. The same applies on
the question for a correlation between in-situ density and sediment strength.
The differentiation of density layers using the sediment strength profiles was
possible, but to derive a mathematical correlation delivering in-situ density
values was not possible during the surveys. Such aims should be targeted
by physical and numerical modelling in the future.

Numerical modelling

First, the model must succeed to simulate an in-situ Nimrod deployment
into the chosen sediment. This can be tested by comparing the simulated
sediment strength predictions to in-situ results and analytical predictions.
Also, it may be strived for predictions of the penetration performance
from initial conditions (but then the use of another code than the one
used in chapter 5.3 must be considered). Approximations may be accepted
depending on the simulation target (see chapter 5.3). As soon as a suitable
model is available, it may be aimed for the following issues:

1. Impact of fine-scaled changes in friction angle and density, respectively,
on (i) the relationship of shearing and compression during penetration,
and on (ii) sediment strength profiles.

2. Impact of changes of interface friction angle on the sediment deforma-
tion and derived sediment strength to test the impact of penetrometer
surface smoothness.

3. Impact of different tip geometries and inclination of penetrometer on
sediment deformation and sediment strength for various sediment prop-
erties.

4. Impact of changes on penetration velocity (static and dynamic) on sed-
iment deformation and sediment strength for various sediment proper-
ties.

5. After testing of homogeneous sediments (not only sand, but also silt
or mud), layering should be included. Sediment layers could vary in
sediment properties such as friction angle, density, cohesion, etc.

A final goal would be the combination of this geotechnical model with a
hydrodynamical one to induce layering by the hydrodynamics in correspon-
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dence to the geotechnical sediment remobilization studies presented in this
thesis.

Physical modelling

In accordance with the numerical model, the physical model should be
carried out in two steps approaching the geotechnical and methodological
questions first before including hydrodynamics.
For the former, a tank based on experiments presented by, e.g., Aubeny
and Shi (2006), or Stoll (2006), being about ∼ 2m wide and providing a
depth of at least 1m (for sand about 1m would be sufficient, but for mud
deeper penetration depths might be desired) would be suitable to carry
out the following controlled penetrometer measurements in water saturated
sediments:

1. Variation of impact velocity using Nimrod.

2. Variation of impact velocity (static and dynamic) using, e.g., the
FFCPTU (Static penetrations cannot be tested using Nimrod, because
the deceleration sensors would only monitor a steady movement, and a
tip resistance sensor is lacking.).

3. Variation of tip geometry and inclination of both instruments.

4. Variation of mineralogy using both instruments.

5. Large-/Fine-scaled variation of grain size using both instruments.

6. Fine-scaled variation of density using both instruments.

7. Layering in terms of grain size and density variations using both in-
struments.

For the set up, methods have to be developed to provide, e.g., a constant
penetration (e.g., by using a hydraulic arm), or to fill in the sediment with
the desired density and keep the density over a series of deployments (e.g.,
by stirring), etc.
To include sediment dynamics, the set up has to be shifted to a flume or
wave channel depending on whether the impact of currents and/or waves
should be investigated. The initial conditions should be simplified here in
the first instance (e.g., only one type of sediment with a certain grain size
and density), but density variations induced by the hydrodynamics should
be monitored during the experiment.
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Both approaches, the numerical as well as the physical model, repre-
sent highly complex experiments, however, the outcome would improve the
methodology of dynamic penetrometers, especially with regard to sediment
remobilization processes. This thesis provides a solid base of in-situ data
for approval of the modeling.
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Abstracts

The following abstracts have been submitted to the respective conferences
within the dissertation time and have not been presented in this thesis yet.

Stark, N., Stegmann, S., Ernstsen, V.B.,
Seifert, A., Kopf, A.,

Mobile bed material layers characterized
and quantified by free-falling penetrometers.

Submitted to the 10th International Coastal Symposium
in Lisbon, 2009.

Erosion, transport and deposition of bed material induced by cur-
rents, waves and tides are important processes in estuaries and
coastal environments. The migration of dunes, effects on naviga-
bility caused by the appearance of fluid mud layers or silting-up of
shipping routes are examples of its consequences. To assess sedi-
ment mobility and its potential impact, the mobile layers have to be
detected and quantified. Sediment cores and samples may recover
the mobile layer if it is not too soft, but may compromise its in-situ
thickness, texture and physical properties. Acoustic methods like
high resolution seismic profiling (chirp sonar, resolution 40 cm) and
parametric sub-bottom profiling (resolution about 6 cm) succeed
displaying the thickness of the mobile layer if it is at least as thick
as their maximum resolution. In some cases the mobile layer could
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be thinner and cannot be shown by above mentioned methods.
This study has tested the ability of two free-falling penetrometers,
recently developed at Bremen University, to detect and quantify
such thin mobile layers. The free-falling penetrometers measure
profiles of, e.g., deceleration, pressure and tip resistance during
penetration into the seabed to derive geotechnical properties such
as strength and pore pressure in-situ. This has been done success-
fully in different scenarios and through layers of variable thickness
and consistency in coastal environments of Germany and Denmark.
This paper presents first results of quantifying and characterizing
such mobile layers using the two free-falling penetrometers.

Stark, N., Lambers-Huesmann, M.,
Zeiler, M., Zoellner, C., Kopf, A.,

Impact of offshore wind energy plants
on the soil mechanical behavior of sandy seafloors.

Accepted for oral presentation at
the European Geological Union General Assembly

in Vienna, 2010.

Over the last decade, wind energy has become an important renew-
able energy source. Especially, the installation of offshore wind-
farms offers additional space and higher average wind speeds than
the well-established windfarms onshore.
Certainly, the construction of offshore wind turbines has an impact
on the environment. In the framework of the Research at Alpha
VEntus (RAVE) project in the German offshore wind energy farm
Alpha Ventus (north of the island Borkum in water depths of about
30m) a research plan to investigate the environmental impact had
been put into place. An ongoing study focuses on the changes in
soil mechanics of the seafloor close to the foundations and the devel-
opment of scour. Here, we present results of the first geotechnical
investigations after construction of the plants (ca. 1 – 6 months)
compared to geotechnical measurements prior to construction.
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To study the soil mechanical behavior of the sand, sediment sam-
ples from about thirty different positions were measured in the
laboratory to deliver, e.g., grain size (0.063 – 0.3mm), friction an-
gles (∼ 32◦), unit weight (∼ 19.9 kN/m3) and void ratios (∼ 0.81).
For acoustic visualisation, side-scan-sonar (towed and stationary)
and multibeam-echosounders (hull mounted) were used. Data show
a flat, homogenous seafloor prior to windmill erection, and scour-
ing effects at and in the vicinity of the foundations afterwards.
Geotechnical in-situ measurements were carried out using a stan-
dard dynamic Cone Penetration Testing lance covering the whole
windfarm area excluding areas in a radius < 50m from the installed
windmills (due the accessibility with the required research vessel).
In addition, the small free-fall penetrometer Nimrod was deployed
at the same spots, and furthermore, in the areas close to the tri-
pod foundations (down to a distance of ∼ 5m from the central
pile). Before construction, CPT as well as Nimrod deployments
confirm a flat, homogenous sandy area with tip resistance values
ranging from 1200 – 1600 kPa (CPT with a mass of ∼ 100 kg and
an impact velocity of ∼ 1m/s) and quasi-static bearing capacities
(qsbc.) mainly ranging from 39 – 69 kPa (Nimrod : mass of ∼ 13 kg,
impact velocity of ∼ 8m/s). There was no evidence for layering in
results of both in-situ instruments. After construction, most of the
positions show changes in sediment strength ranging from 10% up
to 100% compared to the results prior to windmill construction.
Extreme changes (> 50%) occur above all close to the foundations.
Furthermore, patterns of relatively soft zones (qsbc.: 50 – 80 kPa)
and hard zones (qsbc. > 100 kPa) were mapped during the high-
resolution surveys close to the foundation. Beside that, a very soft
sediment layer (0.03 – 0.05m) drapes most of the soft zones. This
may be recently eroded and re-deposited sediment, whereas the
hard zones may indicate areas of sediment erosion where looser
material has been carried away. Reasons for sediment remobiliza-
tion and changes in geotechnical properties may be scouring as a
consequence of the changed hydrodynamics in the vicinity of the
windmills. Besides first developments of scour, the side scan sonar
results show relicts of the wind turbine erection (e.g., footprints
of jack-up-platforms). First multibeam-echosounder measurements
confirm sediment re-deposition due to scour in the lee of the main
current direction and show traces of wind turbine erection equip-
ment in the same areas where also the penetrometer measurements
took place. In summary, a local impact of the wind turbines on
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the soil mechanical properties of the seafloor is attested from this
initial post-erection survey. Future cruises (every 6 months) will
complement those data, which will eventually allow us a compari-
son to, or even refinement of long-term scouring models.

Stark, N., Lambers-Huesmann, M.,
Zeiler, M., Zoellner, C., Kopf, A.,

In-situ Geotechnical Investigations of
Scouring at Offshore Wind Energy Turbines.

Accepted for oral presentation at
the OES/IEEE OCEANS

in Sydney, 2010.

Wind energy has become one of the most important renewable
energy sources. After successful implementation onshore, offshore
wind energy bringing up additional space and higher average wind
speeds was introduced in the last years. The first projects started
in very shallow areas (water depth ∼ 10m) close to the coast (e.g.,
Middelgrund, DK, 2001). Although, recently the offshore wind-
farms have been installed farther away from the coast in water
depths ranging from 28 to 45m (e.g., Beatrice, UK, 2007). Be-
cause of the high cost of installation, the longevity of the turbines
is essential and calls attention, amongst others, on the foundations.
Following this, there is a need to model and predict scour, which is
a typical pattern of sediment redistribution due to the installation
of an object of defined shape in an area strongly influenced by cur-
rents, tides and waves. However, wind farms in open waters are
a relatively new development and until now, it is not clear if the
present scour models accurately simulate the processes occurring
in-situ.
To investigate this, a research plan for sedimentological and geotech-
nical in-situ measurements within the framework of the Research at
Alpha VEntus (RAVE) has been put into place, and special devices
were developed. For visualization of the seafloor surface, side scan
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sonar (towed and stationary) and multibeam-echosounder (hull-
mounted) were used for surveying a full coverage grid of the whole
area pre- and post-erection. Chirp sonar (towed) was also applied
for very high resolution sub-bottom profiling. In the pre-erection
phase, these methods showed a flat, homogenous sandy seafloor.
This was confirmed by sediment samples taken at the position of
each planned windmill and respectively at a distance of 100m and
500m. The samples contained pale brown, siliciclastic sand with
well-rounded particles and a grain size of 0.063 – 0.3mm. In the
laboratory friction angles of ∼ 32◦, a unit weight of ∼ 19.9 kN/m3

and void ratios ∼ 0.81 were determined. For in-situ geotechnical
investigations of the seafloor a standard dynamic Cone Penetra-
tion Test lance (CPT) was deployed in the same positions at which
sediment samples were taken. The pre-construction CPT tests de-
livered tip resistance values ranging from 1200 - 1600 kPa and de-
celerations ranging from 1 – 2.2 g penetrating the uppermost sedi-
ment surface with an impact velocity of ∼ 1m/s (maximum winch
speed) and a mass of ∼ 100 kg. During the pre-erection measure-
ments, the lightweight (13 kg mass) dynamic penetrometer Nimrod
derived values of maximum deceleration ranging from 55 - 85 g and
of quasi-static bearing capacity ranging from 39 – 69 kPa at impact
velocities of 6 - 12m/s. These results form the base for a compari-
son between pre- and post-erection geotechnical data.
A few months after the installation of the tripod foundations, a
second measurement campaign was started. Now, the closest po-
sition accessible for the CPT lance, the stationary circumferential
sonar tower and the box corer was 50m from the installed foun-
dations. However, since Nimrod can be deployed from a dinghy,
measurements very close to the tripod foundation (down to ∼ 3m
from the central pile) were possible. These measurements were
carried out in straight tracks of 5 – 12 deployments radial from the
central pile of tripod and in-between of the tripod legs.
Hydroacoustic and sedimentological as well as geotechnical data
show a local impact of the wind turbine foundations on the seafloor.
Multibeam-echosounder images attest sediment re-deposition due
to scouring in the lee of the main current direction as well as traces
of construction equipment (e.g., footprints of jack-up-platforms).
The geotechnical results in the same areas present changes in sed-
iment strength ranging from about 10 – 100% compared to the
results prior to erection. Close to the wind turbines, patterns of
hard zones (quasi-static bearing capacity >100 kPa) and the de-
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velopment of a looser sediment layer (0.03 - 0.05m thick) in the re-
maining soft zones can be detected. Zones of higher strength may
be the consequence of erosion of the uppermost material. Con-
versely, a looser surface layer and soft zones may express sediment
that has been freshly re-deposited. A variation of the patterns
around the different windmills might be a consequence of exact
time of construction (i.e. less time for the seafloor to adjust to
changes in hydrodynamics owing to the obstacle) and different po-
sitions in the grid of wind turbines.
The initial results illustrate our strategy for in-situ geotechnical
investigation of scour at offshore wind energy plants, results of the
first post-erection survey in comparison to pre-erection and an as-
sessment of the techniques used. Regular surveys (every 6 months)
in the future will gather complementary data, which will eventually
allow us a comparison to, or even refinement of long-term scouring
models.

Stark, N., Greer, D., Phillips, D.J.,
Borrero, J.C., Harrison, S., Kopf, A.,

In-situ Geotechnical Investigation of
Sediment Characteristics over

"The Bar", Raglan, New Zealand.

Submitted to the
American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting

in San Francisco, 2010.

The geotechnical characteristics of surficial sediments on a highly
mobile, N-S-oriented ebb tidal shoal (‘The Bar ’) near the entrance
to Whaingaroa Harbor, in Raglan, NZ, were investigated using the
dynamic penetrometer Nimrod developed at MARUM, University
of Bremen. The penetrometer is suitable for deployments in areas
characterized by strong currents and active wave climate common
to this site. Vertical sediment strength, based upon penetrometer
deceleration and a quasi-static bearing capacity equivalent, was
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profiled at 23 positions along as well as in the vicinity of The Bar
during slack water. Recently deposited or loosened up sediment
was detected as a top layer of lower sediment strength (quasi-static
bearing capacity equivalent [qs. bc.] < 10 kPa) over a stiff substra-
tum (mean maximum qs. bs. ∼ 105 kPa), and quantified (thick-
ness: 0 - 7 cm) indicating areas of sediment accumulation and areas
of sediment erosion. These results were correlated to mean cur-
rent velocities and directions predicted by ASR Ltd.’s Whaingaroa
Harbor Model.
Concerning sediment dynamics, The Bar area can be divided into
different zones: (i) the channel connecting The Bar to the harbor,
(ii) the southern arm, (iii) the mid-section, (iv) the northern arm,
and (v, vi) the northern and southern wings covering the area be-
tween The Bar and the shore. The channel is characterized by high
current velocities (up to 1.7m/s) along the W-E-axis, suggesting
a strong sediment erosion and no (re-)deposition. However, the
penetrometer results hint at sediment deposition that can be ex-
plained by the deep trench in the channel that might trap sediment
despite the high mean current velocities. Comparing the northern
and the southern wing, the currents follow the bathymetry and
coastline and are mirrored at the W-E-axis, but the mean current
velocities are higher at the southern wing (northern wing: up to
0.4m/s; southern wing: up to 0.6m/s). The penetrometer results
suggest strong sediment erosion on the southern wing (qs. bc. up
to 155 kPa, top layer thickness ∼ 2 cm), and show no evidence of
sediment remobilization on the northern wing (no layering). On
the northern and southern arms, low currents (∼ 0.3m/s) with
very mixed directions were predicted, and in front (west) of the
most southern corner an area of strong sediment accumulation was
localized following the penetrometer results (top layer thickness:
7 cm). This leads to the hypothesis that in the ebb-shoal system
at Whaingaroa Harbor, mobile sediment is mainly transported via
the southern wing of the The Bar potentially leading to an increase
of sediment erosion in this area due to effects like sanding. Sedi-
ment deposition might occur in the trench of the channel as well
as in the vicinity of the southernmost portion of the sandbar. This
matches observations according to which the southern arm shifted
about 220m whereas the northern arm only moved 20m within
one year.
The in-situ penetrometer as well as the numerical results agree
neatly with observations of The Bar ’s morphology. Both methods
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provide valuable insights which enhance our understanding of the
sediment dynamics in this area.



Appendix B

List of field work

I was involved in the following surveys within the dissertation time (tests of
devices in small rivers or ponds are not listed):
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Appendix C

More data

In the following chapter, penetrometer results from the surveys which are not
represented within a manuscript or as ongoing project will be shown here.
The data has to be regarded as raw data. No detailed processing or inter-
pretation has been carried out.

C.1 Emden harbor, GER
Besides the experiments carried out by Annedore Seifert, tests using the
FFCPTU lance with different tip geometries were carried out in Emden Har-
bor in April 2008. The chosen position was 53◦ 20.8721’N and 7◦ 11.9332’ E,
inside of the locks with a water depth of about 10m. The FFCPTU lance
was used with two additional rods each being 1m long, having a total weight
of approximately 70 kg, and was truly free-falling. The tip geometries varied
from the commonly used cone (diameter: 4 cm), over a cylinder (diameter:
10 cm) to a disc (diameter: 25 cm) (Fig. C.1). The results in terms of max-
ima of the deceleration, impact velocity, penetration depth, tip resistance
and excess pore pressure are shown in Tab. C.1.
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Deceleration Impact Penetration Tip Excess pore
Tip (m/s2) velocity depth (m) resistance pressure (kPa)

(m/s) (kPa)
Cone 8.0 1.3 1.50 101 10
Cone 7.5 1.8 1.45 150 1
Cone 8.2 1.8 1.40 105 -
Cone 16.5 1.5 0.85 310 1
Cone 10.5 4.0 0.80 340 1

Cylinder 15.0 3.2 2.70 125 77
Cylinder 15.0 3.0 2.60 160 12
Cylinder 12.5 1.6 1.00 110 4
Cylinder 15.5 2.2 1.40 130 4
Cylinder 15 2.2 1.40 125 4
Disc 7. 5 1.2 1.15 15 65
Disc 13.0 2.2 2.20 23 63
Disc 9.5 1.9 1.40 14 33
Disc 10.0 1.5 1.30 9 32
Disc 9.5 1.4 1.60 13 36

Table C.1: FFCPTU lance results using different tip geometries from Emden
harbor. Five deployments per tip were carried out at the approximately same
position. Slight variations in position and deployment performance might have led
to deviations of the results.
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Figure C.1: FFCPTU lance with the three tip options: cone, cylinder, disc at a
test in Bremerhaven.

C.2 Kiel harbor, GER: Tirpitzhafen

In the Tirpitzhafen, part of the western Kiel Navy harbor, it was planned
to extend the tests with different tip geometry using the FFCPTU. How-
ever, the thread connecting tip and sensor section was damaged at the sixth
position. For the twenty remaining positions only the cylindric tip could
be used. Additionally, at position 15 a failure of the electronic data log-
ging system occured, and the gathered data were deleted. In consequence,
only data from twelve of the twenty-six positions (pos. 15 - 26) using the
cylindric tip remained (Fig. C.2). Each position was measured five times
at approximately the same position, however, drifting had been noticed and
has probably caused deviations in the results. This led to 58 deployments
of which eleven were disturbed by inclined impacts and were not processed.
The pore pressure sensor failed due to a filter problem at position 23 and
could not be interpreted at the following positions. Due to the number of
disturbances and problems and the fact that no complementing measure-
ments with the standard conical tip were recorded, it was resigned to carry
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Figure C.2: Google Earth image showing the positions 15 - 26 in the Tirpitzhafen
in Kiel. The lower left corner corresponds to the coordinates 54◦ 21’ 23.78” N and
10◦ 09’ 47.34” E.

out a detailed data processing.
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C.3 Kaneohe Bay, HI
During the research stay in Hawaii, Nimrod meaurements have been carried
out in the framework of a collaboration with Charles Bachmann (ONR). At
five positions (Fig. C.3), two deployments were made in a water depth of
about 1m, respectively. Kaneohe Bay is characterized by muddy sediments
close to the shore. The unprocessed results are shown in Tab. C.2.

Figure C.3: Sketch of Kaneohe Bay indicating the deployment areas. The posi-
tions 1 - 3 and the positions 4 - 5, respectively, are located in a distance of only a
few meters from each other.

Deceleration Impact Penetration
Pos. (g) velocity depth (m)

(m/s)
1 2 2 0.26
2 28 10 0.69
3 39 9 0.28
4 56 9 0.34
5 60 10 0.28

Table C.2: Nimrod results from Kaneohe Bay averaged over two deployments at
the same position.
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C.4 Lake Tarawera, NZ
In the framework of the collaboration with David Hamilton (University of
Waikato), Nimrod was deployed at 26 positions in Lake Tarawera (Fig. C.4).
At each position two deployments were made. The results averaged per
position are presented in Tab. C.3.

Figure C.4: Sketch of Lake Tarawera indicating the deployment areas.
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Water Deceleration Impact Penetration
Pos. depth (g) velocity depth (m)

(m) (m/s)
1 10.2 26 9 1.0
2 20.1 4 8 1.8
3 40.8 3 6 1.1
4 60.1 4 5 1.5
5 80.0 3 3 0.6
6 60.8 3 4 0.6
7 40.6 4 5 0.6
8 19.7 24 4 0.1
9 7.8 16 5 0.3
10 12.5
11 22.6 36 5 0.1
12 40.7 25 4 0.1
13 59.5 3 5 0.7
14 80.5 3 4 0.7
15 56.7 70 5 0.1
16 41.3 4 6 0.9
17 21.0 19 8 0.7
18 10.2 9 9 1.3
19 10.5 55 8 1.5
20 24.4 28 5 0.2
21 24.4 11 6 0.5
22 10.1 11 1 0
23 10.2
24 20.4 2 1 0
25 20.1 40 8 1.0
26 9.9 32 8 0.6

Table C.3: Nimrod results from Lake Tarawera averaged over two deployments
at the same position. Some results were disturbed by an unknown cause (no data
or low impact velocities).
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C.5 Port of Taranaki, New Plymouth, NZ
Nimrod meausrements were carried out in the Port of Taranaki, New Ply-
mouth, NZ. 68 deployments were done at 34 positions along 5 transects
(Fig. C.5). The unprocessed results are listed in Tab. C.4. The results have
not been correlated to the coordinates, however an assignment to the tran-
sects was made. Due to time issues, the surveying of transect 2 and 4 was
kept short. Layering occured at some places, but has not been interpreted.

Figure C.5: Sketch of survey transects in the Port of Taranaki. For orientation,
the island Moturoa is located at 39◦ 02’ 57.47” S and 174◦ 01’ 39.17” E.
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Transect Water Deceleration Impact Penetration
No. depth (g) velocity depth (m)

(m) (m/s)
1 14 9 1.7
1 15.2 8 0.0
1 15.8 97 10 0.1
1 17.1 83 10 0.1
1 17.3 59 9 0.1
1 17.8 87 9 0.1
1 18.4 80 9 0.3
1 17.9 124 7 0.1
1 17.3 105 6 0.0
1 18.8 230 10 0.0
1 18.9 144 9 0.1
1 20.0 6 1 0.0
1 5.6 180 9 0.1
2 19.0 2 1 0.0
2 20.3 4 1 0.0
2 5.4 9 1 0.0
3 11.0 153 8 0.1
3 17.5 126 7 0.1
3 19.3 163 7 0.1
3 21.6 137 7 0.1
3 23.6 132 8 0.1
3 16.2 1 2 0.3
3 15.7 143 7 0.1
3 15.3 125 7 0.1
3 15.6 133 8 0.1
3 16.5 15 4 0.1
3 17.0 1 4 1.7
3 17.0 32 1 0.3
4 16.8 66 9 0.1
4 9.3 62 7 0.3
5 2.3 5 4 0.1
5 14.5 18 8 0.6
5 14.5 71 3 0.1
5 10.6 7 2 0.2

Table C.4: Nimrod results from the Port of Taranaki averaged over two deploy-
ments at the same position. The data express the maximum of the respective
property at the respetive position. Some results were disturbed by an unknown
cause (low impact velocities).
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C.6 Port of Tauranga, NZ, 2010
The survey in the Stella Passage in Port of Tauranga (see chapter 5.2.1) was
repeated in March 2010. Again a western, a middle and an eastern transect
were measured using Nimrod. Two deployments were done at each position:
one with a slow impact velocity and one truly free-falling. The data was
provided to the INTERCOAST IC10 project and has not been processed.
The deployment coordinates are listed in Tab. C.5.

Water
No. Lat Long Time depth (m)
1 37◦ 39’ 52” 176◦ 10’ 56” 11:29 11.9
2 37◦ 39’ 57” 176◦ 10’ 56” 11:32 11.1
3 37◦ 39’ 67” 176◦ 10’ 54” 11:35 14.4
4 37◦ 39’ 81” 176◦ 10’ 50” 11:38 14.9
5 37◦ 39’ 88” 176◦ 10’ 50” 11:40 14.9
6 37◦ 39’ 52” 176◦ 10’ 71” 11:44 12.5
7 37◦ 39’ 60” 176◦ 10’ 69” 11:46 12.5
8 37◦ 39’ 70” 176◦ 10’ 67” 11:48 12.7
9 37◦ 39’ 83” 176◦ 10’ 63” 11:51 12.5
10 37◦ 39’ 90” 176◦ 10’ 61” 11:53 12.7
11 37◦ 39’ 50” 176◦ 10’ 85” 11:57 13.0
12 37◦ 39’ 61” 176◦ 10’ 82” 12:00 10.6
13 37◦ 39’ 71” 176◦ 10’ 81” 12:02 10.6
14 37◦ 39’ 84” 176◦ 10’ 76” 12:05 12.3
15 37◦ 39’ 92” 176◦ 10’ 74” 12:08 12.0

Table C.5: Nimrod deployment list from Port of Tauranga March 12, 2010.
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C.7 Lake Rotoiti, NZ: crater and geothermal
area

In March 2010, Nimrod measurements were carried in the Lake Rotoiti crater
(Pos. 8 - 10) and potentially geothermal area (Pos. 11 - 33). The results
(Tab. C.6) and a preliminary interpretation (Fig. C.6 and Fig. C.7) were
provided to Lisa Pearson who investigates the development of the geothermal
zones of Lake Rotoiti.

Figure C.6: Nimrod result from the crater area in Lake Rotoiti (Pos. 8): Mostly
very soft mud. The crater might work as a sediment trap, and the penetration
depth of the device is not big enough to penetrate the whole top layer. Another
possibility is that the sediment is loosened up by geothermal activity.
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Water Impact Penetration
No. Lat Long depth Deceleration Velocity Depth

(m) (g ) (m/s) (m)
8 38◦ 02’ 43” S 176◦ 25’ 28” E 120.0 1 4 1.6
9 38◦ 02’ 42” S 176◦ 25’ 29” E 95.8 2 3 0.7
10 38◦ 02’ 44” S 176◦ 25’ 26” E 96.9 2 3 0.8
11 38◦ 02’ 38” S 176◦ 25’ 32” E 75.3 6 4 0.4
12 38◦ 02’ 30” S 176◦ 25’ 40” E 66.9 1 3 0.9
13 38◦ 02’ 23” S 176◦ 25’ 42” E 69.4 2 4 0.7
14 38◦ 02’ 16” S 176◦ 25’ 46” E 63.2 2 4 0.7
15 38◦ 02’ 09” S 176◦ 25’ 45” E 69.4 2 3 0.6
16 38◦ 02’ 03” S 176◦ 25’ 50” E 70.4 1 3 0.7
17 38◦ 01’ 57” S 176◦ 25’ 51” E 68.1 1 4 1.0
18 38◦ 01’ 52” S 176◦ 25’ 52” E 57.2 5 4 0.4
19 38◦ 01’ 49” S 176◦ 25’ 54” E 16.0 43 4 0.1
20 38◦ 02’ 07” S 176◦ 25’ 18” E 48.4 27 3 0.1
21 38◦ 02’ 06” S 176◦ 25’ 23” E 56.7 2 5 1.1
22 38◦ 02’ 06” S 176◦ 25’ 30” E 60.0 3 4 0.9
23 38◦ 02’ 06” S 176◦ 25’ 37” E 64.1 3 4 0.7
24 38◦ 02’ 06” S 176◦ 25’ 43” E 64.8 5 4 0.5
25 38◦ 02’ 07” S 176◦ 25’ 53” E 69.9 2 4 0.8
26 38◦ 02’ 07” S 176◦ 26’ 0” E 65.9 2 4 0.7
27 38◦ 02’ 07” S 176◦ 26’ 08” E 61.1 4 4 0.9
28 38◦ 02’ 07” S 176◦ 26’ 20” E 59.0 2 5 1.0
29 38◦ 02.018’ S 176◦ 25.694’ E 69.1 2 4 0.7
30 38◦ 02.029’ S 176◦ 25.923’ E 69.6 1 4 0.7
31 38◦ 02.015’ S 176◦ 25.924’ E 69.5 1 4 0.9
32 38◦ 02.075’ S 176◦ 25.733’ E 69.9 1 4 1.0
33 38◦ 01.999’ S 176◦ 25.825’ E 70.5 1 4 1.0

Table C.6: Nimrod data and deployment positions in the crater and geothermal
areas in Lake Rotoiti, 2010.
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Figure C.7: Nimrod results from the potentially geothermal area in Lake Rotoiti
(Pos. 11 and 22): Above all, very soft surface sediment. If the very soft top layer
can be completely penetrated a soft muddy underground can be found. Very hard
spots can be found at position 19 and 20 (Tab. C.6). Subhydrostatic pressure (gas
in the sediment?) was detected at spot 11.

C.8 Lake Rotorua, NZ: pockmarks and geother-
mal area

In March 2010, Nimrod measurements were carried in Lake Rotorua’s geother-
mal zone (Pos. 1 - 5) and in some of Lake Rotorua’s pockmarks (Pos. 6 -
18). The results (Tab. C.7) and a preliminary interpretation (Fig. C.8 and
Fig. C.9) were provided to Chris Hendy and Lisa Pearson for student projects.
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Water Impact Penetration
No. Lat Long depth Deceleration Velocity Depth

(m) (g ) (m/s) (m)
1 38◦ 07.679’ S 176◦ 15.963’ E 35.7 3 4 0.7
2 38◦ 07.631’ S 176◦ 15.981’ E 46.1 1 5 1.3
3 38◦ 07.541’ S 176◦ 16.008’ E 28.0 7 4 0.7
4 38◦ 07.385’ S 176◦ 16.025’ E 32.4 1 5 1.7
5 38◦ 07.300’ S 176◦ 15.997’ E 47.7 1 3 0.8
6 38◦ 05’ 37” S 176◦ 16’ 13” E 26.3 3 5 0.6
7 38◦ 05’ 36” S 176◦ 16’ 13” E 24.0 3 5 0.7
8 38◦ 05’ 36” S 176◦ 16’ 14” E 21.1 2 6 2.1
9 38◦ 05’ 35” S 176◦ 16’ 14” E 20.8 1 5 1.7
10 38◦ 04’ 53” S 176◦ 15’ 30” E 16.3 2 6 1.7
11 38◦ 04’ 51” S 176◦ 15’ 32” E 16.2 2 6 1.8
12 38◦ 04’ 54” S 176◦ 16’ 10” E 21.4 2 5 1.6
13 38◦ 04’ 53” S 176◦ 16’ 11” E 25.4 5 5 0.5
14 38◦ 04’ 52” S 176◦ 16’ 12” E 21.1 2 6 2.0
15 38◦ 04’ 33” S 176◦ 16’ 44” E 11.0 59 7 0.1
16 38◦ 04’ 32” S 176◦ 16’ 45” E 10.5 53 5 0.1
17 38◦ 04’ 16” S 176◦ 16’ 01” E 18.0 2 6 1.8
18 38◦ 04’ 14” S 176◦ 16’ 01” E 17.8 2 6 1.8

Table C.7: Nimrod data and deployment positions in the geothermal area (Pos.
1 - 5) and 5 pockmarks of Lake Rotorua, 2010.
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Figure C.8: Nimrod result from the geothermal area in Lake Rotorua (Pos. 1):
Mainly very soft mud (qs BC 0.7 – 1.5 kPa). At the cold springs subhydrostatic
pressures can be detected.

Figure C.9: Nimrod result from inside (left) and outside (right) of a pockmark
in Lake Rotorua (Pos. 7 and 8): The pockmarks show different results. Inside
pockmark 1 stiffer (qs BC 1.7 kPa) sediment with layering (0.1m thickness) can be
found and outside soft sediment with qs. BC ranging from 0.7 - 0.8 kPa.
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Appendix D

Penetrometer raw data

The penetrometer raw data used in this thesis is in preparation for upload
to Pangaea - Publishing network for geoscientific and environmental data
(www.pangaea.de).
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Appendix E

FLAC3D input code example

In this chapter an example of the used FLAC3D code for (i) generation of the
grid, constitutive model and initialization of the soil and the penetrometer
with their interfaces (initial-cshell-60.dat), and for (ii) execution of a model
run (bench-01-cshell-60.dat) are given.

initial-cshell-60.dat

new

;——————————————————————————
;define FISH functions
;——————————————————————————

;define variables
def def-var
;set cone radius [m]
cone-rad=0.055
;set velocity of penetrometer (constant)
vel-pen=-5e-5
;set point of origin for the model (sediment surface, axis of rotation)
x-o=0
y-o=0
z-o=0
;set overall model dimensions (length, width and depth [m])
dim-x=1
dim-y=1
dim-z=0.6
;set model type (1=full model,2=quarter of model)
mod-type=1
;set mesh shape (1=radial cylinder,2=cylindrical shell,3=cylindrical shell inside
cilindrical shell)
mesh-shape=2
;set sediment density
sed-dens=2000
;set nimrod density
nim-dens=4000
;set constitutive model (1=mohr, ...??)
const-mod=1
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;set properties for mechanical model
if const-mod = 1
command
macro prop-mohr bulk 6e6 shear 3e6 coh 40 fric 24 dilation 0 tens 0
macro prop-nim bulk 1e8 shear 1e8 coh 0 fric 10 dilation 0 tens 0
endcommand
endif
; INITIALISATION for grid generation
;set number of zones for inner mesh (has to be an even number!!!)
; –> note: inner mesh is double the size of penetrometer radius
inner-zone=10
inner-zone-2=1
;set number of zones for outer mesh
outer-zone=20
outer-zone-2=10
;set number of zones for y dimension
y-zone=5
;set number of zones for z dimension
z-zone=10
;set spacing ratio for zones
rat-inner=1
rat-outer=1.05
rat-outer-2=1
rat-z=1
rat-y=1
;set radius for inner element
hole=0.005
;set temporary variables for grid generation
p1-x=x-o+dim-x
p2-z=z-o-dim-z
p3-y=y-o+dim-y
p8-x=x-o+2*cone-rad
p9-y=y-o+2*cone-rad
p8-x-2=x-o+hole
p9-y-2=y-o+hole
dims=hole

; INITIALISATION for nimrod generation
nim-length=1
dist-nim-sed=0.5
nim-x-zone=10
nim-y-zone=10
nim-z-zone=5
rad-increment=cone-rad/nim-x-zone
math=3.1754264805e-3
end

;generate model grid
;———————————————————————
def gen-grid
;create grid
if mesh-shape = 1
command
gen zone radcylinder p0 (x-o,y-o,z-o) &
p1 (p1-x,y-o,z-o) &
p2 (x-o,y-o,p2-z) &
p3 (x-o,p3-y,z-o) &
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p4 (p1-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p5 (x-o,p3-y,p2-z) &
p6 (p1-x,p3-y,z-o) &
p7 (p1-x,p3-y,p2-z) &
p8 (p8-x,y-o,z-o) &
p9 (x-o,p9-y,z-o) &
p10 (p8-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p11 (x-o,p9-y,p2-z) &
size inner-zone z-zone y-zone outer-zone &
ratio rat-inner rat-z rat-y rat-outer &
dim dims dims dims dims fill
endcommand
else
if mesh-shape = 2
command
gen zone cshell p0 (x-o,y-o,z-o) &
p1 (p1-x,y-o,z-o) &
p2 (x-o,y-o,p2-z) &
p3 (x-o,p3-y,z-o) &
p4 (p1-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p5 (x-o,p3-y,p2-z) &
p8 (p8-x,y-o,z-o) &
p9 (x-o,p9-y,z-o) &
p10 (p8-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p11 (x-o,p9-y,p2-z) &
size outer-zone z-zone y-zone inner-zone &
ratio rat-outer rat-z rat-y rat-inner &
dim dims dims dims dims fill
endcommand
else
if mesh-shape = 3
command
gen zone cshell p0 (x-o,y-o,z-o) &
p1 (p1-x,y-o,z-o) &
p2 (x-o,y-o,p2-z) &
p3 (x-o,p3-y,z-o) &
p4 (p1-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p5 (x-o,p3-y,p2-z) &
p8 (p8-x,y-o,z-o) &
p9 (x-o,p9-y,z-o) &
p10 (p8-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p11 (x-o,p9-y,p2-z) &
size outer-zone z-zone y-zone inner-zone &
ratio rat-outer rat-z rat-y rat-inner &
dim dims dims dims dims
gen zone cshell p0 (x-o,y-o,z-o) &
p1 (p8-x,y-o,z-o) &
p2 (x-o,y-o,p2-z) &
p3 (x-o,p9-y,z-o) &
p4 (p8-x,y-o,p2-z) &
p5 (x-o,p9-y,p2-z) &
p8 (p8-x-2,y-o,z-o) &
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p9 (x-o,p9-y-2,z-o) &
p10 (p8-x-2,y-o,p2-z) &
p11 (x-o,p9-y-2,p2-z) &
size outer-zone-2 z-zone y-zone inner-zone-2 &
ratio rat-outer-2 rat-z rat-y rat-inner &
dim dims dims dims dims
endcommand
endif
endif
endif
;create full model if desired
if mod-type = 1
command
gen zone reflect dip 90 dd 90
gen zone reflect dip 90 dd 0
endcommand
endif
;specify the group created (marine sediment)
command
group sediment
endcommand

;generate nimrod grid
pn-z=z-o+nim-length+dist-nim-sed
pn2-z=z-o+dist-nim-sed
pn-x=x-o+cone-rad
pn-y=y-o+cone-rad
command
gen zone cylinder p0 (x-o,y-o,pn-z) &
p1 (pn-x,y-o,pn-z) &
p2 (x-o,y-o,pn2-z) &
p3 (x-o,pn-y,pn-z) &
p4 (pn-x,y-o,pn2-z) &
p5 (x-o,pn-y,pn2-z) &
size nim-x-zone nim-z-zone nim-y-zone &
ratio rat-inner rat-z rat-y
endcommand
;specify the group created (marine sediment)
command
group nimrod range group sediment not
endcommand
;create full model if desired
if mod-type = 1
command
gen zone reflect dip 90 dd 90 range group nimrod
group nimrod range group sediment not
gen zone reflect dip 90 dd 0 range group nimrod
group nimrod range group sediment not
endcommand
endif
end

;assign constitutive model and properties
;———————————————————————
def ass-props
;assign constitutive model
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command
model mohr
prop prop-mohr range group sediment
ini dens sed-dens range group sediment
prop prop-nim range group nimrod
ini dens nim-dens range group nimrod
endcommand
end

;create interfaces
;———————————————————————-
def interfaces
int-nim-lower=z-o+dist-nim-sed-0.01
int-nim-upper=z-o+dist-nim-sed+nim-length+0.01
command
interface 1 face range z int-nim-lower int-nim-upper
int 1 prop ks 1e8 kn 1e8 fric 0
endcommand
end

;assign velocity ranges for cone penetration
;———————————————————————–
def vel-ranges
;generate ranges for velocity assignment
ad1=gp-near(x-o,y-o,pn2-z)
id1=gp-id(ad1)
counter-end=nim-x-zone+1
counter=0
rad-temp=rad-increment/10
z-l=pn2-z-0.005
z-u=pn2-z+0.005
loop while counter counter-end
r-name=’r’+string(counter)
command
range name @ r-name cylinder end1 x-o y-o z-l end2 x-o y-o z-u radius rad-temp
fix x y range @ r-name
endcommand
counter=counter+1
rad-temp=rad-temp+rad-increment
endloop
end

;calculate profile
def bla
whilestepping
z-disp=pn2-z–gp-zpos(ad1)
counter-end=nim-x-zone+1
counter=1
loop while counter counter-end
r-name=’r’+string(counter)
if z-disp >= (counter)*math
command
ini zvel vel-pen range @ r-name
fix zvel vel-pen range @ r-name
endcommand
endif
counter=counter+1
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endloop
end

;——————————————————————————
;call FISH functions
;——————————————————————————
def-var
gen-grid
ass-props
vel-ranges

ini zvel vel-pen range r0
fix zvel vel-pen range r0

set large

bla

cycle 2000

ini z add -0.38 range group nimrod

plot create view-int
plot add surface lgreen range group sediment
plot add surface lblue range group nimrod
plot add interface red
plot show

set fishcall 0 remove bla

ini zvel vel-pen range group nimrod
fix zvel vel-pen range group nimrod

;fix x range x –0.001 0.001
;fix y range y –0.001 0.001
fix x y z range z –0.599 –0.601

hist n=1
hist gp zdisp id=1

save initial-cshell-60.sav

bench-01-cshell-60.dat

new

;restore initially created file (source: initial-hole.dat)
restore initial-cshell-60.sav

set fishcall 0 remove bla

;DEFINE VARIABLES
def ini-var
;gravity option (1=gravity,other=no gravity)
grav-opt = 0
if grav-opt = 1
command
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endcommand
endif
;interface option (1=nimrod+sediment,other=nimrod only)
int-opt = 0
;nimrod variables
bulk-nim = 1e12
shear-nim = 1e12
coh-nim = 0
fric-nim = 10
dil-nim = 0
tens-nim = 0
dens-nim = 6000
;velocity nimrod
command
set vel-pen = –5e–7
ini zvel vel-pen range group nimrod
fix zvel vel-pen range group nimrod
endcommand
;nimrod interface
command
interface 1 face range z 0.001 2
int 1 prop ks 1e10 kn 1e10 fric 5
endcommand
;sediment variables
bulk-sed = 6e7
shear-sed = 3e7
coh-sed = 0
fric-sed = 34
dil-sed = 0
tens-sed = 0
dens-sed = 2000
;sediment interface
if int-opt = 1
command
interface 2 face range z –0.601 0.001
int 2 prop ks 6e6 kn 3e6 fric 24
endcommand
endif
end

;ASSIGN PROPERTIES
def assign-properties
command
model mohr
prop bulk bulk-sed shear shear-sed coh coh-sed fric fric-sed dilation dil-sed tens
tens-sed range group sediment
ini dens dens-sed range group sediment
prop bulk bulk-nim shear shear-nim coh coh-nim fric fric-nim dilation dil-nim tens
tens-nim range group nimrod
ini dens dens-nim range group nimrod
endcommand
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end

;BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
def bound-con
command
range name outer cylinder end1 0 0 –0.7 end2 0 0 2 radius 0.99 not
fix x y range outer
fix x y z range z –0.599 –0.601
fix x y range group nimrod
ini xvel 0 range group nimrod
fix xvel range group nimrod
ini yvel 0 range group nimrod
fix yvel range group nimrod
endcommand
end

;PROGRAM RUN
def run
command
hist gp disp 0 0 0
hist gp force 0 0 0
hist gp xdisp 0 0 0
hist gp xf 0 0 0
hist gp xvel 0 0 0
hist gp ydisp 0 0 0
hist gp yf 0 0 0
hist gp yvel 0 0 0
hist gp zdisp 0 0 0
hist gp zf 0 0 0
hist gp zvel 0 0 0
hist zo smax 0 0 0
hist zo smid 0 0 0
hist zo smin 0 0 0
hist zo ssi 0 0 0
hist zo ssr 0 0 0
hist zo sxx 0 0 0
hist zo sxy 0 0 0
hist zo sxz 0 0 0
hist zo syy 0 0 0
hist zo syz 0 0 0
hist zo szz 0 0 0
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hist zo vsi 0 0 0
hist zo vsr 0 0 0

hist rat
hist unb

hist n 1000
endcommand

loop n(1,1000)
str="bench-01-cshell-60" + string(n) + ".sav"
command
cycle 5000
save str
endcommand
endloop

end

;—————————————————————
;call fish functions
ini-var
assign-properties
bound-con

ini z add –0.015 range group nimrod

set fishcall 0 remove bla

run
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